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Humanoid robots are increasingly demanded to operate in interactive and
human-surrounded environments while achieving sophisticated locomotion and
manipulation tasks. To accomplish these tasks, roboticists unremittingly seek
for advanced methods that generate whole-body coordination behaviors and
meanwhile fulfill various planning and control objectives. Undoubtedly, these
goals pose fundamental challenges to the robotics and control community.
To take an incremental step towards reducing the performance gap between
theoretical foundations and real implementations, we present a planning and
control framework for the humanoid, especially legged robots, for achieving
high performance and generating agile motions. A particular concentration is
on the robust, optimal and real-time performance. This framework constitutes
three hierarchical layers, which are presented from the following perspectives.
First, we present a robust optimal phase-space planning framework for
dynamic legged locomotion over rough terrain. This framework is a hybrid
ix
motion planner incorporating a series of pivotal components. Via centroidal
momentum dynamics, we define a new class of locomotion phase-space mani-
folds, as a Riemannian distance metric, and propose a robust optimal controller
to recover from external disturbances at runtime. The agility and robustness
capabilities of our proposed framework are illustrated in (i) simulations of
dynamic maneuvers over diverse challenging terrains and under external dis-
turbances; (ii) experimental implementations on our point-feet bipedal robot.
Second, we take a step toward formally synthesizing high-level reactive
planners for whole-body locomotion in constrained environments. We formu-
late a two-player temporal logic game between the contact planner and its
possibly-adversarial environment. The resulting discrete planner satisfies the
given task specifications expressed as a fragment of temporal logic. The prov-
able correctness of the low-level execution of the synthesized discrete planner
is guaranteed through the so-called simulation relations. We conjecture that
this theoretical advance has the potential to act as an entry point for the hu-
manoid community to employ formal methods for the planner verification and
synthesis.
Third, we propose a distributed control architecture for the latency-prone
humanoid robotic systems. A central experimental phenomenon is observed
that the stability of high impedance distributed controllers is highly sensitive
to damping feedback delay but much less to stiffness feedback delay. We pursue
a detailed analysis of the distributed controllers where damping feedback effort
is executed in proximity to the control plant, and stiffness feedback effort is im-
x
plemented in a latency-prone centralized control process. Critically-damped
gain selection criteria are designed for not only rigid but also series elastic
actuators (SEAs). In particular, we devise a novel impedance performance
metric, defined as “Z-region”, simultaneously quantifying the achievable SEA
impedance magnitude and frequency ranges. Finally, this distributed control
strategy is generalized to the time-delayed Whole-Body Operational Space
Control with SEA dynamics. To ensure passivity, we separate the overall
closed-loop system into two subsystems interconnected in a feedback config-
uration. By designing Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals, we propose a delay-
dependent passivity criterion of the closed-loop system in the form of linear
matrix inequalities (LMIs), and solve for the allowable maximum time delays
via the passivity criterion. The proposed distributed control strategy is vali-
dated through extensive experimental implementations on UT rigid and series
elastic actuators, an omnidirectional mobile base Trikey and a SEA-equipped
bipedal robot Hume.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Over the past few decades, the complexity of humanoid locomotion and
manipulation tasks has grown significantly. A central goal of humanoid robots
is to achieve dexterous, versatile and robust behaviors within unstructured
environments and along with humans. As a motivating example, the disas-
ter caused by the nuclear reactor melt-down of the Fukushima Daiichi power
plant necessitated mobile robots be deployed to survey the damage and assess
danger levels (Nagatani et al., 2013). However, simple tracked robots were
the only available option, limiting the robotic capability to surveillance of ar-
eas accessible to a tracked, tethered vehicle. In response to this disaster, the
United States DARPA sponsored a competition – the DARPA Robotics Chal-
lenge (DRC)– requiring robots to enter degraded human environments (such
as damaged nuclear reactor plants) and actively perform tasks to mitigate
damage and threat to human life (DARPA, 2014). The requirements for this
competition spawned a number of sophisticated robot control architectures,
motion planning frameworks, and decision-making algorithms which were in-
tended to approach human-level dexterity and intelligence. These would help
future robotic rescue workers to better surveil a disaster site and act on their
1
Figure 1.1: A conceptual diagram of a bipedal robot with a solar panel in Grand Canyon.
own. From a research standpoint, the increase in robot task and dynamics
complexity has therefore driven our research towards the following goals (also
see Fig. 1.2):
• Seek advanced robot feedback control architectures and high perfor-
mance control strategies. For instance, Valkyrie, NASA-JSC’s entry
into the DRC is a humanoid robot with 44 actuated degrees-of-freedom
(DOFs) (Paine et al., 2015). Many DOFs of this humanoid have been
equipped with series elastic actuators (SEAs) for torque sensing and
compliant control. The use of SEAs in torque-controlled robots has
gained increasing attention in recent years. In ideal conditions, the SEA
control structure should be torque transparent, which means that the
torque input sent from the high-level controller should be exactly equal
2
Figure 1.2: Reasoning over tasks and dynamics. This diagram summarizes the core topics
of this dissertation.
to the torque output sent to the physical joint. But feedback delays,
filtering and low-level controllers all prevent SEAs from behaving as an
ideal torque source. During our experimental implementations, we real-
ized that system stability and high-performance impedance control, as
two foundational performance measures of humanoid control systems,
are yet challenging problems to be further explored. This challenge ex-
actly motivates our research on the distributed control architecture and
performance evaluations regarding stability, trajectory tracking accuracy
and robustness.
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• Propose a motion planning framework capable of generating agile, opti-
mal, and robust locomotion patterns. Animals and humans have demon-
strated excellent locomotion capabilities like walking, running, leaping,
and climbing, etc., with superior efficiency and elegance, via full-fledged
biomechanics, neural control, and self-learning. However, these behav-
iors are still unattainable (or at least restricted) for humanoid robots.
One reason is the missing generic motion planner that is capable of gen-
erating locomotion trajectories and robust control policies to account for
external disturbances or model uncertainties. One of the primary objec-
tives of this dissertation is such a planning framework. We propose a
phase-space planner for generic terrain maneuvering based on robustly
tracking a sequence of keyframe states. To achieve robust recovery, we
design a hybrid control strategy via dynamic programming and a foot
placement re-planning strategy.
• Devise high-level reactive planners for humanoid task executions. Al-
though widely used for mobile robot motion planning (Wongpiromsarn
et al., 2012; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Belta et al., 2007; Fu and Topcu,
2016), formal methods from the verification and synthesis communities
have not been yet incorporated into the planning sequence for complex
mobility behaviors in humanoid robots. A possible reason is that legged
robots are high dimensional and possess under-actuated dynamics. Our
motion planning strategy focuses on low-dimensional phase-space plan-
ning models, circumventing the “curse of dimensionality”. Given this
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Figure 1.3: HCR lab and NASA Valkyrie robots equipped with series elastic actuators.
Phase-space planner (Zhao et al., 2016c) and Whole-Body Operational Space Controller
(Kim et al., 2016a; Zhao et al., 2015b; Zhao and Sentis, 2016) are designed to achieve robust
and real-time performance while fulfilling prioritized multiple tasks.
advantage, we propose a high-level discrete planner to decide keyframe
states and contact configurations at the high level, which have rarely
been explored in the locomotion community. The task planner needs
to satisfy given task specifications in a provably correct manner. This
high-level abstraction opens the potential to generalize existing methods
and algorithms to a wider range of robotic systems and applications.
1.2 Approach and Contribution
The primary objective of this dissertation is to advance the theoretical
foundations of humanoid robot planning and control methodologies, and in
the meanwhile contribute to the state of the art in experimental evaluations.
5
Figure 1.4: Dissertation aim and scheme.
Fig. 1.3 shows the humanoid robots at HCR Lab and NASA for experimen-
tal validations. We aim at providing promising theories and implementation
methodologies that enable formal analysis and controller design for sophisti-
cated humanoid robot behaviors within unstructured environments or in the
presence of external disturbances. Such a goal demands research from four
perspectives, that is, performance, reasoning, computation and behavior gen-
eralization as shown in Fig. 1.4. These perspectives must be unified to advance
such an interdisciplinary field. In light of the discussions aforementioned, the
approaches and contributions of this dissertation are primarily the following:
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First of all, this dissertation formulates a phase-space planning framework
for trajectory generations and proposes a robust optimal controller to achieve
locomotion over various terrains using phase-space formalism. Based on cen-
troidal momentum dynamics and a desired CoM surface plan, we formulate a
hybrid automaton to characterize non-periodic locomotion dynamics. Via this
automaton, we synthesize motion plans in the phase-space to maneuver over ir-
regular terrains while tracking a set of desired keyframes. The resulting trajec-
tories are formulated as phase-space manifolds. Borrowing from sliding mode
control theory, we use the newly defined manifolds as a Riemannian metric to
measure deviations due to external disturbances. A control strategy based on
dynamic programming is proposed that steers the locomotion process towards
the planned trajectories. Additionally, we devise a foot placement re-planning
strategy in the presence of the disturbances making the in-step controller un-
recoverable. The proposed framework is validated in various simulations and
experimental implementations on a point-feet bipedal robot. Overall, our work
focuses on trajectory generation and robust control of non-periodic and hybrid
gaits. We are less concentrated on dynamic balance or moving from an initial
to a final location, but instead on tracking desired keyframes. As such our
method has the great potential to be suitable for designing gaits in complex
environments.
Second, we take a step toward formally synthesizing high-level reactive
locomotion planners by solving a two-player game between the planner and
its possibly-adversarial constrained environment. We employ linear temporal
7
Figure 1.5: A scenario of whole-body locomotion maneuvering in a constrained environment
with unforeseen dynamic events.
logic (Baier et al., 2008) to specify whole-body locomotion (WBL) behaviors.
Locomotion inherently exhibits hybrid dynamics. This property prompts us
to focus on discrete planning synthesis instead of adopting abstraction-based
methods (Liu et al., 2013; Tabuada, 2009), which are applied to continuous dy-
namical systems. We rely on a discretization of the phase-space into keyframe
states. We concentrate on the communication between the high-level and low-
level planners via switching signals, and the correctness of the hierarchical
protocol. Various low-level locomotion modes are defined from a centroidal-
momentum model that specifies the WBL behaviors. As an extension from
rough terrain bipedal locomotion (Sreenath et al., 2013; Englsberger et al.,
2015b), we focus not only on whole-body mobility but also on responses to
various unforeseen environmental events such as stair cracks and the sud-
den appearance of a human in the scene (for instance a scenario is shown
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in Fig. 1.5). Simulations of dynamic locomotion in constrained environments
support the effectiveness of the hierarchical planner protocol. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the of the first attempts to employ formal meth-
ods for WBL behavior generations and planner synthesis with guarantees of
correctness.
Third, we propose a class of distributed feedback control architectures
which use stiffness servos for centralized WBOSC while realizing embedded-
level damping servos as joint space damping processes. Our study reveals
that system stability and performance is more sensitive to damping than stiff-
ness servo latencies. We primarily focus on analyzing, controlling, implement-
ing and evaluating actuators and mobile robotic systems with latency-prone
distributed architectures to significantly enhance their stability and trajec-
tory tracking capabilities. As will be empirically demonstrated, the benefit of
the proposed split control approach over a monolithic controller implemented
at the high level is to increase control stability due to the reduced damping
feedback delay. As a direct result, closed-loop actuator impedance may be
increased beyond the levels possible with a monolithic high-level impedance
controller. This technique may be leveraged on many practical systems to im-
prove disturbance rejection by increasing gains without compromising overall
controller stability. As such, these findings are expected to be immediately
useful on many complex human-centered robotic systems.
Fourth, we leverage the proposed distributed control architecture to se-
ries elastic actuators (SEAs) as shown in Fig. 1.6. A critically-damped gain
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Figure 1.6: Valkyrie robot equipped with series elastic actuators. The left subfigures show
a set of high-performance Valkyrie series elastic actuators (SEAs) from NASA; the middle
one presents the Valkyrie robot with SEA location annotations; and the right one shows the
calf and ankle structure.
selection criterion is proposed for a cascaded SEA control structure with in-
ner torque and outer impedance feedback loops. Filters and feedback delays
are taken into account for stability and impedance performance evaluation.
Meanwhile, a trade-off between inner torque gains and outer impedance gains
is observed and thoroughly analyzed. A new impedance performance mea-
sure named as “Z-region” is proposed to characterize SEA impedance mag-
nitude and frequency range in a unified pattern. The goal is to maximize
the SEA impedance range for achieving a wider range of Cartesian impedance
tasks. The resulting experimental validations verify our proposed approach.
We hope this serves as a stepping stone towards utilizing SEA-equipped hu-
manoid robots for locomotion and manipulation behaviors and interaction with
unstructured environments.
Fifth, given the Single-Input Single-Output system discussed above, we
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Figure 1.7: A hierarchical structure of the proposed motion planning and control framework.
generalize the distributed control architecture to Multi-Input Multi-Output
(MIMO) humanoid robot systems. We devise a theoretical formalism for
time-delayed WBOSC by incorporating the centralized-level Cartesian stiff-
ness controller and the embedded-level SEA motor damping controller. Addi-
tionally, embedded-level torque feedback control is formulated and physically
interpreted as a shaping of the motor inertia. For the passivity analysis, the
whole system is separated into two interconnected subsystems in a feedback
configuration. A delay-dependent passivity criterion is proposed by linear ma-
trix inequality (LMI) techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that feedback delays and series elastic actuation are simultaneously
incorporated into the WBOSC framework.
Although the planning, control and decision-making methods in this dis-
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sertation are designed and implemented on different types of robots to a certain
extent, we intend to highlight the fundamental methodologies and paradigms
such as temporal-logic-based planner synthesis, robust optimal controller de-
sign and distributed control architecture. A variety of methods ranging from
the high-level task planning to the middle-level motion planning to the low-
level distributed Whole-Body Operational Space Control (WBOSC) is shown
in Fig. 1.7. We hope the proposed methods and tools can be leveraged to
other robotic systems.
As a tightly connected component with the task and motion planners, and
the low-level actuator controllers, the WBOSC (Sentis, 2007; Kim et al., 2016a)
is indispensable. In this dissertation, we use the WBOSC as an underlying
full-body controller, such as the ones in simulation results of Section 3.6.3, and
experimental results of Sections 4.5 and 6.3.3. In Chapter 8, we formulate and
reason about time-delayed WBOSC with SEA dynamics, and analyze its delay-
dependent passivity. Given the close communications among planning and
control components, the overall system stability and performance are largely
determined by the interplay of these components.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related litera-
ture. In Chapter 3, we present a hybrid phase-space planning framework based
on a centroidal momentum model and a series of key planning components.
Chapter 4 introduces a robust optimal control strategy to achieve recoveries
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Table 1.1: Key performance classifications of this dissertation.
Performance Phase-space motion planner High-level task planner Distributed control
index (Chapters 3 & 4) (Chapter 5) (Chapters 6 & 7 & 8)
Robustness
External disturbance Unforeseen contact Load uncertainties
and model uncertainties environment and system passivity
Optimality
Dynamic programming
(To be explored)
Optimal phase-margin
(DP) based design via a critically
optimal control -damped criterion
Real-time
Online DP execution and
Online environment
Distributed control
analytical foot placement structure with minimized
re-planning strategy detection damping feedback delays
from external disturbance. In Chapter 5, we focus on synthesizing high-level
planners using temporal-logic-based formal method for whole-body locomo-
tion over constrained environments. Chapter 6 proposes a class of distributed
feedback controllers where damping feedback effort is executed in proximity to
the control plant and stiffness feedback effort is performed in a latency-prone
centralized control process. Chapter 7 extends the proposed distributed con-
trol architecture to series elastic actuators, designs a critically-damped fourth-
order system gain selection criterion, and analyzes its impedance performance.
In Chapter 8, we generalize the distributed controller to the time-delayed
Whole-Body Operational Space Control and propose a delay-dependent pas-
sivity criterion based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques. Chapter 9
summarizes this dissertation and discusses future directions. Table 1.1 shows
a summary of the quantified performance in each chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Humanoid and legged robots, to name a few in Fig. 2.1, may soon nimbly
maneuver over highly unstructured and cluttered environments. Within the
humanoid community, a broad spectrum of control, planning, and decision-
making methods have been proposed and evaluated. In this chapter, we
present a concise overview on the closely-related literature of legged locomo-
tion, formal methods, series elastic actuation, distributed impedance control,
whole-body control and passivity-based control. In particular, the emphasis is
placed on recent results directly impacting on our works.
2.1 Dynamic Legged Locomotion
Rough Terrain Locomotion
Dynamic legged locomotion has been a center of attention for the past
few decades (Hubicki et al., 2016; Erez and Smart, 2007; Wu and Popovic´,
2010; Zhao et al., 2014a; Nguyen and Sreenath, 2015; Gan et al., 2016). The
work in (Raibert, 1986) pioneered robust hopping locomotion of point-foot
monoped and bipedal robots using simple dynamical models but with limited
applicability to semi-periodic hopping motions. His focus is on dynamically
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Figure 2.1: A few renowned humanoid robots. (a) Boston Dynamics Atlas robot (Spectrum,
2016); (b) HRP-2 Promet robot (Times, 2016); (c) Google’s Alphabet-Schaft robot (Author-
ity, 2016), (d) Honda Asimo robot (Byko, 2003); (e) IIT Walk-man robot (Spectrum, 2015).
stabilizing legged robots. Instead, our focus is on precisely tracking keyframe
states, i.e. a discrete set of desired robot center of mass (CoM) positions
and velocities along the locomotion paths. Such capability is geared towards
the design of highly non-periodic gaits in unstructured environments or the
characterization of dynamic gait structure in a generic sense. (Pratt et al.,
2001) achieved point foot biped walking using a virtual model control method
but with limited applicability to mechanically supported robots. Unsupported
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point foot biped locomotion in moderately rough terrains has been recently
achieved by (Grizzle et al., 2014) and (Ramezani et al., 2014) using Poincare´
stability methods (Westervelt et al., 2007). However, Poincare´ maps cannot
be leveraged to achieving non-periodic gaits for highly irregular terrains. The
work (Yang et al., 2009) devised switching controllers for aperiodic walking
via re-defining the notation of walking stability. In contrast, our work focuses
on non-periodic gaits for unsupported robots in highly irregular and disjointed
terrains.
The Capture Point method (Pratt et al., 2006) provides one of the most
practical frameworks for locomotion. Sharing similar core ideas, divergent
component of motion (Takenaka et al., 2009) and extrapolated center of mass
(Hof, 2008) were independently proposed. Extensions to the Capture Point
method, (Englsberger et al., 2015b; Morisawa et al., 2012), allow locomotion
over rough terrains. Recently, the work in (Ramos and Hauser, 2015) general-
izes the Capture Point method by proposing a “Nonlinear Inverted Pendulum”
model, but it is limited to the two-dimensional case, and angular momentum
control is ignored. Motion planning techniques based on interpolation through
kinematic configurations have been explored, among other works, by (Hauser,
2014) and (Pham et al., 2013). Those techniques are making great progress
towards mobility and locomotion in various kinds of environments. The main
difference from these studies is that our controller explicitly accounts for ro-
bustness and stability to achieve under-actuated dynamic walking. If these
works were to be implemented in unstable robots such as point-foot bipeds,
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they would lose balance and fail to recover. Our planner allows for continuous
recovery without explicitly controlling the robot’s center of mass.
Another close work on agile locomotion is (Mordatch et al., 2010) which
proposes a physics-based locomotion controller and devises an online motion
planner to generate various types of robust gaits over rough terrains. Recently,
a general optimal motion control framework for behavior synthesis of human-
like avatars is presented in (Mordatch et al., 2012). One key missing aspect
is quantifying robustness and analyzing feedback stability. Additionally, this
work does not address locomotion of point foot robots.
Centroidal Momentum Dynamics
Centroidal-momentum-based control have attracted increasing attentions
within the humanoid community. It was first proposed in (Kajita et al., 2003b)
for whole body humanoid motions and named resolved momentum control.
Later, more detailed properties are systematically formulated in (Orin et al.,
2013). The authors achieved that, for a free-floating humanoid robot, its gen-
eralized coordinate velocities can be mapped to the centroidal momentum lin-
early by using a so-called Centroidal Momentum Matrix (Orin and Goswami,
2008). Along with the same line of research, centroidal momentum is regarded
as a prioritized control task in a humanoid dynamic kicking motion (Wens-
ing and Orin, 2013) and its benefit is demonstrated by flexible arm motions
for maintaining balance in challenging environments. Recently, a momentum-
based controller (Herzog et al., 2016) is integrated into a complete hierarchical
inverse dynamics framework and evaluated on a legged humanoid robot. Oth-
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Figure 2.2: A spectrum of bipedal locomotion models associated with different levels of
approximation.
ers were designed for balancing over uneven terrains (Lee and Goswami, 2010),
or integrated with the concept of capture point (Koolen et al., 2015) and di-
vergent component of motion (Hopkins et al., 2013). A salient advantage of
centroidal-momentum-based frameworks is its evasion of complex full-body
dynamics. It only comprises six dimensional states of CoM linear and angu-
lar momentums while maintaining an equivalent form to the full dynamics of
the robot. This simplicity facilitates the trajectory optimization for complex
dynamic motions (Dai et al., 2014). In Fig. 2.2, we show a spectrum of dif-
ferent locomotion models ranging from the full-body humanoid model to the
simplified linear inverted pendulum model. The centroidal momentum model
is a compromise of these two “extreme” models.
Optimal Control and Planning
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Optimal control of legged locomotion over rough terrains are explored
in (Feng et al., 2015; Dai and Tedrake, 2012; Byl and Tedrake, 2009). The
work in (Manchester et al., 2011) proposed a control technique to stabilize
non-periodic motions of under-actuated robots with a focus on walking over
uneven terrain. The control is achieved by constructing a lower-dimensional
system of coordinates transverse to the target cycle and then computing a
receding-horizon feedback controller to exponentially stabilize the linearized
dynamics. Recently, progress on this line of work enables the generation of non-
periodic locomotion trajectories (Manchester and Umenberger, 2014). Also, in
contrast with these works, we propose a metric for robustness to recover from
disturbances. In (Saglam and Byl, 2014), a controller switching strategy for
walking on irregular terrains is proposed. They optimize policies for switching
between a set of known controllers. Their method is further extended to
incorporate noise on the terrain and through a value iteration process they
achieve a certain degree of robustness through switching. However, they focus
on mesh learning by considering a set of known controllers. Instead, our study
is focused on creating new controllers from scratch for general types of terrains.
Additionally, their work is focused on 2D locomotion whereas we focus on 3D.
Online trajectory optimization is explored in (Tassa et al., 2012; Audren
et al., 2014) for complex humanoid behavior generations. (Stephens and Atke-
son, 2010) uses model predictive control (MPC) for push recovery by planning
future steps. (Wieber, 2006) presents a linear MPC scheme for zero moment
point control with perturbations. The problem of MPC is that it cannot find a
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globally optimal solution due to the finite horizon. In contrast thereto, we use
dynamic programming to exhaustively search for the global optimal solution.
Since the inverted pendulum model has low-dimensional states, the “curse of
dimensionality” is not an issue for our case.
In (Saglam and Byl, 2014), a controller switching strategy for walking on
irregular terrains is proposed. They optimize policies for switching between
a set of known controllers. Their method is further extended to incorporate
noise on the terrain and through a value iteration process they achieve a degree
of switching robustness. However, they focus on trajectory mesh learning by
considering a set of known controllers. Instead, our work is focused on creating
new controllers from scratch for general types of terrains. Additionally, their
work is focused on 2D locomotion whereas we focus on 3D.
Multi-Contact Dynamics
Humanoid multi-contact planning and control is gaining increasing at-
tention (Sentis et al., 2010; Thomas and Sentis, 2016; Chung and Khatib,
2015; Bouyarmane and Kheddar, 2011; Hauser, 2014; Posa et al., 2016). The
authors in (Kudruss et al., 2015) formulated multi-contact centroidal momen-
tum dynamics as an optimal control problem. However, the work is focused on
quasi-static mobility behaviors. Instead, our planning strategy is geared to-
wards highly dynamic behavior generations. The work in (Caron et al., 2015)
employed contact wrench cones to geometrically construct zero moment point
support area in arbitrary virtual planes for multi-contact behaviors. Espe-
cially, selecting a ZMP plane on the top of robot’s CoM enables the robot to
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behave as a marginally stable linear pendulum model. Under this model, the
support area is guaranteed to be a necessary and sufficient condition of contact
stability. However, this work is limited to constant CoM height motions. Our
work allows for non-periodic multi-contact dynamic locomotion behaviors over
constrained environments.
Robustness and Recovery Strategies
Numerous studies have focused on recovery strategies upon disturbances
(Hofmann, 2006; Zhao et al., 2013a). Various recovery methods have been
proposed based on ankle, hip, knee, and stepping strategies (Kuo and Zajac,
1992; Stephens, 2007). In (Hyon and Cheng, 2007), a stepping controller
based on ground contact forces is implemented in a humanoid robot. The
study in (Komura et al., 2005) controls hip angular momentum to achieve
planar bipedal locomotion. In our study, we simultaneously control the rate
of change of the torso angular momentum, CoM height and foot placements
to achieve unsupported rough terrain walking.
In (Hobbelen and Wisse, 2007), a gait sensitivity norm is presented to mea-
sure disturbance rejection during dynamic walking. In (Hamed et al., 2015),
sensitivity analysis with respect to ground height variations is performed to
model robustness of orbits. These techniques are limited to cyclic walking
gaits. The work in (Arslan and Saranli, 2012) unifies planning and control to
provide robustness. However, the technique is only applied to planar hopping
robots. Recently, robust locomotion over non-cyclic rough terrains is explored
in (Saglam and Byl, 2014) by considering noisy terrain slopes and numerical
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mesh resolution issue. However, robust stability is only quantified by estimat-
ing average steps to failure. On the contrary, our study proposes a phase-space
manifold to refine the robustness metric and target recovery performance.
Knowledge of the exact terrain profile is partial due to the nature of the
sensing processes. Many works in locomotion assume perfect terrain sensing
(Feng et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015). The work of (Byl and Tedrake, 2009)
used mean first-passage time to quantify the robustness to unknown terrains,
whose height follows a modeled probabilistic distribution. Recently, (Dai and
Tedrake, 2013) proposed an L2 gain indicator to characterize the capability
of maneuvering over unknown terrains. (Park et al., 2013) devised finite-
state-machine-based controllers for unexpected terrain height variations and
implemented them in a planar robot. Although our study in this dissertation
does not explicitly model terrain uncertainties, our proposed robustness metric
and recovery strategies could be applicable to deal with unknown terrains. For
instance, it is plausible to analyze the effect of terrain uncertainties in terms of
the disturbance categories. As a result, the robust control strategies developed
in Chapter 4 could be applied for recovery.
In (Frazzoli, 2001), a robust hybrid automaton is introduced to achieve
time-optimal motion planning of a helicopter in an environment with obsta-
cles. The same group studies robustness to model uncertainties (Schouwenaars
et al., 2003) but ignores external disturbances. More recently, (Majumdar,
2016) accounts for external disturbances like cross-wind, by computing fun-
nels via sums-of-squares (SOS) programming (Parrilo, 2000) and sequentially
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switching between these funnels for maneuvering unmanned air vehicles in the
presence of obstacles and disturbances. Our work adopts similar ideas of this
reference but focuses on point-foot locomotion. Since the locomotion system is
inherently hybrid, we propose a hybrid control algorithm that switches states
when the physical system changes the number of contacts. The hybrid au-
tomaton is used as a tool for planning and control of bipedal locomotion. We
in fact extend their use of hybrid automaton to accommodate for hybrid sys-
tems. Additionally we re-generate phase-space trajectories on demand while
those previous works rely on pre-generated primitives.
2.2 Task Planning and Formal Synthesis
Temporal Logic Motion Planning
Formal methods for motion and task planning have been widely inves-
tigated for mobile navigation. The authors in (Kloetzer and Belta, 2010)
proposed an automated computational framework for decentralized communi-
cations and control of a team of mobile robots from global task specifications.
This work suffers from high computational complexity and does not address
reactive response to environmental changes. To alleviate the computation bur-
den, the work in (Wongpiromsarn et al., 2012) proposed a receding-horizon-
based hierarchical framework that reduced a complex synthesis problem to a
set of significantly smaller problems of a shorter horizon. The autonomous ve-
hicle navigation is simulated in the presence of exogenous disturbances. The
approach proposed in (Kress-Gazit et al., 2009) allows mobile robots to react
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to the environment in real time. Deviating from the discretization approaches
aforementioned, Signal Temporal Logic (STL) (Donze´ and Maler, 2010; Ra-
man et al., 2015) allows to reason about dense-time, real-valued signals. Corre-
spondingly, quantitative semantics are admitted to define the extent to which
the specifications are satisfied or violated. This property makes STL especially
suitable to quantify robustness measures (Farahani et al., 2015; Deshmukh
et al., 2015). Recently, the result of (Sadigh and Kapoor, 2016) extended the
STL to a probabilistic framework such that machine learning methods can be
used for predictions and safety control under uncertainty. However, all of these
works above are applied to mobile robots, which have simple dynamics unlike
those of under-actuated humanoid robots.
Formal Synthesis of Humanoid Robot Control and Planning
More recently, formal methods such as linear temporal logic (LTL) have
been initially used in humanoid robotics, especially in robotic manipulation
by (He et al., 2015; Sharan, 2014; Chinchali et al., 2012). However, formal
methods are yet to be explored for legged locomotion, or for more complex
WBL tasks. Recently, the work in (Maniatopoulos et al., 2016) proposed
an end-to-end approach to automatically implement a synthesized LTL-based
planner on an Atlas humanoid robot. Reaction to low-level failures is for-
mally incorporated by simply terminating the execution. Nevertheless, the
robot behaviors are mainly centralized on manipulation and grasping tasks.
The authors in (Antoniotti and Mishra, 1995) determined locomotion goals by
using computation tree logic and synthesized controllers for legged motions.
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However, this work is restricted to static locomotion tasks and provides little
information of the synthesized results. An abstraction based controller was
proposed in (Ames et al., 2015) for bipedal hybrid systems, but this work
lacks provable correctness guarantees, and the robot behavior is limited to
level-ground bipedal walking. The work of (Sreenath et al., 2013) proposed
a two-layer hybrid controller hierarchy for locomotion over varying-slope ter-
rains with unprecise sensing. To account for terrain uncertainties, a high-level
controller implements a partially observable Markov decision process to make
sequential decisions for controller switching. However, this work is limited to
mildly rough terrains. In contrast thereto, our environments are composed
of very unstructured terrains and our problem requires the synthesis of WBL
responsive behaviors.
Controller Provable Correctness
On controller synthesis, a recent focus has been on provable correctness of
controllers (Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Kress-Gazit et al., 2009). The work of
(Liu et al., 2013) extended the controller synthesis with guaranteed-correctness
to nonlinear switched systems and reacted to an adversarial environment at
runtime. Our approach leverages this work and designs suitable discrete ab-
stractions by approximation techniques. Given a high-level discrete controller
encoding reactive task behaviors, the work in (DeCastro and Kress-Gazit,
2015) designed low-level controllers to guarantee the correctness of this high-
level controller. However, their robot dynamics are much less challenging than
our legged and armed locomotion dynamics, which inherently involve hybrid
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and under-actuated dynamics. The work in (Bhatia et al., 2010) proposed
a multi-layered synergistic framework such that the low-level sampling-based
planner communicates with the high-level discrete planner through a middle
synergetic layer. This hierarchy facilitates the interaction between high-level
and low-level planners. Hybrid robot dynamics are taken into account at the
low-level planning. However, their work is not geared towards responding to
sudden changes in the environment like we do.
2.3 Distributed Feedback Control Architecture
As a result of the increasing complexity of robotic control systems, such as
human-centered robots (Paine et al., 2015; Sakagami et al., 2002; Diftler et al.,
2011) and industrial surgical machines (Okamura, 2004), new system architec-
tures, especially distributed control architectures (Kim et al., 2005; Santos and
Silva, 2006), are often being sought for communicating with and controlling
the numerous device subsystems. Often, these distributed control architec-
tures manifest themselves in a hierarchical control fashion where a centralized
controller can delegate tasks to subordinate local controllers (see Fig. 2.3). As
it is known, communication between actuators and their low-level controllers
can occur at high rates while communication between low- and high-level con-
trollers occurs more slowly. The latter is further slowed down by the fact that
centralized controllers tend to implement larger computational operations, for
instance to compute system models or coordinate transformations online.
Control Architectures with Time Delays
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Figure 2.3: Depiction of various control architectures. Many control systems today employ
one of the control architectures above: a) Centralized control with only high-level feedback
controllers (HLCs); b) Decentralized control with only low-level feedback controllers (LLCs);
c) Distributed control with both HLCs and LLCs, which is the focus of our study.
One concern of the control architecture design is that feedback controllers
with large delays, such as the centralized controllers mentioned above, are
less stable than those with small delays, such as locally embedded controllers.
Without the fast servo rates of embedded controllers, the gains in centralized
controllers can only be raised to limited values, decreasing their robustness to
external disturbances (Lu and Yao, 2014) and unmodelled dynamics (Martin
and George, 1981).
As such, why not remove centralized controllers altogether and implement
all feedback processes at the low-level? Such operation might not always be
possible. For instance, consider controlling the behavior of human-centered
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robots (e.g. highly articulated robots that interact with humans). Normally
this operation is achieved by specifying the goals of some task frames such as
the end effector coordinates. One established option is to create impedance
controllers on those frames and transform the resulting control references to
actuator commands via Operational Space transformations (Khatib, 1987b).
Such a strategy requires the implementation of a centralized feedback con-
troller which can utilize global sensing data, access the state of the entire
system model, and compute the necessary models and transformations for
control. Because of the aforementioned larger delays on high-level controllers,
does this imply that high gain control cannot be achieved in human-centered
robot controllers due to stability problems? It will be shown that this may not
need to be the case. But for now, this delay issue is one of the reasons why var-
ious currently existing human-centered robots cannot achieve the same level of
control accuracy that it is found in high-performance industrial manipulators.
More concretely, this dissertation proposes a distributed impedance controller
where only proportional (i.e., stiffness) position feedback is implemented in
the high-level control process with slow servo updates. This process will ex-
perience the long latencies found in many modern centralized controllers of
complex human-centered robots. At the same time, it contains global infor-
mation of the model and the external sensors that can be used for Operational
Space Control. For stability reasons, we proposes to implement the derivative
position (i.e., damping) feedback part of the controller in low-level embedded
actuator processes which can therefore achieve the desired high update rates.
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Distributed Control Architectures
Advances in distributed control technologies (Zeng and Chow, 2014; Wang
and Li, 2011; Santos and Silva, 2006), have enabled the development of de-
centralized multiple input and multiple output systems such as humanoid sys-
tems and highly articulated robots (Sakagami et al., 2002; Diftler et al., 2011;
Cheng et al., 2007). Distributed control architectures combine centralized
processes with self-contained control units that are in proximity to actuators
and sensors. In (Kim et al., 2005), servo motor controllers are used as sub-
controllers coordinated via CAN communications by a central controller. As a
result, computation burden on the central controller is reduced based on this
distributed architecture. Recently, a distributed motion control system (Gu
et al., 2010) has been developed to experimentally demonstrate the capabilities
of real-time communications and synchronous tracking control. Analogous to
human muscle actuation and neural systems, a bio-inspired distributed con-
trol infrastructure (Jantsch et al., 2010) reduces controller task complexity by
off-loading parts of the controller into the robot’s limb processors. Another
typical distributed control architecture, related to neuroscience and robotics,
is locomotor central pattern generators (CPGs) (Ijspeert, 2008; Ajallooeian
et al., 2013). CPGs are modeled as distributed neural networks of multiple
coupled oscillators to control articulated robot locomotion. This distributed
architecture has the advantage of reducing time delays in the motor control
loop (i.e., fast feedback loops through the spinal cord), in order to efficiently
coordinate mechanical movements with rhythms.
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2.4 Impedance Control of Series Elastic Actuators
The use of series elastic actuators (SEAs) in legged robots has become pre-
vailing recent years thanks to SEAs’ merits in environment interaction safety,
impact absorption and force sensing.
Cascaded SEA Control Architectures
In the rich control literature, adopting cascaded impedance control archi-
tectures for series elastic actuators (SEAs) have attracted increasing investi-
gations over the last few years (Mosadeghzad et al., 2012; Hutter et al., 2013;
Vallery et al., 2008; Tagliamonte et al., 2014). Compared with full-state feed-
back control (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al., 2007; Hutter et al., 2013; De Luca et al.,
2005), the cascaded control performs better when the controlled plant com-
prises relatively slow dynamics and fast dynamics simultaneously. In this case,
the inner fast control loop can isolate the outer slow control loop from nonlin-
ear dynamics, such as friction and stiction. The reason why this study focuses
on the cascaded control structure is to simulate the distributed control struc-
ture for humanoid robots (Sakagami et al., 2002; Feng et al., 2014). To achieve
passivity-based stability and robustness, this architecture nests feedback con-
trol loops (Mosadeghzad et al., 2012; Vallery et al., 2008), i.e., an inner-torque
loop and an outer-impedance loop. The impedance loop is normally designed
for the task-level control, such as Cartesian impedance control. Recently, the
works in (Vallery et al., 2008; Tagliamonte et al., 2014) proposed embedding
a motor velocity loop inside the torque feedback loop. This velocity feedback
allows the use of integral gains to counteract static errors such as drivetrain
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friction while maintaining the system passivity. The authors in (Mosadeghzad
et al., 2012) extensively studied the stability, passivity and performance for a
variety of cascaded feedback control schemes, incorporating position, velocity
and torque feedback loops.
SEA Impedance Control
Real world tasks normally necessitate a wide range of impedances. How-
ever, existing literature mainly focuses on the low SEA impedance for com-
pliant control (Vallery et al., 2008; Tagliamonte et al., 2014). This imposes a
huge restriction on its ability to achieve “stiff” tasks. As an example, legged
robots without feedforward compensation require high impedance control to
counteract the gravity effect. More importantly, the frequency characteristics
of the SEA impedance is commonly ignored, but it does play a vital role in
large-variability impedance tasks. To reduce this gap, this study (i) focuses
on the maximum achievable SEA impedance range, i.e., Z-width (Colgate and
Brown, 1994; Boaventura et al., 2013), with a single control architecture; (ii)
quantifies the achievable impedance frequency range, which is defined as “Z-
depth”. Our analysis reveals that SEA impedance at the low frequency is
constrained by the controller-defined active stiffness while its impedance at
the high frequency is constrained by the passive spring stiffness.
Optimal controller design methodologies are ceaselessly sought by the
robotics and mechatronics community. Our recent works in (Zhao et al.,
2015b; Paine and Sentis, 2015) devised a critically-damped controller gain
design criterion to accomplish high impedance for rigid actuators. However,
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inherent fourth-order dynamics make it challenging to design optimal con-
troller gains for the SEA cascaded feedback loops. For the cascade control,
a common routine is to tune the inner-loop gains first, followed by an outer-
loop gain tuning. Indeed, this routine consumes substantial effort, and the
optimality of the resulting gains cannot be quantified. A majority of existing
results rely on empirical tuning (Pratt et al., 2004; Mosadeghzad et al., 2012).
The work in (Vallery et al., 2008) designed controller gain ranges according
to a passivity criterion. However, their gain parameters were coupled in the
inequalities, which still leaves the controller gains nondeterministic. In Chap-
ter 7, a fourth-order gain design criterion is proposed by simultaneously solving
SEA impedance gains and torque gains. The “optimality” is quantified in the
sense of phase-margin-based stability. Given this criterion, the designer only
needs to specify one natural frequency parameter, and then all the impedance
and torque gains are solved deterministically. This dimensionality reduction
and automatic solving process provide considerable convenience for the SEA
controller design.
Passivity-based controller gains for series elastic actuators were designed
by the authors in (Vallery et al., 2008). However, for impedance feedback
loops, that work only considers the stiffness feedback control, but the ignored
damping feedback indeed plays a pivotal role, which will be thoroughly ana-
lyzed in Chapters 6-8. Damping-type impedance control was investigated in
(Tagliamonte et al., 2014). However, it did not analyze the effects of feedback
delays and filtering. Although these practical issues were tackled in (Vallery
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et al., 2008), the feedback delays are significantly smaller than those often
found in serial communication buses.
2.5 Whole-Body Control
Whole-Body Control (WBC) has spawned a vast number of theoretical
and implementation results to enable torque-controlled humanoid robots to
perform complex full-body control tasks during the past few decades. The ma-
jority of WBC methods fall into two categories: null-space projection-based
methods (Khatib, 1987a; Sentis et al., 2010; Ott et al., 2015; Moro et al.,
2013; Mansard et al., 2009; Dietrich et al., 2015; Nakanishi et al., 2008), and
optimization-based methods (Escande et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2015; Hopkins
et al., 2016; Kuindersma et al., 2016; Herzog et al., 2016; Saab et al., 2013). Re-
cently, increasing attention has been placed on hardware implementations such
as Whole-Body Operational Space Control (WBOSC) on a point-feet bipedal
robot for dynamic balancing (Kim et al., 2016a) and centroidal-momentum-
based whole-body controllers (Hopkins et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2014; Herzog
et al., 2016). However, real hardware performance frequently falls far short
of the expectations, especially due to numerous practical issues arising from
delayed communication and sensing processes (Zhao et al., 2015b; Fok et al.,
2015), actuator dynamics (Hopkins et al., 2016; Paine et al., 2015; Ott et al.,
2008) and unmodelled mechanical compliance (Kim et al., 2016a). These prob-
lems motivate our time-delayed WBOSC work which attempts to reduce the
performance gap between theoretical foundations and real implementations.
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In particular, our focus is to explicitly incorporate time delays and series elas-
tic actuator (SEA) dynamics into the WBOSC formalism and reason about the
conditions under which the closed-loop stability and passivity are preserved.
Null-space projection methods are widely used for whole-body controllers
with prioritized multiple tasks (Sentis, 2007; Dietrich et al., 2015; Moro et al.,
2013). However, these methods did not explore the passivity property, which
is usually deteriorated by a non-conservative power transformation during the
null-space projection procedure (Dietrich et al., 2016). The work in (Ott et al.,
2015) achieved the output passivity conditionally to a positively invariant set
containing all system states where certain prioritized tasks are guaranteed
to be completed successfully. However, this approach is only applicable to
specific scenarios. The authors in (Dietrich et al., 2016) devised an energy-
tank-based control method to ensure the passivity of the projection-based
null-space controllers at the sacrifice of control performance.
Optimization-based full body control has substantially emerged during the
DRC competition. The work in Atlas (Kuindersma et al., 2016) resulted in a
family of optimization algorithms for walking and whole system integration.
The same team proposed a series of optimization methods at different lev-
els, including active-set based quadratic program (QP) control (Kuindersma
et al., 2014), sparse nonlinear optimization based whole-body planning (Dai
et al., 2014), robust motion planing via convex optimization (Dai and Tedrake,
2016), and mixed-integer programming based foot placement planning (Deits
and Tedrake, 2014). Another related work of (Feng et al., 2015) proposed
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a two-stage optimization comprising a high-level trajectory optimizer and a
low-level QP controller based on free floating whole body inverse dynamics.
The hierarchical QP-based inverse dynamics are proposed in (Escande et al.,
2014; Saab et al., 2013; Wensing and Orin, 2013). Additionally, the authors
of (Herzog et al., 2016) implemented this type of QP controllers on a real
torque-controlled humanoid lower leg for the balancing task. Other QP-based
controllers are in (Chao et al., 2016; Stephens and Atkeson, 2010; Hopkins
et al., 2016; Hutter et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Bouyarmane et al., 2012) and
the references therein.
2.6 Passivity-based Control
As a robustness property, passivity (Van der Schaft, 2012; Stramigioli,
2001) is an essential requirement to ensure the coupled stability of robotic
systems interacting with unknown dynamic environments (Focchi et al., 2016;
Albu-Scha¨ffer et al., 2007), networked control systems (Gao et al., 2007) and
coordination control (Yin et al., 2016). In the haptic community, the pioneer-
ing work in (Colgate and Schenkel, 1997) proposed a necessary and sufficient
condition for the passivity of sampled-data systems. However, the proposed
passivity criterion is conservative in that the haptic display may remain stable
even if violating the passivity condition (i.e., become “active”). The authors
in (Buerger and Hogan, 2007) proposed a complementary stability to relax the
assumptions in passivity stability. Along the same line of research in (Colgate
and Schenkel, 1997), the authors in (Hulin et al., 2014) derived passivity and
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stability boundary conditions with time delays. Comparisons between pas-
sivity and stability are extensively investigated by analyzing the influence of
various system parameters including sampling rate, time delay, physical damp-
ing and the mass. Additionally, a few other works have invested the effects
of quantization, Coulomb friction and amplifier dynamics on system stability
(Diolaiti et al., 2006). However, all the results above are restricted to single
degree-of-freedom (DOF) systems, which severely limit their applicability to
high-DOF humanoid robots.
Passivity-based controllers applicable to multi-DOF robotics and haptic
systems were achieved in (Preusche et al., 2003; Hertkorn et al., 2010) along the
line of time domain passivity approach (Hannaford and Ryu, 2002), which rep-
resents a class of less conservative passivity controller compared to the afore-
mentioned frequency domain approaches. The authors in (Preusche et al.,
2003) introduced a geometric condition to distribute the variable damping
proposed previously for the single-DOF haptic interaction to six-DOF case.
However, this work does not consider the dissipation capability of the kine-
matically redundant manipulator control, which is further exploited within
the result (Ott et al., 2011) by prioritizing the damping in the null-space. Re-
cently, the work in (Hertkorn et al., 2010) incorporated mild and constant time
delays and direction-dependent inertia and validated experimental results on
the DLR light weight arm robot. Other multi-DOF works include force bound-
ing approach (Kim et al., 2015) and memory-based passivation approach (Ryu
and Yoon, 2014).
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In Albu-Scha¨ffer and Ott’s seminal work on multi-DOF Cartesian impedance
control with flexible joint dynamics (Ott et al., 2008; Albu-Scha¨ffer et al.,
2007), joint torque feedback was physically interpreted as a scaling of the
motor inertia such that the passivity of the closed-loop system is ensured.
Nevertheless, these works are limited to manipulations. Applying passivity-
based impedance controllers to full-body humanoid control was first proposed
in (Hyon et al., 2007). This type of compliant controller designed gravity com-
pensation and adaptation to unknown external forces. The desired ground
reaction forces were distributed among a set of predefined contact points and
directly mapped to the joint torque. Recently, the authors in (Henze et al.,
2016) proposed a compliant multi-contact balancing controller while guaran-
teeing the overall system passivity. However, the associated tasks are not
strictly hierarchical, and prioritized multi-task control based on null-space
projection methods are still open to be explored to date. All the above works
are limited in that none of them modeled or investigated the effect of time
delays, as it is done in Chapters 6-8.
Stability under time delay (Gu et al., 2003) has been extensively studied in
the teleoperation community (Lawrence, 1993; Sheridan, 1993). To overcome
the instability caused by time delays, a conservative passivity based method
(Anderson and Spong, 1989; Lee and Spong, 2006) was proposed to guarantee
stable teleoperation performance. The results in (Lawrence, 1993; Hannaford,
1989) revealed a trade-off existing between stability and transparency in prac-
tical applications, which will also be explored in the WBOSC of this study. A
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prior work (Lee and Spong, 2006) employed Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals
to enforce energetic passivity of closed-loop nonlinear teleoperators by passi-
fying the combination of the delayed communication and control blocks al-
together. Moreover, this work explicitly used position feedback to prevent
position drift during the master-slave coordination, which is a major prob-
lem of the conventional scattering-based teleoperation (Niemeyer and Slotine,
2004; Anderson and Spong, 1989; Lawrence, 1993). The delays are allowed to
be unknown but have to be finite constant, which is a conservative assumption
for the real hardware. In previous work (Hua and Liu, 2010) closely related
to our study, asymmetric and time-varying delays were handled by proposing
stability criteria of networked teleoperation systems via linear matrix inequal-
ity (LMI) techniques. However, their derived LMIs are time-invariant (i.e., no
time-varying matrices involved). Recently, a few methods were proposed that
dealt with time-varying LMIs by solving them online in (Guo and Zhang, 2014)
and by convexifying matrices as a polytope of parametric matrices (Gahinet
et al., 1996). In Chapter 8, the proposed LMI-based passivity criterion involves
both time-varying delays and time-varying system matrices, and we solve it
numerically.
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Chapter 3
Phase-Space Planning of Dynamic Locomotion
In this chapter, we first present a general mathematical formulation of
legged locomotion. Based on centroidal momentum dynamics, we propose a
prismatic inverted pendulum model constrained on a parametric surface for
single-contact case and a multi-contact model. Given these dynamics, we
devise a hybrid phase-space planner, which incorporates a set of key com-
ponents: (i) a step transition solver that enables dynamically tracking non-
periodic keyframe states over various types of terrains, (ii) a robust hybrid
automaton to formulate planning and control algorithms effectively, (iii) a lat-
eral foot placement searching algorithm, and (iv) a steering direction model
to control the robot’s heading. Compared to other locomotion methods, we
have a large focus on non-periodic gait generation. Such focus enables the
proposed control method to track non-periodic keyframe states over various
challenging terrains. Additionally, we explore the planning of a non-periodic
leaping maneuver over a disjointed terrain.
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publications: (Zhao, Fernandez,
and Sentis, 2016a,b; Zhao and Sentis, 2012; Zhao, Kim, Thomas, and Sentis, 2015a). An
earlier version of the two-dimensional locomotion planner was proposed by Luis Sentis, and
Section 3.1 is mainly contributed by Benito Fernandez.
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3.1 Problem Definition
To begin with, this section focuses on a general control system formulation
of legged robots and system normalization for phase-space design. Our goal
is to devise phase-space manifolds as a robust metric to design and control
phase-space trajectories for robust locomotion over rough terrain.
3.1.1 System Equations
Legged robots can be characterized as Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)
systems (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2007). Let us assume that the robot can
be characterized by nj DOF for a robot having nj joints, q = [q1, q2, . . . , qnj ]
T ∈
Rnj . Letting x(t) = [qT (t), q˙T (t)]T ∈ Rn, be the state-space vector (n =
2nj), u(t) ∈ Rm, represents the control input vector (generalized torques and
forces), and defining f(x(t)), g(x(t)), and h(x(t)) in the obvious manner, the
mechanical model is expressed in state variable form as
x˙(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t) + Jd(x(t))d(t), (3.1a)
y(t) = h(x(t)), (3.1b)
where d(t) represent the generalized external disturbance forces, and Jd(q(t))
is the disturbance distribution matrix. The output vector, y(t) = [y1, y2, . . . , yp]
T
∈ Rp is generated by h(x(t)), that may represent positions and/or velocities
in the task space. Without loss of generality, let us consider systems in the
normal form in next subsection, where h(·) is at least Cr, where r is the rel-
ative order of the output. The disturbances and modeling errors satisfy the
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matching conditions (Ferna´ndez-Rodr´ıguez, 1988).
3.1.2 System Normalization for Phase-Space Design
General robotic systems are not in normal form, but we can transform
them by finding the relative order of the output derivatives that are explicitly
controllable. Each of the outputs yi in Eq. (3.1) has a relative order ri, defined
by the smallest derivative order where the control appears,
y
[k]
i =
dkyi
dtk
= Lkf (hi(x)) + Lg(Lk−1f (hi(x)))u, (3.2a)
Lg(Lk−1f (hi(x))) = 0 for 0 ≤ k < ri, (3.2b)
y
[ri]
i = Lrif (hi(x)) + Lg(Lri−1f (hi(x)))u, (3.2c)
Lg(Lri−1f (hi(x))) 6= 0 ∀x ∈ Si ⊂ Rn, (3.2d)
where L0f (hi(x)) = hi(x), Lf (h) and Lg(h) are the directional Lie derivatives
of function h(x) in the directions of f(x) and g(x) respectively (Isidori, 1985),
and Si is the output-controllable subspace, where the Lie derivative in Eq. (3.2)
does not vanish,
Si =
{
x ∈ Rn ∣∣ Lg(Lri−1f (hi(x))) 6= 0}. (3.3)
The relative order tells us that the rthi -derivative of output yi can be
explicitly controlled. The region where Si vanishes, entails the system looses
relative order and hence the rthi -derivative is no longer controllable (at least
explicitly). For a controllable system, ri ≤ n. Following the normalization
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procedure, we get the output controllable subspace defined by ξ,
ξi,1 = yi = hi(x) = L0f (hi(x)), (3.4)
. . .
ξi,j = y
[j−1]
i = ξ˙i,j−1 = Lj−1f (hi(x)) for 1 < j < ri, (3.5)
. . .
y
[ri]
i = ξ˙i,ri = Lrif (hi(x)) + Lg(Lri−1f (hi(x)))u(t). (3.6)
The output space variables, ξi = [ξi,1, ξi,2, . . . , ξi,ri−1]
T ∈ Rri represent the
phase-space for the i-th output. For instance, the output phase-space for
locomotion control could be chosen to be the robot’s center of mass. We
can concatenate all ξi, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m into a single phase-space vector ξ =
[ξT1 , ξ
T
2 , . . . , ξ
T
m]
T ∈ Rr, where, r = ∑ ri.
Definition 3.1 (Phase-Space Manifold). For phase-space motion, we de-
fine a phase-space manifold Mi for each task-space output yi in terms of its
phase-space vector ξi,
Mi =
{
ξi ∈ Rri ⊂ Rn
∣∣∣ σi , σi(ξi) = 0}, (3.7)
where σi is referred to as the i
th element of deviation vector, which measures
the deviation distance from the manifold Mi using a Riemannian metric.
More details are shown in Appendix A. In order to be able to control
this deviation, the order of the manifold is one less than the relative order of
the ith-output, i.e., ri − 1. For most legged robots (not considering actuator
dynamics), the relative order is r = 2.
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Figure 3.1: 3D prismatic inverted pendulum model. (a) We define a prismatic inverted
pendulum model with all of its mass located at its base while equipping it with a flywheel to
generate moments. We restrict the movement of the center of mass to 3D planes (surfaces)
SCoM. Three red arrows represent the CoM inertial force f com, the ground reaction force
fr and the gravity force mg, respectively. These forces satisfy f com = fr −mg. (b) shows
motions of pendulum dynamics restricted to a 3D plane. Note that, our study assumes a
time-varying leg length. The apex height zapex is 1 m in this simulation.
3.2 Center-of-Mass Parametric Surfaces
The rigid body dynamics of point-foot bipedal robots during single con-
tact resemble those of a simple inverted pendulum model (see Fig. 3.1), as
observed by studies in dynamic human walking (Cavagna and Margaria, 1966;
Kuo, 2002, 2007). In our case, our model consists of a prismatic massless joint
with all the mass concentrated on the hip position (Kajita et al., 2002, 2003a;
Koolen et al., 2012), defined as the 3D CoM position, pcom = (x, y, z)
T , and
a flywheel spinning around it, with orientation angles R = (φ, θ, ψ)T . Various
human walking (Kuo and Zajac, 1992) and balancing (Winter, 1995) stud-
ies emphasize that controlling the centroidal angular momentum can improve
CoM tracking, balancing and recovering from disturbances. This observation
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has been recently achieved to dynamic robot locomotion (Pratt et al., 2006;
Komura et al., 2005; Yun and Goswami, 2011). The objective of locomotion
is to move the robot’s CoM along a certain path from point A to B over a
terrain. As such, we first specify a 3D surface, SCoM, where the CoM path will
exist, which in general, may have the following implicit form,
SCoM =
{
pcom ∈ R3 | ψCoM(pcom) = 0
}
. (3.8)
This surface can be specified in various ways, such as via piecewise arc geome-
tries (Mordatch et al., 2010; Srinivasan and Ruina, 2006), and spline functions
(Morisawa et al., 2005; Englsberger et al., 2015a). Once the controller is de-
signed, the CoM will follow a concrete trajectory PCoM (as shown in Fig. 3.1),
which we specify via piecewise splines described by a progression variable,
ζ ∈ [ζj−1, ζj], for the jth path manifold, i.e.
PCoM =
⋃
j
PCoMj ⊆ SCoM, PCoMj =
{
pcomj ∈ R3
∣∣∣∣∣ pcomj =
np∑
k=0
ajkζ
k
}
,
where np is the order of the spline degree. The progression variable ζ is
therefore the arc length along the CoM path acting as the Riemannian metric
for distance. Each ajk ∈ R3 is the coefficient vector of kth order. To guarantee
the spline smoothness, pcom requires the connection points, i.e. the knots at
progression instant ζj, to be Cnp−1 continuous,
p[l]comj(ζj) =
dlpcomj
dζ l
(ζj) = p
[l]
comj+1
(ζj), ∀ 0 ≤ l ≤ np − 1. (3.9)
The purpose of introducing the CoM manifold SCoM is to constrain CoM mo-
tions on surfaces that are designed to conform to generic terrains while allowing
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free motion within this surface. Following a concrete CoM path is achieved
by selecting proper control inputs as we will see further down. The CoM path
manifold, PCoM (embedded in SCoM), can be represented in the phase-space,
ξ. We call this representation as the phase-space manifold and define it as,
MCoM =
⋃
j
MCoMj , MCoMj =
{
ξ ∈ R6 | σj(ξ) = 0
}
, (3.10)
which is the core manifold used in our phase-space planning and control frame-
work. The function σj(ξ) is a measure of the Riemannian distance from the
phase-space manifold.
Remark 3.1. Instead of using high-dimensional generalized coordinates, this
study chooses the center of mass phase-space of the robot as the output space.
Existing promising techniques for dimensionality reduction include, for in-
stance, differential flatness (Liu et al., 2012; Sreenath and Kumar, 2013),
which reduces high dimensional nonlinear systems to a controller design prob-
lem involving a chain of integrators, and virtual constraint and partial zero
dynamics (Ames et al., 2015) to constrain the high-dimensional robot dynam-
ics to a hybrid-invariant and low-dimensional manifold.
3.3 Centroidal Momentum Model
The centroidal momentum dynamics can be characterized via formulating
the dynamic balance of moments around the system’s centroidal point.
l˙ = mp¨com =
Nc∑
i
f ri −mg, k˙ = τ com =
Nc∑
i
(pfooti − pcom)× f ri + τ i,
(3.11)
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where l ∈ R3 and k ∈ R3 represent the centroidal linear and angular momenta,
respectively. f ri ∈ R3 is the ith ground reaction force, m is the total mass of
the robot, g = (0, 0, g)T corresponds to the gravity field, f com = mp¨com =
m(x¨, y¨, z¨)T is the vector of center-of-mass inertial forces. The first equation
above represents the rate of change of linear momentum being equal to the total
action of linear contact forces minus gravitational forces. τ com = (τx, τy, τz)
T
is the vector of angular moments of the modeled flywheel attached to the
inverted pendulum. pfooti = (pi,x, pi,y, pi,z)
T is the position of the ith foot
contact contact. τ ri ∈ R3 is the ith contact torque vector. The second equation
above represents the rate of change of angular momentum being equal to the
sum of the torques generated by total action of contact wrenches projected to
the CoM. In our case, τ ri = 0 due to having point-foot contacts.
Given this centroidal momentum model, let us focus on designing dynamic
locomotion modes which will be composed sequentially to generate the overall
hybrid phase-space trajectories.
3.3.1 Single-Contact Dynamics
Aside from the CoM path surface previously described, pendulum dynam-
ics can be characterize via formulating the dynamic balance of moments of the
pendulum system. For our single contact scenario, the sum of moments, mi,
with respect to the global reference frame (see Fig. 3.1) is
∑
i
mi = −pfoot × f r + pcom ×
(
f com +m g
)
+ τ com = 0, (3.12)
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The system’s linear force equilibrium can be formulated as f r = f com + m g,
allowing us to simplified Eq. (3.12) to:(
pcom − pfoot
)
× (f com +m g) = −τ com. (3.13)
For our purposes, we consider only the class of prismatic inverted pendulums
whose center of mass is restricted to a path surface SCoM as indicated in
Eq. (3.8). A detailed definition of this 3D plane will be presented in Eq.
(3.16). This type of model with varying height is called the Prismatic Inverted
Pendulum Model (PIPM) (Zhao et al., 2016c; Zhao and Sentis, 2012).
It is observed that the CoM behavior during human walking approximately
follows the slope of terrains (Zhao and Sentis, 2012; Zhao et al., 2016d). Based
on this observation, we design piecewise CoM planes approximating terrain
slopes and adjust the CoM planes according to the acceleration or deceleration
phases. A variety of CoM trajectory design methods have been proposed over
the years. The Capture Point method in (Koolen et al., 2012) assumes a
constant CoM height. Closely related to us, (Kajita et al., 2003a) constrains
the CoM motion to a 3D plane. However, our focus is on robust hybrid
control. Designing CoM trajectories with a varying CoM height is described
in (Englsberger et al., 2015b). The work described in (Ramos and Hauser,
2015) proposed a Nonlinear Inverted Pendulum model and the CoM path is
extended to a parabola, but it focuses on planar locomotion.
Considering as our output state the CoM positions, pcom, the state space
ξ = (pTcom, p˙
T
com)
T = (x, y, z, x˙, y˙, z˙)T ∈ X ⊆ R6 is the phase-space vector,
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where Ξ is the set of admissible CoM positions and velocities. Then from Eq.
(3.13), the prismatic inverted pendulum model can be defined below
Definition 3.2 (Prismatic inverted pendulum model). The prismatic
inverted pendulum model for a walking step, indexed by a discrete variable q,
is represented by the following control system
ξ˙ = F(q, ξ,u) =

x˙
y˙
z˙
ω2q (x− xfootq)−
ω2q
mg
(τy + bqτz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
ω2q (y − yfootq)−
ω2q
mg
(τx + aqτz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
aqA+ bqB

, (3.14)
where the phase-space asymptotic slope is defined as
ωq =
√
g
zapexq
, with zapexq = (aq · xfootq + bq · yfootq + cq − zfootq), (3.15)
where g is the gravity constant, aq and bq are the slope coefficients while cq is
the constant bias for the linear CoM path surfaces that we consider (see Fig.
3.2), i.e.
SCoMq :
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3
∣∣∣ ψCoMq(x, y, z) = z − aqx− bqy − cq = 0} . (3.16)
Detailed derivations of Eq. (3.14) are provided in Appendix B.1. zapexq is the
height of the CoM at the apex of its sagittal path “x direction” as shown in
Fig. 3.1 such that it corresponds to the vertical distance between the CoM and
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Figure 3.2: 3D phase-space planning. Given step apex conditions, single contact dynamics
generate the valley profiles shown in (a). (b) depicts a similar strategy in the lateral plane.
However, since foot transitions have already been determined, what is left is to determine
foot lateral positions. This is done so the lateral CoM behavior shown in (b) follows a
semi-periodic trajectory that is bounded within a closed region.
the location of the foot contact at the instant when the CoM is on the top of
the foot location. F represents a vector field of inverted pendulum dynamics,
which is assumed to be infinitely continuously and differentiable (i.e., C∞) in
the domain D(ξ) and globally Lipschitz in Ξ, given fixed control inputs. In
general, there will be a hybrid control policy u = pi(q, ξ) defined by the control
variables u = (ωq, τ comq ,pfootq)
T ∈ U , where U is an open set of admissible
control values. The sets Ξ and U are assumed to be compact. Our design of
foot placement algorithms further into the study will guarantee the tracking
of keyframe states within a specified tolerance.
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Definition 3.3 (Sagittal and lateral apex). The sagittal apex occurs when
the projection of the CoM is equal to the location of the foot contact in the
system’s sagittal axis. The lateral apex is defined as the CoM lateral position
when the sagittal apex occurs.
From a physical perspective, the continuous control input ωq in Eq. (3.14)
is equivalent to modulating the leg force magnitude, since it can directly change
the CoM accelerations by modulating the apex height zapex as shown in Eq.
(3.15). Using piecewise-linear CoM planes can cause sharp changes on the
phase trajectories when the center-of-mass switches among multiple steps. To
mitigate this problem, we will employ multi-contact strategies to smooth CoM
trajectories. Multi-contact consists on controlling the CoM behavior when two
feet are in the ground.
3.3.2 Multi-Contact Dynamics
We introduce a multi-contact model and briefly present how to modulate
the internal tension force such that the friction cone constraints are satisfied.
Different from the 2D planar scenario in (Sentis and Slovich, 2011), this study
focuses on the 3D case. Based on the virtual linkage model in (Sentis et al.,
2010), the dual contact dynamics can be described by a multi-contact/grasp
matrix as, f com +mgτ com
fint
 = [G]7×6( f rleftf rright
)
(3.17)
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where fint represents the internal force along the line of dual feet contact points.
[G]7×6 is the multi-contact/grasp matrix defined as
[G]7×6 =
(
[W com]6×6
[W int]1×6
)
(3.18)
By inverting Eq. (3.17), we can solve the ground reaction forces for given center
of mass inertial forces and moments, and the internal force
(
f rleft
f rright
)
= [G]+7×6
f com +mgτ com
fint
 = Gf (f com +mg) +Gττ com +Gintfint
(3.19)
Matrices W com,W int,Gf ,Gτ and Gint are outlined in (Sentis and Slovich,
2011). Different from the method of simultaneously controlling CoM and in-
ternal force behaviors described in (Sentis et al., 2010), this study implements
the following procedure: (i) we first design a multi-contact phase trajectory
between single contact phases that satisfies CoM position, velocity, and ac-
celeration boundary conditions. The duration of the multi-contact phase and
boundary velocities can be chosen by the designer. A similar multi-contact
transition strategy, named ”Continuous Double Support” (CDS) trajectory
generator, was proposed in (Englsberger et al., 2014) to achieve smooth ”En-
hanced Centroidal Moment Pivot” (eCMP) and leg force profiles. We have
ourselves used this strategy as shown in Appendix B.3. (ii) Using Eq. (3.19)
and the CoM inertial wrench trajectory, we solve for the internal forces such
that they satisfy friction constraints.
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3.4 Nominal Trajectory Generation
Contact-based locomotion planning involves two components: a sequence
of discrete contact configurations and a resulting continuous trajectory con-
catenating this contact sequence. Every time when contact switches, the robot
switches its continuous dynamics. We will first focus on the generation of
trajectories in the sagittal plane of the robot’s walking reference. Sagittal dy-
namics are represented - ignoring for simplicity, the discrete variable, q, - in
the first and fourth row of the system of Eq. (3.14), i.e.
x˙ = Fx(x,ux) =
(
x˙
ω2(x− xfoot)− ω2mg (τy + bqτz)
)
. (3.20)
This system would be fully controllable if its continuous control inputs, ux =
(ω, τy, τz, xfoot)
T were unconstrained. However, their limited range urges us to
first consider the motion trajectories under nominal (i.e. open loop) values.
As we previously motivated in Eq. (3.16), the path manifold, SCoM is defined
a priori to conform to the terrains via simple heuristic methods previously de-
scribed in (Zhao and Sentis, 2012; Sentis and Slovich, 2011). From Eq. (3.15),
once the path manifold is defined and for known contact locations, the set of
phase-space asymptotic slopes, ω, is also known as shown in Eq. (3.15). For
simplicity, the nominal flywheel moments are designed to be null, i.e. τy = 0.
Under these considerations, the following algorithm produces nominal phase-
space trajectories of the system’s center of mass in the sagittal direction of
reference:
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Algorithm 1. Nominal Phase-Space Trajectory Generation.
Input:
(i): SCoM ← {SCoMq : [ζq−1, ζq]→ R3, ∀q = 1, . . . , N}
(ii): xfoot ← {xfoot1 , xfoot2 , . . . , xfootN}
(iii): x˙apex ← {x˙apex1 , x˙apex2 , . . . , x˙apexN}
(iv): (τy(t), τz(t))← 0
Operation:
(i): ω := {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωN} is assigned via Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16)
(ii): (x(t), x˙(t), x¨(t)) ← PIPM(ω, τy(t), τz(t), xfoot) via Eq. (3.20) and
the analytical solution proposed in Eq. (4.2)
Output:
Phase-space trajectories MCoM :=
⋃
qMCoMq
The reader should refer to Fig. 4.7 to see the end-to-end planning and control
process of the proposed locomotion methodology. It is specially important to
understand that the desired CoM surfaces, nominal foot positions, keyframe
states, and zero flywheel torques are provided a priori by the designer. A
similar algorithm could be written to generate motion in the lateral CoM
direction via Eq. (3.14). Here, x˙apex, represents desired apex velocities, PIPM
represents the prismatic inverted pendulum model on the parametric surfaces
defined in Eq. (3.14), used to derive CoM accelerations. Trajectories for
multiple steps of a locomotion sequence on rough terrain are simulated using
this process in Fig. 3.2.
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3.5 Hybrid Phase-Space Planning
In this section, we propose a hybrid robust automaton (Branicky et al.,
1998; Frazzoli, 2001; Lygeros et al., 1999) with the following key features: I)
an invariant set and a recoverability set to characterize control robustness, i.e.,
the bundle of attractiveness, and II) a non-periodic step transition strategy
based on the previously described phase-space trajectories. The hybrid au-
tomaton governs the planner’s behavior across multiple walking steps and as
such constitutes the theoretical core of our proposed phase-space locomotion
planning framework. We continue our focus on sagittal plane dynamics first,
then extend the planner to all directions. For practical purposes we will use
the symbol x = {x, x˙} to describe the sagittal state space associated with
CoM dynamics. Note that this symbol represents now the output dynamics
outlined in Eq. (3.4) instead of the robot plant of Eq. (3.1). Eq. (3.10) can
thus be re-considered in the output space as MCoMq =
{
x ∈ X ∣∣ σq(x) = 0}
where σq (the normal distance) representing the deviation from the manifold
MCoMq .
Definition 3.4 (Invariant bundle). A set Bq() is an invariant bundle if,
given xζ0 ∈ Bq(), with ζ0 ∈ R≥0, and increment  > 0, xζ stays within an
-bounded region of MCoMq ,
Bq() =
{
x ∈ X
∣∣∣ |σq(x)| ≤ } , (3.21)
where, ζ0 and ζ are initial and current phase progression variables, respectively.
xζ0 is an initial condition.
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This type of bundle characterizes “robust subspaces” (analogous to “tubes”
and “funnels” (Mason, 1985)) around nominal phase-space trajectories which
guarantee that, if the state initializes within this space, it will remain on it.
Definition 3.5 (Finite-phase recoverability bundle). The invariant bun-
dle Bq() around a phase-space manifoldMCoMq has a finite phase recoverabil-
ity bundle, Rq(, ζf ) ⊆ X defined as,
Rq(, ζf ) =
{
xζ ∈ X , ζ0 ≤ ζ ≤ ζf
∣∣∣ xζf ∈ Bq()} . (3.22)
Note that this bundle assumes the existence of a control policy for recoverabil-
ity. We will later use these metrics to characterize robustness of our controllers.
Visualization of the invariant and recoverability bundles are shown in Fig. 3.3.
In particular, the subfigure on the right only shows positive bundles of σ while
the negative ones are symmetric about the ζ axis. Since this is a Euclidean
space, the manifold for a constant σ is a horizontal line and constant values
of ζ are vertical lines. If the condition when we expect the transition to occur
is at ζ = ζf , the recoverability bundle shows the range of perturbations that
can be tolerated at different ζ – the system recovers to the invariant bundle
before ζf . A benefit of using this new ζ−σ coordinate lies in that the original
nonlinear phase-space, with respect to the nominal PSM, is transformed into
a Euclidean space.
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Figure 3.3: Mapping between Cartesian phase-space and ζ − σ space. The two subfigures
show the invariant bundle, B() (shown in red) and the recoverability bundle, R(, ζf )
(shown in blue) in different spaces. The left subfigure shows Cartesian phase-space while
the right one shows ζ − σ space (σ denotes the phase-space manifold as defined in Eq. (4.2)
of Section 4.1).
3.5.1 Hybrid Locomotion Automaton
Legged locomotion is a naturally hybrid control system, with both con-
tinuous and discrete dynamics. We define discrete states Q = {ql, qr, qs} rep-
resenting the support of the left foot ql or the right foot qr or both qs (stance)
feet as shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4. On each phase, the continuous dynamics are
represented as shown in Eq. (3.20) and over a domain D(q). We characterize
the hybrid system as a directed graph (Q, E) (see Fig. 3.4), with nodes rep-
resented by q ∈ Q and edges represented by E(q, q + 1), that characterize the
transitions between nodes. The transitions between states can be grouped into
eight classes depending on whether a vector field or variable changes discon-
tinuously and what the trigger mechanism is. Table 3.1 shows the transition
classifications.
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Table 3.1: Transition classifications. System vector field is Fx as shown in Eq. (3.20).
Type Transition Switching Jump
Autonomous ∆
[τ ]
a Fx+(· , · ,x+, · , ·)← ∆[δs]a (x−) x+ ← ∆[δj ]a (x−)
Controlled ∆
[τ ]
c Fx+(· , · , · , ux+, ·)← ∆[δs]c (ux−) ux+ ← ∆[δj ]c (ux−)
“Timed” ∆
[τ ]
t Fx+(ζ, · , · , · , · , ·)← ∆[δs]t (ζ) x+ ← ∆
[δj ]
t (ζ)
“Disturbed” ∆
[τ ]
d Fx+(· , · , · , · , wd)← ∆
[δs]
d (wd) x
+ ← ∆[δj ]d (wd)
The hybrid automaton state is given by: s = (ζ, q,xT )T . τ ∈ {δs, δj} repre-
sents the “switching” or “jump” transition types respectively. µ ∈ {a, c, t, d}
represents the “autonomous”, “controlled”, “timed” and “disturbed” transi-
tions, respectively. The transition map ∆
[τ ]
µ (·) is described in further details
in Appnedix C. Other details for these types of transitions can be found in
(Branicky et al., 1998). The condition that triggers the type of event (switch-
ing or jump) is determined by a guard G(q, q + 1) for the particular edge
Eq,q+1. With this information, let us formulate a robust hybrid automaton for
our locomotion planning.
Definition 3.6 (Robust hybrid automaton). A phase-space robust hybrid
automaton is a dynamical system, described by a n-tuple
PSRHA := (ζ,Q,X ,U ,W ,F , I,D,R,B, E ,G, T ,∆), (3.23)
where, ζ is the phase-space progression variable, Q is the set of discrete states,
X is the set of continuous states, U is the set of control inputs, W is the set of
disturbances, F is the vector field, I is the initial condition, D is the domain,
R is the collection of recoverability sets, B is the collection of invariant bundles,
E := Q × Q is the edge, G : Q × Q → 2X is the guard, T is the transition
termination set, ∆ is the transition map.
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Figure 3.4: Hybrid locomotion automaton for the bipedal robot walking. This automaton
has three generic continuous modes, Q = {ql, qs, qr}, that represent when the robot is
standing in the left leg only (ql), standing in the right leg only (qr), and when the robot is
stance (standing in both legs) (qs). Shown in the edges are the guard G(q, q + 1) and the
transition map ∆
[τ ]
a(q→q+1). This locomotion automaton has non-periodic mode transitions.
More detailed definitions of these symbols are provided in Appendix C,
including arguments and subscripts. This automaton will be used to repre-
sent non-periodic trajectories since our planning process focuses on walking
over irregular and disjointed terrain. A directed diagram of this non-periodic
automaton is shown in Fig. 3.4.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first formulation of a
robust hybrid automaton used for dynamic locomotion. In Section 4.2, more
details will be provided for how this automaton governs the hierarchical opti-
mization sequence. To demonstrate the usefulness of this hybrid automaton,
we provide an example of a planning sequence as follows.
Example 3.1. Consider a phase-space trajectory that contains two consecu-
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tive walking steps Q = {q, q + 1} (e.g., left and right feet). Given an initial
condition (ζ0, q,xq(ζ0)) ∈ I, the hybrid system will evolve following the dy-
namics of Eq. (3.14) as long as the continuous state xq remains in D(q) (e.g.,
one foot in the ground the other one is swinging). If at some point xq reaches
the guard G(q, q + 1) (e.g., the right foot touches the ground) of some edge
E(q, q + 1), the discrete state will switch from q to q + 1. At the same time
the continuous dynamics will reset to some value via ∆
[τ ]
a(q→q+1). After this
transition, the whole procedure repeats.
3.5.2 Step Transition Strategy
Step transitions could be idealized as an instataneous contact or have a
short dual-contact phase (Fig. 3.6(a)). We first create a strategy for instanta-
neous contact switch then extend it to multi-contact in Appendix B.3.
Definition 3.7 (A phase-space walking step). A qth walking step is defined
as a phase-space trajectory in domain D(q), which has two boundary guards
G(q − 1, q) and G(q, q + 1).
To characterize the non-periodic stability associated with walking in rough
terrains, we define a keyframe map between apex states.
Definition 3.8 (Keyframe map of non-periodic gaits). We define the
keyframe map of non-periodic gaits as the progression map, Φ, that takes the
robot’s center of mass from one desired apex state, (x˙apexq , xfootq , θq), to the
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Figure 3.5: Non-periodic keyframe map. This figure illustrates a multi-domain keyframe
map in the high-dimensional phase spaceMCoM. Within each walking step, there is a stack
of modes (i.e., manifold) characterized by the keyframe state. The continuous locomotion
dynamics progress on one of them. When the state hits the guard G(·→·) at the blue dot,
the keyframe is mapped to a new one and the continuous dynamics evolve from a new initial
condition at green dot (i.e., reset by a transition map ∆
[τ ]
a(·)). This procedure is repeated in
a non-periodic pattern.
next one on the phase-space manifold, and via the control input, u, i.e.
(x˙apexq+1 , xfootq+1 , θq+1) = Φ(x˙apexq , xfootq , θq,ux). (3.24)
where θq represents the heading of the q
th walking step.
Fig. 3.5 shows an illustration of this keyframe map. We will use this map
for the steering walking model of Section 3.5.4. The above map addresses
the nature of “non-periodic” gaits by enabling arbitrary keyframe specifica-
tions. Users can design “non-periodic” keyframes that change the speed and
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Figure 3.6: Step transitions. This figure illustrates two types of step transitions in the sagit-
tal phase-space, associated with σ-isolines. (a) switches between two single contacts with
a multi-contact phase. (b) shows several guard alternatives for multi-contact transitions,
from the current single-contact manifold value σqk to the next single-contact manifold σqk+2 .
In particular, the invariant bundle bounds, σqk = ± are shown. The transition phase in
green reattaches to the nominal manifold, σqk+2 = 0, while the transition phase in brown
maintains its σ value, i.e., σqk+2 = σqk .
steer the robot through its walk. For this study, we use heuristics to design
keyframes. More recently, we have proposed to use a keyframe decision maker
based on linear temporal logic (Zhao et al., 2016f,g), which will be introduced
in Chapter 5.
Our motion planner employs CoM apex states instead of touchdown states
as keyframes due to our focus on non-periodic CoM dynamics. CoM apex
states represent practical salient states for agile walking and help to design
walking directions and velocities in a versatile fashion.
Definition 3.9 (Phase progression transition value). A phase progression
transition value ζtrans : Q × X → R≥0 is the value of the phase progression
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variable when the state xq intersects a guard G, i.e.,
ζtrans := inf{ζ > 0 | xq ∈ G}. (3.25)
Algorithm 1
Generate the phase-space trajectories via simulation for
multiple steps.
NURBS Curve-fit NURBS to sampled data set ({cq, cq+1}).
Root Finder Find roots of NURBS difference (xtrans:q→q+1).
Manifold Use manifold SCoM to determine ζtrans.
END End.
{(xq, x˙q, xq+1, x˙q+1)}
{cq, cq+1}
xtrans:q→q+1
ζtrans:q→q+1
We propose an algorithm to find transitions between adjacent steps, which oc-
cur at ζtrans. We first consider the case of walking steps as defined in Def. 3.7.
Given known step locations and apex conditions, phase-space curves can be
numerically obtained using Algorithm 1. Phase-space curves in the general
case have infinite slopes when crossing the zero-velocity axis. One of the char-
acteristics of pendulum dynamics portrayed in the phase-space is displaying
infinite slopes when crossing the zero-velocity axis (Zhao et al., 2013b). To
deal effectively with this difficulty, we use NURBS (non-uniform rational B-
splines)2 to the manifolds of the generated data (see Fig. 4.1 for an illustration
2Different from polynomials, non-rational splines or Be´zier curves, NURBS can be used
to precisely represent conics and circular arcs by adding weights to control points.
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of adjacent step manifolds). Subsequently, finding step transitions just con-
sists on finding the root difference between adjacent NURBS, which reduces
to a simple polynomial root-finding problem. The pipeline to find step inter-
sections is shown below. For clarity, sagittal apices are the states relating the
robot’s CoM velocities to their positions when crossing the sagittal contact
positions. On the other hand, the instants at which contact transitions occur,
derived from the above algorithm, are halfway between apices.
In many cases, the hybrid dynamics of a robot impacting the ground are
significant (Yang et al., 2009). This has prompted the consideration of a dis-
crete map to represent the sudden joint velocity changes that occur during
impact (Grizzle et al., 2014). However, since our planning and control algo-
rithms focus exclusively on the CoM behavior, we use a model that predicts
negligible change of the CoM velocity during impact. Here we assume ideal-
ized point-foot robots (Kim et al., 2016a) with 1) most of the robot’s mass
concentrated on the upper body and having lightweight legs, 2) having some
elastic properties such as foot bumpers or series elastic elements on the leg
actuators, 3) having frictionless actuators, and 4) having the robot’s upper
body fairly decoupled from the impact point due to the leg’s kinematic chain.
3.5.3 Lateral Foot Placement Searching
To complete the 3D walking planner, we formulate a searching strategy for
lateral foot placement that complies with the timing of sagittal step transitions.
The main objective of the lateral dynamics is to return the robot’s center
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Algorithm 2 Newton-Raphson Search for Lateral Foot Placement
1: Initialize iteration index n ← 1, maximum iterations nmax, tolerance y˙tol
and initial state yinit, yˆfoot(1), y¨apex(1)
2: y˙apex(1) ← integration of inverted pendulum model given in Eq. (3.26)
with yˆfoot(1)
3: while n < nmax and |y˙apex(n)| > y˙tol do
4: yˆfoot(n+1) = yˆfoot(n)− y˙apex(n)/y¨apex(n) by Newton-Raphson method
5: y˙apex(n + 1) ← integration of inverted pendulum in Eq. (3.26) with
yˆfoot(n+ 1)
6: y¨apex(n+ 1) = (y˙apex(n+ 1)− y˙apex(n))/(yˆfoot(n+ 1)− yˆfoot(n))
7: n← n+ 1
8: end while
of mass to a walking center through a semi-periodic cycle. If lateral foot
placements are not adequately picked, the lateral behavior will drift away or
become unstable. According to Eq. (3.14), lateral center of mass dynamics are
equal to
y˙ = Fy(y,uy) =
(
y˙
ω2(y − yfoot)− ω2mg (τy + aqτz)
)
, (3.26)
which can be numerically simulated adapting Algorithm 1 to the lateral dy-
namics (see Fig. B.1 for simulations of lateral dynamics).
To generate bounded lateral trajectories, we choose the simple criterion
of achieving zero apex lateral velocity, y˙apex = 0 at the instant when the CoM
lateral apex position, yapex is located between the two feet. Here yapex and
y˙apex are the lateral center of mass position and veloicty when the center of
mass crosses the sagittal apex as defined in Def. 3.3. Algorithm 2 achieves
this objective by using the Newton-Raphson method, which approximates the
roots of real-valued functions. In our case, this function is chosen to be the
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Figure 3.7: Strategy for steerable walking. We define a local coordinate frame with origin
represented by and local sagittal axes represented by the black dash lines. The lateral foot
placement searching algorithm described in Algorithm 2 is applied using the newly defined
local frames. represents the final foot locations found via this procedure.
apex lateral velocity y˙apex with the lateral foot placement yˆfoot as its indepen-
dent variable (as shown in line 4 of Algorithm 2). In this algorithm, yˆfoot(n)
represents the estimated lateral foot placements in the nth search iteration. A
foot placement range constraint yˆfoot,min ≤ yˆfoot ≤ yˆfoot,max and the maximum
iteration step constraint n < nmax are also provided. Examples of usage are
given in Fig. B.1.
3.5.4 Steerable Walking Model
To plan practical walking behaviors, we introduce a steerable walking
model based on local coordinates as shown in Fig. 3.7. The pipeline for the
steerable walking process is as follows: (i) define a local sagittal axis (black
dash line) projected to level ground which specifies the heading angle θq for the
qth step; (ii) define the local origin Oq (represented by ) as the intersection of
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the local sagittal axis and a dash line (red dash line) connecting the previous
foot placement pfootq−1 (represented by ) and an initial guess of the foot
placement pfoot,initq (represented by ); (iii) search the lateral foot placement
with respect to the local frame (note that the lateral search line, shown as
a gray color dash-dot line, is orthogonal to the local sagittal axis); (iv) once
determined the foot placement pfootq , we generate CoM and foot trajectories
for the walking step; (v) after this step, we provide the new desired heading
angle θq+1 and re-start the planning process to step (i). Once all trajectories in
local frame are obtained, we transform them to global frame via the recorded
heading angles. A circular walking example is provided in Section 3.6.2 using
the above planning strategy.
3.6 Example: 3D Dynamic Maneuvering
We evaluate various locomotion scenarios for the purpose of testing our
planner’s ability to walk on rough terrains. Our robot model uses six-dimensional
free floating states, three degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) per leg and one DOF for
torso pitch flexion/extension. Each leg has three actuated joints: hip abduc-
tion/adduction, hip flexion/extension and knee flexion/extension. We assume
that each actuated joint has enough torque capability to achieve the planned
motion. This model has a 0.55 m torso length, a 0.56 m hip width, a 0.6 m
thigh length and a 0.55 m calf length, respectively. Given CoM trajectories
and foot locations generated from the planner, we use inverse kinematics to
obtain corresponding joint angles. On the other hand, because the feet contact
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transitions are discrete, we create smooth swinging trajectories to land the feet
at the desired locations with the given time stamps. An accompanying video
of the dynamic walking over various terrain topologies is available in the video
(Rou, 2016).
3.6.1 Walking over Rough Terrain
In this section, we validate the versatility of phase-space planning by per-
forming locomotion over stochastic terrains. Three challenging terrains are
implemented as shown in Fig. 3.8: (a) concave terrain, (c) convex terrain and
(d) inclined terrain. The height discrepancy, ∆hk, of two consecutive stairs is
randomly sampled following a uniform distribution,
∆hk = hk+1 − hk ∼ U {(−∆hmax,−∆hmin) ∪ (∆hmin,∆hmax)} , (3.27)
where, hk represents the height of the k
th stair, ∆hmin = 0.1 m, ∆hmax = 0.3
m (this represents 33% of the total length of a stretched-out leg). A 10 degree
tilt angle is assigned to the slope of the surface. Foot placements are chosen
a priori using simple kinematic rules and considering the length of the terrain
steps. We design apex velocities according to a heuristic that accounts for
terrain heights, and we use an average apex velocity of 0.6 m/s. We choose
CoM surfaces that conform to the terrains. We then apply the trajectory
generation and controller pipeline procedures outlined in previous sections
including the generation of trajectories based on Algorithm 1 and the search
for step transitions based on the procedures of Section 3.5.2.
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Figure 3.8: Traversing different rough terrains and distribution of stochastic terrains. The
subfigures on the left block visualize dynamic locomotion over stochastic rough terrains.
The block on the lower right shows the height variation distribution of 100-step walking
over stochastic terrains.
Fig. 3.8 (a.1) shows a snapshot of the bipedal walking on a terrain with
rough concave surfaces. The side and top visualizations are shown in Fig. 3.8
(a.2)-(a.3). The ability to navigate through such diverse terrain illustrates the
agile walking capabilities. The lateral CoM phase portrait in Fig. 3.8 (b) shows
a walking sequence with 25 steps. Since this is forward walking, the lateral
CoM phase portrait shows semi-cyclic motions. Fig. 3.8 (c) and (d) test the
applicability of our gait generator to other types of rough terrains by simu-
lating 100 steps of dynamic walking on the stochastically generated terrains.
Fig. 3.8 (e) shows the sagittal-vertical Cartesian position in local contact foot
coordinate. The bar graph in Fig. 3.8 (f) shows the distribution of sampled
stochastic terrain height changes. This set of simulations demonstrate the
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effectiveness of our planning framework for challenging yet stochastic terrain
maneuvering. Walking over these three types of terrains are attached in the
supplementary video.
Figure 3.9: Circular walking over a random rough terrain. The figure above shows dynamic
walking while steering in 3D. Subfigure (a) shows the top view of the CoM trajectory and
the foot locations given the terrain contour. (b) shows each leg’s ground reaction forces
in local coordinate. The reaction forces at step transitions are smooth thanks to the dual-
contact control policy. (c) shows that the angle of reaction forces is constrained within the
45◦ friction cone. (d) and (e) show smooth CoM sagittal and lateral accelerations.
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3.6.2 Circular Rough Terrain Walking
Circular walking over a random rough terrain is shown in Fig. 3.9. The
terrain height randomly varies within [-0.24, 0.3] m. We use this example to
validate the steering capability of our planner. The walking direction is defined
by the heading angle θ shown in Def. 3.8. The planning process is performed in
the robot’s local coordinate with respect to the heading angle. We then apply
a local-to-global transformation. Also, this simulation validates the steering
direction model introduced in Section 3.5.4 and smoothness of the leg force
profile by using multi-contact dynamics in Section 3.3.2.
3.6.3 Bouncing over A Disjointed Terrain
A more challenging locomotion scenario is explored using a disjointed ter-
rain. The slope of the surfaces is 70◦. The goal is to step up over the surfaces
by bouncing over the terrain. A physics based dynamic simulation called Sr-
Lib is used for validation and a Whole-Body Operational Space Controller
(Kim et al., 2016a) is implemented to follow the locomotion plans. The robot
in the dynamic simulator has masses and inertias distributed across its body
compared to the previous simulations. It possesses the same degrees of free-
dom, actuation joints and kinematic parameters as those in previous simula-
tions. Another difference is that this simulation is planarized, meaning that
the robot is not allowed to move laterally. Snapshots of a one-step bouncing
behavior are shown in Fig. 3.10 (a). To successfully bounce over the terrain,
we design a CoM path manifold, shown in Fig. 3.10 (b.1), that mimics that
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Figure 3.10: Bouncing over a disjointed terrain. In this dynamic simulation, a biped balances
on a steep disjointed terrain and dynamically bounces upwards. Internal force and torso
pitch torque are controlled appropriately to achieve this motion. Subfigure (b) shows the
2D Cartesian CoM trajectory and the x− z˙ phase portrait. (c) shows contact reactions for
three different desired internal force scenarios.
of a pre-recorded human jumping motion (Sentis and Slovich, 2011). During
the multi-contact phase, we apply a 250 N internal tension force, shown in
Fig. 3.10 (c), between the two surfaces to avoid sliding down due to the weight
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of the robot. The torso angular moment is also controlled immediately before
and after the stepping-up motion. Our planner for this scenario operates in
the x–z˙ phase-space as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b.2). This is more convenient as
z˙ captures the moment at which the center-of-mass starts falling down. More
details on this strategy are discussed in (Sentis and Slovich, 2011). Note that
the keyframe in this case also becomes defined as a state (x, z˙), shown as
a red circle in Fig. 3.10 (b.2). Even though the bouncing behavior on the
disjointed terrain is intrinsically different from the previously-studied rough
terrain walking, we still use the proposed single contact inverted pendulum
model of Section 3.3.1 and the multi-contact dynamics of Section 3.3.2. The
overall behavior is essentially different than the walking cases. The main rea-
sons are that: (i) internal force control is needed to overcome gravity forces
on the highly inclined surfaces and that (ii) the multi-contact phase is more
dominant than the single contact phase.
3.7 Discussions and Conclusions
The primary focus of this chapter has been on addressing the needs for
planning non-periodic bipedal locomotion behaviors. These types of behaviors
arise in situations where terrains are non-flat, disjointed, or extremely rough.
The majority of bipedal locomotion methodologies have been historically fo-
cused on flat terrain or mildly rough terrain locomotion behaviors. Some of
them are making their way into dynamically climbing stairs or inclined ter-
rains. Additionally, Raibert experimented with planar hopping locomotion
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over rough terrains in the middle-80s (Raibert, 1986). In contrast, our effort
is centered around the goals of (i) generalizing gaits to any types of surfaces
including disjointed terrains, and (ii) providing formal tools to study planning
and reachability of the non-periodic gaits.
The planning methods and tools described throughout this chapter have
been initially implemented on our bipedal robot for proof-of-concept. We will
talk about the experimental evaluation in next chapter.
In the nominal trajectory generation process of Algorithm 1, we assume a
sequence of foot placements given a priori. There exist optimization methods
determining discrete foot placements, and therefore it has not been a focus
of ours to explore this issue. As to the apex state design, the results in this
chapter use a heuristic related to the terrain heights. In Chapter 5, we will
propose an advanced keyframe decision maker based on temporal-logic-based
formal methods (Zhao et al., 2016g,f). Choosing apex states in our planner
strategy is not only a mathematical convenience but also enables designers to
plan non-periodic apex velocities which is related to the walking speed. Apex
states are a type of salient points more natural to regulate the walking speed.
Our choice of providing a priori CoM surfaces can be traced back to our
initial design methodology for this line of work. Initially, we extracted the CoM
trajectory from capturing human walking over rough terrains (Zhao and Sentis,
2012; Zhao et al., 2016d). We observed that the CoM trajectory approximately
conforms to the terrain height and slope. This observation prompted us to use
the following three-step procedure: 1) design the piecewise-linear CoM plane
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approximately in parallel with the terrain slope; 2) design heuristics to adjust
the CoM plane sagittal and lateral slopes (i.e., tilting angles) according to the
walking phases (step acceleration or deceleration phases).
Our method could use generic CoM surfaces like in (Morisawa et al., 2005),
but the dynamics of Eq. (3.14) would become more complicated. In that case,
deriving an analytical phase-space distance metric should be done based on
numerical approximation and curve fitting (i.e. NURBS). To avoid this added
complexity, we chose to rely on the piecewise-linear CoM surface model and
smooth it out using multi-contact dynamics. We believe that our current
method presented in this chapter is sufficient to achieve smooth locomotion
without using a more complicated metric.
Zero lateral velocity at the sagittal apex is a simple heuristic that prevents
the center of mass from drifting away from the local frame. It is important
to remark that this heuristic is specified in the local frame, and therefore it
accounts for the steering angle. As such, when considering the global frame,
the lateral velocity at the end of each step is effectively non-zero.
The lateral foot placement is an output of the planner. Each time a new
sagittal foot placement is re-planned in an online fashion, the lateral foot
placement has also to be re-planned. We view this online re-planning stage,
described in Sections 4.2.2 and 3.5.3, as a controller which is a part of the
runtime methodology that should be implemented in real experiments.
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Chapter 4
Robust Optimal Planning under Disturbance
The main objective of this chapter is to propose a phase-space manifold as
a Riemannian distance metric to measure nominal trajectory deviations, and
further use it to design a robust hierarchical controller to achieve runtime dis-
turbance rejection: the continuous control is based on dynamic programming
while the discrete controller is designed for foot placement re-planning. Addi-
tionally, we propose a theorem to prove the attractiveness of the continuous
controller.
4.1 Phase-Space Manifold Analysis
In this Section, we focus on formulating a metric to measure deviations
from the phase-space manifolds (PSM) of planned trajectories derived in the
previous chapter. A phase-space sensitivity norm is also formulated to study
the effect of disturbances. Various disturbance patterns and suggested recovery
strategies are considered.
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publications: (Zhao, Fernandez,
and Sentis, 2016a), (Zhao, Fernandez, and Sentis, 2016b). Benito Fernandez contributes
Fig. 4.2. Section 4.5 is mainly lead by Donghyun Kim and the results are shown in (Kim,
Zhao, Thomas, Fernandez, and Sentis, 2016a).
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Figure 4.1: Phase-space manifold isoline plot. This three-dimensional space demonstrates
our phase-space manifold isolines defined in Eq. (4.1) by the color map.
Proposition 4.1 (Phase-space tangent manifold). Given the prismatic
inverted pendulum dynamics of Eq. (3.20) with an initial condition (x0, x˙0)
and foot placement xfoot, the phase-space tangent manifold is
σ := (x0 − xfoot)2
(
2x˙20 − x˙2 + ω2(x− x0)(x+ x0 − 2xfoot)
)
− x˙20(x− xfoot)2 + x˙20(x˙2 − x˙20)/ω2, (4.1)
where the condition σ = 0 is equivalent to the trajectory manifolds. Therefore,
σ represents the distance to the estimated locomotion trajectories.
Proof. Given in the Appendix A.
If we use the apex conditions as initial values, i.e. (x0, x˙0) = (xfoot, x˙apex), the
tangent manifold becomes
σ(x, x˙, x˙apex, xfoot) =
x˙2apex
ω2
(
x˙2 − x˙2apex − ω2(x− xfoot)2
)
. (4.2)
Since the tangent manifold is considered as a trajectory deviation metric
in the phase-space, we will use it in the next chapter as a feedback control
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parameter to ensure robustness. Fig. 4.1 provides an illustration of the value
of σ as a function of the state. The horizontal plane represents the sagittal
phase-space while the vertical third dimension represents the non-zero σ value
in Eq. (4.1). As we can see, the blue nominal trajectory has a zero σ value.
Phase-space region above the nominal trajectory has positive σ values while
the lower region have negative σ values. The same type of analysis can be
done for lateral trajectory deviations using the lateral pendulum dynamics of
Eq. (3.26).
Proposition 4.2 (Phase-space cotangent manifold). Given the pendulum
system of Eq. (3.20), the cotangent manifold is equal to
ζ = ζ0(
x˙
x˙0
)ω
2 x− xfoot
x0 − xfoot , (4.3)
and represents the arc length along the tangent manifold of Eq. (4.2). ζ0 is a
nonnegative scaling factor, which represents the initial condition of a cotangent
manifold. We choose it as the phase progression value when a contact switch
occurs.
Proof. Given in the Appendix A.
Remark 4.1. These low-dimensional phase-space manifolds are embedded in
high-dimensional full-state CoM phase space. This feature is analogous to
the low-dimensional manifold control studies in (Erez and Smart, 2007; Ra-
mamoorthy and Kuipers, 2008). However, neither of these two works provide
metrics of disturbance deviations or strategies to handle these disturbances.
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Figure 4.2: Orthogonal tangent and cotangent manifolds. The left subfigure shows the
tangent manifolds for two consecutive walking steps. Nominal manifolds are shown as
thick blue trajectories. The subfigure on the right shows orthogonal tangent and cotangent
manifolds (i.e., iso-parametric curves) in phase-space.
Illustration of the tangent and cotangent manifolds are given in Fig. 4.2.
In subfigure 4.2(a), their intersection corresponds to the phase progression
transition value ζtrans and the guard Gq→q+1. Shown in red are the boundary
manifolds σ = ± of the invariant bundle Bq(). For the current qth step, we
can use the σ = − manifold of the next-step invariant bundle Bq+1() as the
guard, namely, Gq→q+1 = {(x, x˙)
∣∣ σq+1 = −}. In subfigure (b), the numbers
represent the manifold deviations from the nominal one. For instance, the
cotangent manifold ζ = 4 has a tangent Riemannian distance 4 to the nominal
cotangent manifold ζ = 0. The red tangent manifolds are shown as curves of
constant σ as defined in Eq. (4.2). Thick lines in purple are the asymptotes
of tangent manifolds2 where the thick red line illustrates a specific manifold
σ = 2. The asymptotes intercept the saddle point (xfoot, 0), where xfoot is the
2These two asymptotes are equivalent to the eigenvector lines in Capture Point (Pratt
et al., 2006). The one in the second quadrant is stable while the one in the first quadrant is
not.
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sagittal foot position. The green cotangent manifold are curves of constant
ζ that are orthogonal to the tangent manifolds. Horizontal and vertical lines
in orange are the asymptotes of cotangent manifolds, and the thick cyan line
represents a specific manifold ζ = 3. The vertical asymptote represents a
manifold ζ = 0.
In robust control theory (Zhou et al., 1996), input-output system response
can be evaluated through the use of system norms. In this spirit, we define
a new norm that characterizes sensitivity to disturbances of our non-periodic
gaits, as
Definition 4.1 (Phase-space sensitivity norm). Given a disturbance d,
the phase-space sensitivity norm is defined as
κ
(
σ(xζd , x˙ζd)
)
=
( 1
ζtrans − ζd
∫ ζtrans
ζd
σ(xζ , x˙ζ)
2dζ
)1/2
, (4.4)
where, ζd corresponds to the phase value when a disturbance occurs and ζtrans
is the phase transition defined in Def. 3.9 for a given step.
Contrary to other sensitivity norms (Hobbelen and Wisse, 2007; Hamed et al.,
2015), our gait norm evaluates disturbance sensitivity for non-periodic gaits. It
does so by explicitly accounting for disturbance magnitude and for the instant
where disturbances occur. And it does not rely on approximate linearization
nor Taylor series expansion as the previous periodic gait norms require. We will
use the proposed norm in the control chapter for dynamic programming. Let us
consider various types of disturbances and corresponding recovery strategies.
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Figure 4.3: Disturbance pattern, guard and recovery strategy classification. Four different
velocity disturbance cases are shown in subfigures (a.1)-(a.4). The second row shows four
proposed guards for next step transition while the last row provides four recovery strategies.
Definition 4.2 (Phase-space disturbances). Disturbances in the phase-
space can be categorized based on four characteristics: (1) the disturbance di-
rection, (2) the disturbance magnitude, (3) the terminal asymptote-region, and
(4) the change of the motion direction.
Fig. 4.3 (a.1)-(a.4) illustrates those four scenarios, respectively. Here, we
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assume that the disturbances are impulses that change the velocity instantly3.
(a.2) has a larger positive disturbance than (a.1) such that velocity after dis-
turbance crosses the asymptote of the inverted pendulum model. On the
other hand, (a.3) has a smaller negative disturbance such that velocity after
disturbance keeps the same direction while (a.4) does not. In general, a dis-
turbance can be characterized by its direction and magnitude. However, our
study provides support for designing recovery strategies using the proposed
phase-space control strategies. In such case, we need to understand whether
the disturbances cross terminal regions. This is the reason why we incorporate
additional disturbance categories.
More disturbance scenarios could be defined, depending on specific phase-
space state locations and disturbance characteristics. Given these disturbed
phase-space trajectories, new step transition strategies need to be considered.
Here we propose four types of guard strategies for next step transition in
Fig. 4.3 (b.1)-(b.4). The guards shown are: position guard Gx (vertical line),
velocity guard Gx˙ (horizontal line), progression guard Gζ (ζ-isoline), and man-
ifold guard Gσ (σ-isoline). We find each guard such that they have the same
transition point for the nominal PSM. Although this guard recovering strat-
egy forces the motion to be adjusted, it might not be sufficient. If that is
the case, we consider designing more recovery strategies by properly using
control inputs. In the last four subfigures of Fig. 4.3, four recovery strate-
3The disturbance could also be impulses changing the position or a combination of both
position and velocity. In any case, the proposed disturbance characteristics and recovery
strategies are still valid.
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gies are illustrated. These strategies are inspired by observations of human
walking behaviors (Hofmann, 2006), (Kuo and Zajac, 1992), (Abdallah and
Goswami, 2005) and by the experiences gained during extensive simulations.
In order to fulfill those recovery strategies, a proper control policy will need
to be designed.
4.2 Robust Optimal Control Strategy
This section formulates a two-stage control procedure to recover from dis-
turbances. When a disturbance occurs, the robot’s CoM deviates from the
planned phase-space manifolds obtained via Algorithm 1. Various control
policies could be used for recovery from disturbances. We used dynamic pro-
gramming to find an optimal policy of the continuous control variables for
recovery, and, when necessary, feet placements are re-planned from their ini-
tial locations based on a policy that involves the guards defined in Fig. 4.3.
Our proposed controller, relies on the distance metric of Eq. (4.2) to steer the
robot current’s trajectory to the planned manifolds.
4.2.1 Continuous Control: Dynamic Programming
We propose a dynamic programming-based controller for the continuous
control of the sagittal locomotion behavior. To robustly track the planned
CoM manifolds, we minimize a finite phase quadratic cost function and solve
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for the continuous control parameters, i.e.
min
ucx
VN(q, xN) +
N−1∑
n=0
ηnLn(q,xn,ucx)
subject to : x˙ = Fx(x,ucx) in Eq. (3.20)
ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax,
τminy ≤ τy ≤ τmaxy ,
(4.5)
where ucx = {ω, τy} corresponds to the continuous variables of the hybrid
control input ux of Eq. (3.20)
4, ω and τy are scalars in this case, 0 ≤ η ≤ 1
is a discount factor, N is the number of discretized stages until the next step
transition, ζtrans, the terminal cost is, VN(q,xN) = α(x˙(ζtrans)− x˙(ζtrans)pred)2.
Here, x˙(ζtrans) is the actual velocity at the instant of the next step transition
and x˙(ζtrans)
pred is the predicted transition velocity. Additionally, Ln is the
one step cost-to-go function at the nth stage defined as a weighted square sum
of the tracking errors and control variables:
Ln(q,xn,ucx) =
∫ ζq,n+1
ζq,n
[
βσ2 + Γ1τ
2
y + Γ2(ω − ωref)2
]
dζ, (4.6)
where σ is the tangent bundle of Eq. (4.1) used as a feedback control parameter,
ζq,n and ζq,n+1 are the starting and ending phase progressions for the n
th stage
of the qth walking step, α, β, Γ1 and Γ2 are weights, and ω
ref is the reference
phase-space asymptote slope given in Algorithm 1. Eq. (4.5) is solved in a
backward propagation pattern. More details of dynamic programming are
4For simplicity, the yaw torque τz is assumed to be zero in the disturbance case and thus
it is not included in ucx.
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Figure 4.4: Chattering-free recoveries from disturbance by the proposed optimal recovery
control law. Subfigure (a) shows two random disturbances, where disturbed state 1 has a
negative impulse while the disturbed state 2 has a positive impulse. Control variables are
piece-wise constant within one stage as shown in subfigure (c).
provided in Appendix D. This optimal control process is applied only when a
disturbance occurs. In disturbance-free scenario, no control adjustments are
required, as the system naturally follows its CoM dynamics.
To avoid chattering effects5 in the neighborhood of the planned manifold,
a boundary layer is defined and used to saturate the controls, i.e.
uc
′
x =

ucx |σ| > 
|σ|

uc,x +
− |σ|

ux
c,ref |σ| ≤ 
(4.7a)
(4.7b)
where  corresponds to the boundary value of an invariant bundle B() as
defined in Def. 3.4, uc,x = {ω, τ y} are control inputs at the instant when the
trajectory enters the invariant bundle B(), uc,refx are nominal control inputs
defined in Algorithm 1. The indication of smoothness of the above control
follows from (Utkin, 2013). As Eq. (4.7) shows, when |σ| ≤ , the control effort,
5This chattering is caused by the digital controllers with finite sampling rate. In theory,
an infinite switching frequency will be required. However, the control input in practice is
constant within a sampling interval, and thus the real switching frequency cannot exceed
the sampling frequency. This limitation leads to the chattering.
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Table 4.1: Dynamic programming parameters
Parameter Range Parameter Range
nominal pitch torque τ refy 0 Nm nominal asymptote slope ω
ref 3.13 1/s
pitch torque range τ rangey [-3, 3] Nm asymptote slope range ω
range [2.83, 3.43] 1/s
apex height zapex 1 m mass m 1 kg
stage range [0.9, 1.5] m state range [0.03, 1.5] m/s
stage resolution 0.01 m state resolution 0.01 m/s
disturbed initial state sinitial (1.1 m, 0.7 m/s) nominal apex velocity x˙apex 0.6 m/s
weighting scalar Γ1 5 weighting scalar Γ2 5
weighting scalar β 4× 104 weighting scalar α 100
uc
′
x is scaled between u
c,
x and u
c,ref
x . This control law is composed of an “inner”
and an “outer” controller. The “outer” controller steers states into B() while
the “inner” controller maintains states within B(). Note that, this controller
performs better than asymptotic stability since the invariant bundle B() is
reached in finite time. Recovery trajectories are shown in Fig. 4.4 for two
scenarios in the presence of random disturbance (opposite directions). In these
simulations, angular momentum control range is [−3, 3] Nm and acceleration
rate range is [2.83, 3.43] 1/s. Other parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
Since the control is constrained, we need to define the finite-phase (control-
dependent) recoverability bundle for the Sagittal phase-space. Given an ac-
ceptable deviation 0 from the manifold, the practical invariant bundle is B(0).
The control policy in Eq. (42) generates a control-dependent practical recov-
erability bundle defined as follows.
Definition 4.3 (Control-dependent recoverability bundle). A control-
dependent recoverability bundle, a.k.a., region of attraction to the “boundary-
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layer”, is defined as
R(, ζtrans) =
{
(x, x˙)ζ , ζ0 ≤ ζ ≤ ζtrans
∣∣ (x, x˙)ζtrans ∈ B(), ucx ∈ uc,rangex }.
Unlike the one given in Def. 3.5, the recoverability bundleR above has two
specific features: i) dependence on accessible control ranges, and ii) a finite
convergence phase.
Theorem 4.1 (Existence of recoverability bundle). Given a Lyapunov
function V = σ2/2, a phase progression transition value ζtrans, and the con-
trol policy in Eq. (4.7), a recoverability bundle R(, ζtrans) exists and can be
estimated by a practical recoverability bundle Ro(σinit, ζtrans), where σinit is the
tube initial radius.
Proof. We use a Lyapunov function to prove the existence ofR(, ζtrans). First,
let us define V = σ2/2 based on Eq. (4.7a). If there exists a control policy
such that ∃ σ0 > , σtrans ≤ , then, R(, ζtrans) is composed of the range of
values (x, x˙)ζ , ζ0 ≤ ζ ≤ ζtrans, such that Vtrans = σ2trans/2 ≤ 2/2. Taking the
derivative of V along the pendulum dynamics in Eq. (3.14), we have
V˙ = σσ˙ = σx˙2apex
(
− 2x˙(x− xfoot) + 2x˙x¨/ω2
)
= σx˙2apex
(
− 2x˙(x− xfoot) + 2x˙
(
(x− xfoot)− τy
mg
))
= −2x˙
2
apexσx˙τy
mg
= −2
√
2x˙2apexx˙τy · sign(σ)
mg
√
V ≤ 0. (4.8)
which proves the stability (i.e., attractiveness) of σ = 0. For example, consider
the case of walking forward, x˙ > 0. Then, as long as σ · τy > 0, i.e., the pitch
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torque has the same sign as σ, attractiveness is guaranteed. That is, if σ > 0
(the robot moves forward faster than expected), then we need τy > 0 to slow
down, and vice-versa. If τy = 0, then V˙ = 0, which implies a zero convergence
rate. This means that the CoM state will follow its natural inverted pendulum
dynamics without converging. As such, in order to converge to the desired
invariant bundle, τy control action is required.
To estimate R(, ζtrans), we can use (i) the optimal control policy proposed
in Eq. (4.7), defining an “optimal” recoverability bundle; or the maximum con-
trol inputs (without any regards to optimality) by selecting ucx as the bounds
of uc,rangex , defining the “maximum” recoverability bundle. These two cases are
derived below.
Case I: DP based Control. If τy is solved by the optimization in Eq. (4.5),
we have |τy| > |τ y |. Then Eq. (4.8) becomes
V˙ < −2
√
2x˙2apexx˙|τ y |
mg
√
V < 0. (4.9)
Case II: Supremum (Bang-Bang) Control. If we design τy = τ
max
y sign(x˙)
and x˙ > 0, then,
V˙ = −2
√
2x˙2apexx˙τ
max
y sign(x˙)
mg
√
V = −2
√
2x˙2apexx˙τ
max
y
mg
√
V < 0. (4.10)
Note that, the bounded V˙ in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) have similar forms and can
be integrated to∫ Vtrans
V0
dV√
V
= −
∫ ttrans
t0
µx˙τydt = −µτy(xtrans − x0), (4.11)
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where µ = (2
√
2x˙2apex)/(mg), τy = τ

y for Case I while τy = τ
max
y for Case II.
Eq. (4.11) can be simplified to
√
V0 =
√
Vtrans +
1
2
µ · (xtrans − x0) · τy ⇒ σ0 = +
√
2
2
µ · (xtrans − x0) · τy.
(4.12)
Thus, the practical recoverability bundle, Ro(σinit, ζtrans), can be expressed in
terms of the initial recoverability bundle radius σinit.
R(, ζtrans) ≤ Ro(σinit, ζtrans)
=
{
(x, x˙)ζ , ζ0 ≤ ζ ≤ ζtrans
∣∣ σinit ≤ σ0(, xtrans, x˙apex, τy)}. (4.13)
Since Eq. (4.9) has an inequality bound while Eq. (4.10) has an equality bound,
DP based control is an optimal but conservative estimation of the true re-
coverability bundle while supremum control is an accurate but non-optimal
estimation for the recoverability bundle. There are trade-offs between these
two control strategies.
Since our study aims at optimal performance, we will use the control policy
generated from dynamic programming to estimate the recoverability bundle.
To estimate R(, ζtrans), we perform a grid sampling for the initial condition
xζ0 , based on the ranges of stage x and state x˙ in Table 4.1. That is, we execute
the optimization in Eq. (4.5) for each sampled xζ0 (treated as a realization)
and repeat this procedure for all the xζ0 . Then the feasible realizations of
recovery trajectories (here, “recovery” means the convergence into B() before
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Figure 4.5: Estimation of control-dependent recoverable region. In the left figure, disturbed
states are sampled in a discretized grid and the shaded region represents the recoverability
bundle. As it shows, a larger recoverable region is achieved in the beginning phase (i.e.,
before apex state). In the ending phase, the recoverable region shrinks to the invariant
bundle. The right figure illustrates the dependence of the recoverable region size on allowed
control ranges.
ζtrans) constitute the recoverability bundle
6. An example of an estimated re-
coverability bundle is shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). The control constraint is: ω range
[-0.3, 0.3] 1/s and τy range [-3, 3] N/m. For better visualization, Fig. 4.5 (b)
uses the range value to represent the control inputs in the horizontal axes. For
instance, if the torque range is r, then it implies τy ∈ [−r/2, r/2].
Remark 4.2. Other related methods for computing recoverability or reachable
sets are (i) adopting Lyapunov function methods to estimate the recoverability
bundle (Frazzoli, 2001), LQR-Trees (Tedrake et al., 2010), sums-of-squares
6Only forward walking is considered in this study. Recovery from disturbances during
backward or forward-to-backward walking could be achieved in a similar manner. If we
take the backward walking for instance, all that is needed is to plan a proper sequence of
apex states and integrate phase-space trajectories in a backward pattern, detect the PSM
deviation via Eq. (4.2) and look up an offline precomputed DP policy table designed for
backward walking.
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Figure 4.6: Recovery from disturbance by re-planning sagittal foot placement. Here, next
apex velocity is given a priori. In our case, we assume apex velocity is maintained to be the
same. In subfigures (b)-(d), first-stage DP optimization is sufficient to achieve the recovery.
However, cases in subfigures (e)-(g) can not. These happened when the combination of
disturbance occurred to close to transition and the size of the disturbance resulted in not
enough time and power to recover. Instead, it automatically re-plans its new next foot
placement based on Eq. (4.14).
(SOS) (Majumdar, 2016) or its scaled-up version Scaled-Diagonally-Dominant
SOS (Ahmadi and Majumdar, 2014) (suitable for high-dimensional systems)
and (ii) using dynamic game formulation based Hamilton-Jacobi methods
(Mitchell et al., 2005; Gillula et al., 2011).
4.2.2 Discrete Control: Foot Placement Re-planning
As mentioned before, when the disturbance is large enough to take the
system outside the recoverability manifold, R(, ζf ), the controller will not be
able to recover to the invariant manifold within a single stepping cycle. Any
of the guard strategies proposed in Section 4.1 can be used. Here, we will use
the position guard Gx as an example, and re-plan the foot placement of the
next step as proposed in Strategy (ii) of Fig. 4.3. We try to maintain the next
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apex velocity x˙apexq+1 as planned. Hence, the re-planned foot placement is
analytically solved from PSM in Eq. (4.1). Let us define the re-planned phase-
space transition state as (xtrans, x˙
rep
trans), where only velocity x˙
rep
trans varies. Since
x˙apexq+1 is unchanged, the adjusted sagittal foot placement xfootq+1 is solved by
xfootq+1 := xtrans +
1
ω
(x˙rep2trans − x˙2apexq+1)1/2. (4.14)
In forward walking, the condition xrepfootq+1 > xtrans holds, prompting us to ignore
the solution with the negative square root. Note that if x˙apexq+1 = 0, i.e., the
robot is coming to a stop, Eq. (4.14) becomes xrepfootq+1 = xtrans + x˙
rep
trans/ω, which
is equivalent to the Capture Point dynamics described in (Englsberger et al.,
2011).
Proposition 4.3 (Foot placement re-planning). Given a disturbance that
occurred at ζd, which moved the state xζd outside the practical recoverability
bundle, Ro(σinit, ζtrans), i.e., σinit ≤ σ0(, xtrans, x˙apex, τy), then the next foot
placement will be re-planned by Eq. (4.14).
To evaluate the performance of this step re-planning method, we consider the
six disturbances scenarios of Fig. 4.6. The top three scenarios are recoverable
using the DP-based continuous controller that we presented earlier. In the
bottom three scenarios the disturbance occurs too close to the transition or is
too large and therefore requires the foot placement re-planner described above
to be executed. Once foot placements have been re-planned in the sagittal
direction, lateral foot placements are re-planned using Algorithm 2.
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To conclude, the two-stage procedure discussed in this section constitutes
the core process of our robust-optimal phase-space planning strategy. The
combined locomotion planning procedure is shown in Algorithm 3 in the Ap-
pendix. We use the continuous control strategy first to better track the desired
locomotion trajectories. As such, the continuous controller represents a servo
process that is always on. When deviations are too large for recovery, we apply
the foot placement re-planner.
Remark 4.3. The computational burden of our control process is low. The
reason lies in that the DP-based continuous controller is designed offline to
precompute a table storing all possible policies for any admissible disturbance.
Therefore, once disturbances are detected, the offline preprocessing table is
quickly looked at in real-time. A similar procedure is proposed in (Majumdar,
2016) for funnel-based robust feedback motion planning. In the case of the
discrete foot placement re-planner, it is fast to compute due to its closed-form
solution given in Eq. (4.14).
4.3 End-to-End Phase-Space Planning Procedure
Robust optimal phase-space planning is proposed for agile locomotion
planning and targets hierarchical control for disturbance rejections. This
framework uses phase-space techniques to design a robust hybrid automa-
ton in Section 3.5.4 to achieve 3D agile and versatile locomotion behaviors.
In particular, a low-dimensional manifold is proposed in Section 4.1 as a ro-
bustness metric to quantify phase-space deviations and a sensitivity norm is
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Figure 4.7: End-to-end planning and control process. This diagram describes the pipeline
for generating locomotion plans in the phase-space and robust control strategies.
used as a penalty metric in dynamic programming for disturbance rejections
in Section 4.2. An overall planning and control procedure is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The locomotion designer first provides the following pieces of information: (i)
desired CoM surfaces, (ii) nominal foot positions, (iii) desired keyframe states,
and (iv) flywheel torque limits. Algorithm 1 produces the locomotion trajec-
tories and the distance metric aided by the step transition solver, the lateral
foot placement planner, and the steering model. A disturbance checker verifies
if the current trajectories are within the invariant bundle. If they are not, the
results stored on a table from the DP-based controller are utilized as a con-
trol policy and if this is not sufficient, new steps are re-planned in an online
fashion.
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Figure 4.8: Rough terrain recovery from sagittal disturbance. To recover from a sagittal
push with a 0.4 m/s CoM velocity jump, the planner uses both DP continuous control and
discrete foot placement re-planning in a sequential manner. denotes the pre-defined foot
placement before the disturbance while denotes the re-planned foot placement after the
disturbance.
4.4 Example: Dynamic Walk under Disturbance
In this section, we focus on two recovery scenarios from external distur-
bance. The first is to validate the effectiveness of dynamic programming based
optimization for continuous control when sagittal disturbance occurs, while the
second is to verify the lateral foot placement re-planning strategy.
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Figure 4.9: Rough terrain dynamic walking under lateral disturbance. During the lateral
disturbance phase, the robot re-plans its foot placement to avoid falling down. In (d), the
CoM trajectory drifts away to the left side. Also in the phase portrait (f), a lateral CoM
velocity jump emerges and the lateral phase portrait is moved aside. After the disturbance,
the foot planner re-plans the desired lateral foot placement and regulates the CoM trajectory
to achieve balanced walking.
4.4.1 Optimal Control for Recovery from Sagittal Disturbance
A sagittal push is exerted on the CoM, which causes an instantaneous
velocity jump as shown in Fig. 4.8 (b). This disturbance is so large that
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the phase-space state can not recover to its nominal PSM in one single step.
Thus, a sagittal foot re-planning strategy is executed to re-compute a sagittal
foot step immediately while maintaining the same next apex velocity. The
dash line in Fig. 4.8 (b) represents the original phase-space primitive while
the blue solid line represents the re-planned one. Specifically, to make the
animation more consistent with real robot kinematics, the robot’s torso and
hip are colored in red. Also, instead of an instantaneous step transition, a
multi-contact transition is used as shown in Fig. 4.8 (a) and (d).
4.4.2 Re-planning Strategy for Lateral Disturbance
In this case, we specifically validate the lateral foot placement re-planning
strategy in our second-stage optimization by exerting a lateral disturbance.
In the third step, the robot bears a lateral CoM disturbance, which similarly
causes a lateral velocity jump in Fig. 4.9 (f) and a lateral CoM kinematic
trajectory drift in Fig. 4.9 (d). To deal with this, a new lateral foot placement
is re-planned and a semi-limit cycle property is maintained for the lateral
phase-space primitive. Note that, since angular momentum is not considered
in lateral inverted pendulum dynamics, the unique strategy to recover from
lateral disturbance is to adjust its foot placement.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots of unsupported dynamic balancing experiment. This figure shows a
portion of an experiment in which our point foot biped robot, Hume, accomplishes 18 steps
of unsupported dynamic balancing. The snapshots here show the 3th − 6th walking steps.
4.5 Experimental Evaluations
In this section7, we briefly demonstrate a proof of concept of the phase-
space planner by experimental implementations on our bipedal point-feet robot
Hume. For more details about robot specifications and the Whole-Body Oper-
ational Space Control (WBOSC), please refer to the recent work in (Kim et al.,
7Experimental results in this subsection are primarily lead by Donghyun Kim.
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2016a). Regarding non-trivial mechanical uncertainties and sensing noise, it
is difficult to follow the planned multi-step phase-space trajectory accurately.
To avoid this problem, the robot has to re-plan its CoM trajectory and foot
placements after each step in an online pattern. The practical walking perfor-
mance reveals a great level of robustness. That is the reason why we present
this experimental evaluation in this chapter focusing on the robust control.
Achieving dynamic walking of a point-feet bipedal robot is an undoubted
challenge. The robot in this experiment aims at achieving dynamic balancing
without any external support. Footstep locations are computed at runtime
such that the proposed prismatic inverted pendulum model is stabilized. This
strategy should result in a stable balance behavior assuming the trajectory
generators and WBOSC, i) successfully place the feet at the desired locations,
ii) achieve the desired height of the center of mass, and iii) fix the orientation
of the robot’s torso.
The foot swing motion constitutes two phases: lifting and landing phases.
The landing location is designed before the landing phase starts. During each
walking step, when the lifting phase reaches 70% completion, the planner com-
putes the next footstep location. The value of 70% was empirically determined
to ensure the planner completes before the landing phase starts. It is a pro-
cessor intensive task that must be run outside of the real-time thread. The
operational space set-point trajectory for the swing foot is then defined based
on a polynomial function and the desired landing position, with the trajectory
ending once ground contact is sensed. If the ground is at the expected height
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Figure 4.11: State machine and data of dynamic balancing experiment. (a) Motion within
the balancing experiment is divided into three states: dual support, swing leg lift, and swing
leg landing. Additionally, a transition state exists at the beginning of the lifting phase and
the end of the landing phase to avoid the jerk caused by a sudden change in controller
constraints. (b) and (c) show the x and y-directional trajectory of the CoM. The blue line
represents actual data while the red lines indicate the trajectories estimated by the planner.
(d) Position and orientation task tracking are plotted over a representative portion of the
stepping experiment, with sensor data in red and desired values, dotted, in blue. Height
refers to CoM height.
and the position tracking is ideal, the footstep will land after the nominal
swing time. If the planned step is outside the mechanical limits of the robot,
the planner chooses the closest reachable step. For more details of this footstep
placement algorithm, please refer to the results in (Kim et al., 2014).
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To initiate the experiment, Hume is slightly supported while lifting its
body to the desired height for balancing. Once this desired height is reached,
the experimenter balances the robot carefully and lets it go as it takes its first
step. Once free, the robot balances itself by continuously taking steps. There
is a harness rope, slack when the robot is at its starting height, which catches
it if it falls to prevent major damage. The power and Ethernet tether hang
slack from another rope.
The motion sequence follows a state machine as shown in Fig. 4.11(a).
Since the states are symmetric with respect to the supporting leg being either
right or left, states are categorized in two different compound tasks with left
and right single support having symmetric structures. The WBOSC compound
task, xtask, differs between dual support and single support phases of the
stepping state machine. In dual support, the compound task coordinates are
[z, φ, θ, ψ]T , where z represents the height of the center of mass. φ, θ and
ψ are body yaw, pitch and roll angles, respectively. Those coordinates are
controlled via the acceleration input of WBOSC, utask, shown in (Eq. (44),
Kim et al. (2016a)) and via PD or PID control laws. In single support, the
compound task is [z, θ, ψ, xfoot, yfoot, zfoot]
T . The desired height is set to the
initial height when Hume begins to step and the body orientation is set to
be straight up. The desired foot trajectory for the lifting phase consists on
first reaching a predefined height while keeping its sagittal and lateral position
constant. Then, a 3rd order polynomial is used to generate the desired landing
trajectory. Since Hume has point-feet, it is not possible to control the yaw
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Figure 4.12: Phase-space data of the unsupported dynamic balancing experiment. The
phase paths of steps 3-6 are expanded into individual step planning plots.
motion φ in single support phase. To compensate for this deficiency, we use
the short duration that the robot spends in dual support to correct for it.
In the balancing experiment, we do not use internal force feedback control to
reduce the complexity of the sequencing process. Since the standing surfaces
are flat, internal force regulation is not needed to keep the contacts stable. All
control parameters for the single and dual support phases, and for the stance
and swing legs are shown in (Table I, Kim et al. (2016a)). The parameters of
the planner used in this experiment are shown in (Table II, Kim et al. (2016a)).
Phase-space trajectories are shown in Fig. 4.11. In (b) and (c), the sagittal
and lateral CoM trajectories (red color) are superimposed on the one-step
predicted path by our planner (blue color). Although predicting CoM path for
multiple steps is difficult, computing the CoM path for a single step using the
PIPM dynamics closely approximates the actual CoM motion. The orientation
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error is bounded by 0.05 rad (Fig. 4.11(d)). Given the model disturbances
and the impacts, this error is reasonable small to validate the controller’s
performance. Fig. 4.12 shows snapshots and phase paths for this experiment.
For each step, a red line marks the actual CoM path up to the switching state,
and a green line continues the trajectory after the switch. The robot’s initial
stance foot in the step planning plot is denoted with a , the planned second
footstep with a black circle, and the achieved second stance foot location with
a blue cross. Therefore, a green line in the ith step plot is the same path as
the red line in the (i+1)th step plot. A black line and a dark green dotted line
are, respectively, the PIPM’s predicted paths before and after the switching
state. The phase-space data is corrupted by high-frequency noise from the
IMU sensor signal and the joint encoders that are combined to compute the
CoM velocity.
Transition smoothness and gain scheduling techniques are indispensable
to achieve stable step transitions. In Fig. 4.11(d), the commanded torque
(blue color) varies from 0 to -60 N/m without significant jerk due to our
contact transition technique. When the right leg switches to a stance leg
(green background), around 20 N/m of torque tracking error appears. This is
expected because we detune the low-level torque controller to achieve stiffer
position control by the WBOSC controller. The controller corrects the yaw
error during the dual support phase. Additionally, Hume incurs a significant
bending of the stance leg which results in the uncertainty of the CoM position
with respect to the stance foot.
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In spite of all these sources of error, the robot was able to dynamically
balance unsupported for 18 steps using its point contacts.
4.6 Discussions and Conclusions
This chapter is centered around the goals of (i) providing metrics of robust-
ness to quantify the phase-space deviations, (ii) classifying various disturbance
pattern, guard and recovery strategies in phase-space, (iii) design robust hy-
brid controllers for the locomotion behaviors in rough terrain, which provides
fast computation guarantee at runtime, and (iv) demonstrating the ability of
our method to deal with large external disturbances.
The characterized disturbances are assumed to be impulses that change
the CoM velocity instantaneously. In fact, the disturbance can be of various
types: (i) instantaneous changes to the CoM behavior; (ii) continuous pertur-
bations (Englsberger et al., 2015b); and (iii) friction-like drag forces. As for
continuous force disturbances, the method proposed in (Hyon et al., 2007) can
be used to estimate the effect of undesired external forces. In any case, the
proposed disturbance characteristics and recovery strategies are still valid.
Our planner is based on a simplified locomotion model, which ignores
swing leg dynamics. However, this type of dynamics can significantly affect
the actual motion tracking performance. In the future, we will explore more
sophisticated models that include this type of dynamics. In the dynamic pro-
gramming approach of Eq. (4.5), we only constrain the pitch torque while
the pitch angle does not have limits. The focus of the manuscript so far has
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been on the generation of the trajectories and on outlining a robust control
approach. However, for real implementation users need to incorporate the
dynamics of the flywheel to constraint the torso pitch’s range of motion.
Although the robust optimal controller is designed for sagittal dynamics,
similar controllers can be formulated for the lateral and vertical CoM behav-
iors, given the PIPM dynamics of Eq. (3.14). Correspondingly, the yaw and
roll angular torques can be incorporated into the optimal control inputs.
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Chapter 5
High-level Reactive Task Planner Synthesis
In this chapter, we focus on synthesizing a high-level reactive planner for
the whole-body locomotion (WBL) over cluttered dynamic environments. To
accomplish WBL behaviors, we will compose a sequence of locomotion modes
with planned keyframes. This mode composition can be achieved by synthe-
sizing a high-level planner protocol which makes proper contact decisions like
the ones shown in Fig. 5.2, and determines the switching strategy of the low-
level planner. This hierarchy motivates us to use temporal-logic-based formal
methods for task specifications and synthesizing the switching strategy such
that the switched system satisfies, by construction, all the specifications.
5.1 Whole-Body Locomotion Dynamics
For a general locomotion process, the evolution of a family of its dynamics
modes is represented as
ξ˙ = Fp(ξ,u), p ∈ P (5.1)
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publications: (Zhao, Topcu,
and Sentis, 2016f,g).
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of which Eq. (3.14) is a specific case. ξ(ζ) ∈ Rn denotes the system state
vector. u ∈ Rm denotes the control input; The switching signal p indexes
a specific planner mode. Fp denotes a vector field associated with mode p.
The overall system can be expressed as a switched system (Liberzon, 2012),
ξ˙ = Fσ(ξ,u), where σ is the continuous switching signal taking values in a
finite mode set P .
Given this general model, certain assumptions are commonly imposed to
make its dynamics more tractable (Audren et al., 2014), (Kajita et al., 2003b).
In our case, four specific planner modes, under different mild assumptions, are
proposed according to specific locomotion contact configurations.
Mode (a): Prismatic Inverted Pendulum Model. For this single foot
contact, we have derived the PIPM dynamics of Eq. (3.14) in Section 3.3.1.
For the results in this Chapter, the unique simplification we make is to assume
a lateral-invariant piece-wise linear CoM path surface, i.e., ψCoMq(x, y, z) =
z − ax− c = 0. The sagittal and lateral dynamics of Eq. (3.14) can be easily
derived.
Mode (b): Pendulum Model. When the robot grasps the loop on the
ceiling wall to swing over an unsafe region, the system dynamics behave as a
pendulum model (PM). For this single arm contact, we have(
x¨
y¨
)
= −ω2PM
(
(x− xarm)− τymg
(y − yarm)− τxmg
)
, (5.2)
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where PM phase-space asymptotic slope is defined as
ωPM =
√
g
zapexPM
, zapexPM = (zarm − a · xarm − b),
with the same parameters and CoM path surface in Mode (a). An essential
difference between Modes (a) and (b) lies in that PM dynamics are stable
since the CoM is always enforced to move towards the apex position while the
PIPM dynamics are unstable.
Mode (c): Stop-Launch Model. When a human appears, the robot has
to come to a stop and wait until human disappears. The task in this mode is
solely to decelerate the CoM motion to zero and accelerate from zero again,
built upon its multi-contact configuration. We name this model as a stop-
launch model (SLM).
l˙x = mx¨, l˙y = my¨, l˙z = mz¨ (5.3)
where the control input u = (x¨, y¨, z¨)T are CoM accelerations. For simplicity,
constant accelerations are used and the phase-space CoM motion is a parabolic
manifold.
Mode (d): Modified Multi-Contact Model. When the robot maneuvers
through constrained rough terrains, arms and legs in contact can accelerate
and decelerate the CoM according to terrain height variations. In this case, a
new multi-contact model is proposed built on centroidal momentum under mild
assumptions, named as modified multi-contact model (MMCM). To make the
dynamics tractable, we assume a known constant vertical acceleration z¨ in one
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step and neglection of the angular momentum hz around z-axis (Audren et al.,
2014). Via these assumptions, we have a constant resultant vertical external
force, i.e.,
∑Nc
i fiz = m(z¨−g), where Nc is the number of limb contacts. More
details can be referred to (Zhao et al., 2016f).
In the light of these four modes, the switching mode set is defined as
Definition 5.1 (Switching modes). Phase-space planner switching mode P
is composed of
P := {PIPM,PM, SLM,MMCM} (5.4)
where each component corresponds to one aforementioned mode.
Given the planner mode commanded from the discrete contact planner, the
hybrid phase-space planner generates the continuous CoM trajectory based on
this designated mode and compute the mode switching instant. A logic-based
planner structure is shown in Fig. 5.1. In next section, we will discuss more
details about how to design the mode switching by formal methods.
This study especially concentrates on the multi-contact mobility of a hu-
manoid legged robot in a constrained environment as shown in Fig. 1.5. In
particular, besides commonly-used legs during dynamic walking, an additional
pair of arms are incorporated to achieve a considerably large range of acceler-
ated or decelerated CoM motions. More than that, certain extreme cases, such
as when stair cracks, require the arm to maintain contacts so as to smoothly
traverse unsafe areas.
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Figure 5.1: Logic-based planner structure. Each mode, indexed by a switching signal p,
corresponds to a planner model. Four modes in total are modeled for our constrained envi-
ronment maneuver. Uncontrollable environment state e is denoted by next stair height while
controllable system action u is represented by the limb contact configuration. Discretized
phase-space state q = (pcontact, x˙apex).
5.2 Linear Temporal Logic Background
We now define an open finite transition system and its execution, describe
temporal logic preliminaries.
Definition 5.2 (Open finite transition system). An open finite transition
system (OFTS) T S is a tuple,
T S := (Q,P , E ,S, T , I, AP,L), (5.5)
where Q is a finite set of states, P is a set of system modes defined in Eq. (5.1),
E is a finite set of uncontrollable environmental actions, S is a finite set of
controllable robot contact actions, T ⊆ (Q × P) × E × S × (Q × P) is a
transition, I = Q0 × P0 ⊆ Q × P is a set of initial states, AP is a set of
atomic propositions, L : (Q × P) → 2AP is a labeling function mapping the
state to an atomic proposition. T S is finite if Q,P , E ,S and AP are finite.
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Figure 5.2: Various contact planning strategies according to rough terrains with different
discretized heights. Various contact configurations, i.e., system actions, are specifically
designed. Two emergent scenarios are incorporated.
The T S defined above is “open” because it has uncontrollable actions E . With-
out loss of generality, it is assumed that for every pair (q, p) ∈ Q × P , there
exists at least one pair (q′, p′) such that (q, p) T−→ (q′, p′). The OFTS considered
in this study has non-deterministic transitions.
Definition 5.3 (Execution and word of an OFTS). An execution γ of an
OFTS T S is an infinite path sequence γ = (q0, p0, e0, s0)(q1, p1, e1, s1)(q2, p2, e2, s2) . . .,
with γi = (qi, pi, ei, si) ∈ Q × P × E × S and γi T−→ γi+1. The word generated
from γ is wγ = wγ(0)wγ(1)wγ(2) . . ., with wγ(i) = L(γi), ∀i ≥ 0.
The word wγ is said to satisfy a LTL formula ϕ, if and only if the execution γ
satisfies ϕ. If all executions of T S satisfy ϕ, we say that T S satisfies ϕ, i.e.,
T S |= ϕ.
For LTL syntax and semantics, please refer to the definitions in Ap-
pendix E and the references therein.
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5.3 Planner Synthesis Formulation
Given the preliminaries above, we formulate a discrete planner synthesis
problem and we introduce a specific fragment of the temporal logic which will
be used in the task specifications.
Definition 5.4 (Discrete contact planner switching synthesis). Given a
transition system T S and a LTL specification ϕ following the assume-guarantee
form,
ϕ :=
(
(ϕq ∧ ϕe)⇒ ϕs
)
, (5.6)
where ϕq represents a liveness assumption incorporating transience property
2,
ϕe and ϕs are the propositions for admissible environment and system actions,
respectively, we synthesize a contact planner switching strategy γ that generates
only correct executions (q, p, e, s), i.e., (q, p, e, s) |= ϕ.
Remark 5.1. For the discrete synthesis problem, we use a particular type
of abstraction named as over-approximation (Liu et al., 2013) (or similarly
-inflation (Fainekos et al., 2009)) to approximate the underlying continuous
dynamics. A detailed definition is provided in (Liu et al., 2013). Intuitively,
a finite transition system T S is named as an over-approximation of the con-
tinuous system if each transition q
T−→ q′ is included in T S, as long as the
2Roughly speaking, a set is transient if and only if all the trajectories starting from a
certain state within this set, will leave this set in a finite time. Namely, a transient set does
not comprise any positively invariant sets. For more details, please refer to (Batt et al.,
2008), (Liu et al., 2012).
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strategy is feasible to be continuously implemented, regardless of either a coarse
partition or external disturbances. The discrepancy between the conservative
over-approximation and the underlying continuous system is accounted as non-
determinism and treated as adversary.
To make the computation tractable, we employ a class of LTL formulae
with favorable polynomial complexity, named as the Generalized Reactivity
(1) (GR (1)) formulae (Bloem et al., 2012). This class of formulae is expressed
as, for v ∈ {e, s},
ϕv = ϕ
v
init
∧
i∈Isafety
2ϕvtrans,i
∧
i∈Igoal
23ϕvgoal,i, (5.7)
where ϕvinit are the propositional formulae defining initial conditions. ϕ
v
trans,i
refer to the transitional propositional formulae (i.e., safety conditions) incorpo-
rating the state at next step. ϕvgoal,i are the propositional formulae describing
the goals to be reached infinitely often (i.e., liveness conditions).
Remark 5.2. As to computational complexity, restricting to the favorable GR
(1) formulae provides an advantage of translating LTL formulae to the cor-
responding automaton in polynomial O(N3) time, where N is the number of
state space.
5.3.1 Specifications for Environment and System Actions
This subsection defines an environment action set E and a system action
set S. Then we propose the corresponding specifications for these actions.
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Definition 5.5 (Environment actions). The environment action is denoted
by the set of the variation levels in the stair height
E := {emd, ehd, emu, ehu, esc, eha}, (5.8)
where the first four actions denote different compositions of downward and up-
ward stairs with moderate and huge height variations, respectively.
For instance, emd denotes moderateDownward. The last two actions esc and
eha represent unexpected events: stairCrack and humanAppear.
Definition 5.6 (System actions). Given these environment actions, the sys-
tem actions of the robot are denoted by a contact configuration set
S := {ali-aj, ∀(i, j) ∈ Aindex}, (5.9)
where the indices ‘l’ and ‘a’ are short for leg and arm, respectively. (i, j)
corresponds to the contact limb. Aindex = {(h, n), (h, h), (h, f), (n, f), (d, h),
(d, f)}, where the letters ‘h’, ‘f ’, ‘d’ and ‘n’ represent hind, fore, dual and no
contacts, respectively.
For instance, alh-af denotes the legHindArmFore contact configuration.
We now describe environment and system action specifications. The en-
vironment actions are assumed not to occur at the initial time, and therefore
ϕeinit = ¬esc ∧ ¬eha. Accordingly, the robot can initially not take the actions
designated for these unexpected events, i.e., ϕsinit = ¬aln-af ∧¬(ald-ah ∨ ald-af ).
Transitional and goal specifications are defined next
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• (S0) None of the huge terrain height variations (i.e., hugeDownward or
hugeUpward), humanAppear and stairCrack occur in two consecutive steps,
2(ehd ⇒©¬ehd)
∧
2(ehu ⇒©¬ehu)∧
2(eha ⇒©¬eha)
∧
2(esc ⇒©¬esc).
• (S1) In normal scenarios, the mappings between environment and system
actions, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, are specified by
2(emd ⇒ (alh-an ∨ alh-ah ∨ alh-af ))
∧
2
(
emu ⇒ (alh-an ∨ alh-ah ∨ alh-af )
)
∧
2(ehu ⇒ alh-ah)
∧
2(ehd ⇒ alh-af ),
where moderate terrain variations allow more non-deterministic contact
actions than those allowed by huge terrain variations. For instance, if e =
ehu, i.e., hugeUpward, the robot has only one action option, which makes
its hind arm in contact such that its CoM gains a larger acceleration to
step up as shown in Fig. 5.2.
• (S2) If a stair crack occurs, the robot will grab a handle on the ceiling
wall (i.e., aln-af ). On the contrary, when the stair is not cracked, we
obviously have a 6= aln-af :
2(esc ⇒ aln-af )
∧
2(¬esc ⇒ ¬aln-af ).
• (S3) If a human appears in front of the robot, the robot comes to a stop
with the action ald-af . Contrarily, when the human disappears, the robot
starts to walk from where it stops:
2
(
eha ⇒ (ald-ah ∨ ald-af )
)∧
2
(¬eha ⇒ ¬(ald-ah ∨ ald-af )).
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• (S4) Neither unexpected events (i.e., humanAppear and stairCrack) occur
infinitely often:
23¬eha
∧
23¬esc.
Among these specifications, we have (S0) representing ϕetrans, (S1)-(S3) rep-
resenting ϕstrans and (S4) representing ϕ
e
goal, where ϕ
e
trans, ϕ
s
trans and ϕ
e
goal are
defined in Eq. (5.7). Note that, the contact planner requires at least one limb
in contact. This requirement is automatically encoded into the system contact
actions thus we do not need to explicitly assign specifications for this.
5.3.2 Specifications for Keyframe States
Our discrete phase-space planner has a keyframe state vector q = {pcontact,
x˙apex}. Since we always focus on the keyframe state for next walking step, the
discretization of a particularly selected phase-space region is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Definition 5.7 (Phase-space keyframe). The keyframe is represented by
the following discrete state,
Q := {qi-j, ∀(i, j) ∈ Qindex}
⋃
{qswing, qstop}, (5.10)
where the apex velocity index i and the step length index j are assigned to three
different “levels of degree” (LOD), i.e., s (Small), n (Normal) and l (Large),
respectively.
For instance, qs-l represents velSmallstepLarge, a keyframe state with a small
apex velocity and a large step length. The index set Qindex comprises 9 ele-
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Figure 5.3: Keyframe discretization for next walking step. We choose a phase-space region
based on robot kinematics and discrete this region into a grid. The keyframe state is
determined according to environment actions.
ments in total. Additionally, two more keyframe states qswing (velSwingstepSwing)
and qstop (velStopstepStop) are designed for two unexpected events, respectively.
Remark 5.3. While we use a fixed discretization over the range of CoM apex
velocity and step length, finer or varying discretization may enhance the flexi-
bility of the method at the expense of an increase of the computational cost.
Given environment actions, the propositions for the keyframe states are
designed as follows.
• (S5) If ©e = ©emd (i.e., moderateDownward), the LOD for the next
keyframe state©q remains constant or increases by one either from step
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length or apex velocity:
2
(
(qs-s ∧©emd)⇒©(qs-s ∨ qs-n ∨ qn-s)
)∧
2
(
(qs-n ∧©emd)
⇒©(qs-n ∨ qs-l ∨ qn-n)
)
. . .∧
2
(
(ql-n ∧©emd)⇒©(ql-n ∨ ql-l)
)∧
2
(
(qn-l ∧©emd)
⇒©(qn-l ∨ ql-l)
)∧
2
(
(ql-l ∧©emd)⇒©ql-l
)
∧
2
((
(qswing ∨ qstop) ∧©emd
)⇒©(qs-n ∨ qn-n ∨ ql-n)),
where, if q = qs-s, ©q can choose qs-s (remaining constant), qs-n (step
length increases one degree) or qn-s (apex velocity increases one degree).
All the other keyframes in normal scenarios follow the same pattern.
There are three special cases: (i) when q = ql-n, there are only two
choices for ©q, i.e., ql-n and ql-l; (ii) the same situation applies to qn-l;
(iii) when q = ql-l, the only choice is ©q = ©ql-l. In unexpected cases,
we assign ©q as one of qs-n, qn-n and ql-n.
• (S6) If ©e = ehd (i.e., hugeDownward), the level of degree for next
keyframe state increases by one or two, either from step length or apex
velocity. The only exception is when q = ql-l, next step state q can only
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maintain ql-l.
2
(
(qs-s ∧©ehd)⇒©(qn-s ∨ qs-n ∨ ql-s ∨ qs-l∨
qn-n)
)∧
2
(
(qs-n ∧©ehd)⇒©(qs-l ∨ qn-n ∨ qn-l)
)
...∧
2
((
(ql-n ∨ qn-l ∨ ql-l) ∧©ehd
)⇒©ql-l)∧2((
(qswing ∨ qstop) ∧©ehd
)⇒©(qs-n ∨ qn-n ∨ ql-n))
where, if q = qs-s, ©q increases the level of degree by one, i.e., qs-n
and qn-s, or by two, i.e., qn-n, ql-s and qs-l. Special cases are ql-n, qn-l and
ql-l where q = ql-l is the only choice. Emergent cases follow the same
principle as those in (S5).
• (S7) If©e =©esc (i.e., stairCrack), then©q =©qswing regardless of the
current q:
2(©esc ⇒©qswing).
Note that qswing is excluded from the current state q since we specify that
a stair crack can not appear two steps consecutively as shown in (S0).
• (S8) If ©e = ©eha (i.e., humanAppear), then ©q = ©qstop regardless of
the current q:
2(©esc ⇒©qstop).
The remaining eight normal scenarios involving different environment and sys-
tem action compositions are defined in a similar pattern and they are omitted
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here for brevity. The supplementary material illustrates one scenario when
©e =©ehd (i.e., hugeDownward). All the specifications in (S5)-(S7) represent
ϕetrans. The goal specification ϕ
s
goal in our scenario is trivial, that is, repeatedly
selecting contact configurations among S. Now all the specifications have been
proposed, and ϕ =
(
(ϕq ∧ ϕe)⇒ ϕs
)
holds.
5.4 Game Based Reactive Planner Synthesis
In this section, we focus on reactive planner synthesis by formulating the
high-level locomotion planning problem as a game between the robot and
its adversarial constrained environment. Given task specifications introduced
next, a reactive control protocol is synthesized such that the controlled legged
robot behaviors satisfy all the designed specifications whatever admissible un-
controllable environment behaviors are.
Definition 5.8 (Game of the whole-body locomotion planner). A game
structure for the legged and armed locomotion planning is a tuple
G := 〈V ,X ,Y , θe, θs, ρe, ρs, φwin〉 (5.11)
where
• V = X×Y is a finite set of proposition state variables over finite domains
in the game.
• X := E ×Q is a set of input variables, defined by the keyframe state and
environment (i.e., player 1).
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• Y := S × P is a set of output variables, defined by the system contact
configuration and switching signal (i.e., player 2).
• θe is an atomic proposition over X characterizing initial states of the
environment.
• θs is an atomic proposition over Y characterizing initial states of the
system.
• ρe(V ,X ′) is the transition relation for the environment, which is an
atomic proposition that relates the current proposition state and allow-
able environment variables at next step (i.e., X ′).
• ρs(V ,X ′,Y ′) is the transition relation for the system, which is an atomic
proposition that relates the current proposition state and an input value
at next step (i.e., X ′) to allowable output variable values at next step
(i.e., Y ′)3.
• φwin is the winning condition given by an LTL formula over V.
Remark 5.4. Different from the pioneering work (Liu et al., 2013), where
only switching mode p is chosen as the output variable, our contact planner
switching strategy additionally designates the contact action s as a component
of the synthesis consequence. Non-deterministic contact actions exist within a
specific switching mode.
3Here, it is assumed that environment takes action first and then system acts. Thus next
output variable value Y ′ can depend on next input variable value X ′.
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A winning strategy of the switched system for the pair (T S, ϕ) is defined
as a partial function (γ0γ1 · · · γi−1, (qi, ei)) 7→ (si, pi), where a switching mode
and a contact configuration are chosen according to the state sequence his-
tory and the current keyframe state and environment action in order to satisfy
Eq. (5.6). All the specifications are satisfied whatever admissible uncontrol-
lable environment actions are.
Proposition 5.1 (Existence of a winning locomotion strategy). A win-
ning WBL strategy exists for the game G in Definition 5.8 if and only if (T S, ϕ)
is realizable.
The realizability of ϕ can be judged from two viewpoints: (i) desired sys-
tem propositions are satisfied (i.e., ϕs is true) or (ii) environment propositions
are violated (i.e., ϕe is false). The latter case is trivial since the synthesized
automaton is no longer valid and no correct path exists. Fig. 5.4 shows a frag-
ment of the WBL contact planner. For illustration convenience, we index both
the environment action E in Eq. (5.8) and the system action S in Eq. (5.9) as
{0, . . . , 5} in order, respectively. The system keyframe state Q is indexed as
{0, . . . , 10} in order. For instance, when the automaton state is at number 25,
we have environment state e = 0 and keyframe q = 4. The winning strategy
assigns system action s = 2 and system switching mode p = 4. Self-transition
exists in moderateUpward states (e.g., state 16) and moderateDownward states
(e.g., state 12 and 25) while hugeDownward states (e.g., state 15) do not have
a self-transition according to proposition (S1). There is no transition between
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Figure 5.4: A fragment of the synthesized automaton for the WBL contact planner. Non-
deterministic transitions are encoded in this automaton. The blue transitions represent a
specific execution.
states 12 and 16 due to infeasible keyframe state transition. States 18 and 19
in red nodes represent humanAppear and stairCrack scenarios, respectively.
Remark 5.5. The synthesized automaton incorporates nondeterministic tran-
sitions, caused by the following reasons: (i) Environment actions are non-
deterministic. (ii) Given an environment action, several non-deterministic
keyframe states can be chosen. (iii) Even when both an environment action
and a keyframe state are given, non-deterministic system contact actions exist
in certain transitions.
In this section, we analyze the correctness of the low-level planner imple-
mentations in Section 5.1 for the discrete contact planner in Section 5.4. To
begin with, we define the low-level trajectory as δ = (ξ, ρ, η, σ). The high-level
execution is defined as γ = (q, e, s, p) in Definition 5.3.
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Definition 5.9 (Mapping from high-level execution to low-level tra-
jectory). The low-level trajectory δ is a continuous implementation of the
high-level execution γ, if there exists a sequence of non-overlapping phase in-
tervals H = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ H3 . . . and ∪∞i=1Hi = R+ such that ∀ζ ∈ Hk,∀k ≥ 1,
the following mappings hold
ξ(ζ) ∈ T−1(qk), ρ(ζ) = ek, η(ζ) = sk, σ(ζ) = pk,
where T represents an abstraction mapping, which maps a certain continuous
state ξ region into a discrete state q (Liu et al., 2013).
By this definition and stutter-equivalence (Baier et al., 2008), we can conclude
δ |= ϕ if and only if γ |= ϕ. Additional assumptions need to be imposed in
order to rule out Zeno behaviors, which are beyond the scope of this study.
For detailed statements, reader can refer to (Liu et al., 2013) and the reference
therein. Given these preliminaries, we can make the following statement:
Theorem 5.1 (Correctness of the whole-body locomotion planner).
Given an over-approximation model, a winning WBL strategy synthesized from
the two-player game is guaranteed to be correctly implemented by the underlying
low-level phase-space planner.
Proof. From the previous proposition in Section 5.4, a winning WBL strat-
egy synthesized from the WBL planner game solves the discrete locomotion
planning problem. To study the correctness, we start by elaborating an over-
approximated model of our locomotion planner. Initially, all the possible tran-
sitions in a given keyframe discretization (as shown in Fig. 5.3) are modeled in
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the finite transition system. According to environment actions and the LOD
principle defined in proposition (S5) of Section 5.3.2, we remove unnecessary
transitions and obtain a more accurate over-approximation model. Given this
model, a winning switching strategy, represented as an automaton AWBL, is
synthesized by solving the two-player game. According to AWBL, a sequence of
system actions s and switching modes p are derived from a certain sequence of
environment actions e and discretized keyframe states q. To verify the correct
implementation of a certain execution γ, we use the switching strategy seman-
tics: given an initial state ξ(0) and an initial environment action ρ(0) = e0,
we assign η(0) = s0 and σ(0) = p0 according to AWBL. Then the continuous
dynamics ξ(ζ) evolve by following a specific mode ξ˙ = Fp0(ξ,u). Once a new
environment action e′ is detected and this action satisfies all the environment
assumptions, the switching mode p is updated immediately based on AWBL.
Given this new switching mode, the same procedure is repeated as above.
Therefore, it is suggested that the low-level trajectory correctly implements
one discrete execution of the synthesized automaton.
Remark 5.6. The preceding provable correctness is in view of the prerequi-
site of a realizable winning switching strategy. On the other hand, what if
this synthesis problem is unrealizable? In this case, a refinement of the finite
transition system can potentially result in a realizable switching strategy. This
refinement is normally achieved by proposition preserving partition, such as
splitting certain cells (Alur et al., 2015).
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Figure 5.5: Environment actions, system actions and keyframe states. This figure illustrates
the results of running the synthesized automaton for 50 walking steps. Actions and states
are indexed and all the specifications are satisfied. Emergent behaviors, i.e, human appear
and stair crack, are marked in the shaded regions.
5.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we demonstrate our locomotion results by using synthe-
sized planner and low-level phase-space planner with switched modes. For
illustration convenience, we index both environment action E in Eq. (5.8)
and system action S in Eq. (5.9) as {0, . . . , 5} in order, respectively. Sys-
tem keyframe state Q is decomposed into apex velocity and step length. For
both of them, Small, Normal and Large are assigned as {1, 2, 3} in order while
Stop and Swing are assigned as {0, 4}. Temporal Logic Planning (TuLiP)
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Figure 5.6: Phase-space trajectory and mode switchings for a 20-step WBL maneuver. The
top four figures illustrate phase-space manifolds of the four locomotion modes. The mode
switching is governed by the synthesized high-level contact planner. Among these steps, two
stair cracks and one human appearance are taken into account.
toolbox, a python-based correct-by-construction embedded control software
(Wongpiromsarn et al., 2011), is used to synthesize the locomotion contact
planner. The gr1c tool4 tool involving CU Decision Diagram Package by Fabio
Somenzi, is chosen as the underlying synthesis solver. Realizability of this plan-
ner is checked by an off-the-shelf function. If the formulae are realizable, the
synthesized planner is guaranteed to satisfy all the proposed specifications.
4http://scottman.net/2012/gr1c
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Figure 5.7: Snapshots of the whole-body locomotion behaviors. The snapshots shows a
sequence of primary behaviors including swinging motion over the crashed stair and stopping
motion when a human appears unexpectedly.
The resulting discrete planner is represented by a finite state automaton with
27 states and 148 transitions. Fig. 5.5 illustrates discrete environment and
system actions, and their corresponding keyframe states. As it shows, based
on non-deterministic environment actions and keyframe states, system action
and system mode are designed as desired. In particular, two modeled emergent
behaviors are highlighted in shaded regions. Non-determinism is observed in
the system action and keyframe states.
As to the low-level planner, four different modes are invoked according to
the high-level planner requests. Fig. 5.6 shows the synthesized CoM Sagittal
phase-space trajectory of a 20-step walking. Among these steps, two stair
cracks and one human appear are taken into account. Discretized keyframe
states are designed based on the proposed two-player game. Fig. 5.7 illustrates
dynamic motion snapshots. A simulation video is shown in (Uni, 2016).
5.6 Discussions and Conclusions
This chapter employs temporal-logic-based formal methods to synthesize
high-level reactive planners for the generation of the complex locomotion be-
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haviors in cluttered environments. Contact decisions are determined according
to the synthesized switching protocol. A particular focus has been given to the
correctness of the overall implementation from the high-level to the low-level
planners. We proposed new locomotion models at the low-level to deal with
complex dynamic motions. The proposed hierarchical planning framework is
validated through simulations of WBL maneuvers in a dynamic environment.
In the future, a couple of interesting problems awaits further explorations.
For locomotion problems, the contact configurations and keyframe states may
inherently obey a particular probabilistic model. Incorporating probabilistic
models, such as Markov decision process (MDP) or POMDP, into the contact
decisions will be our next focus. We plan to study probabilistic correctness
guarantee and planner synthesis.
Our current planner assumes arm and leg contacts to switch synchronously.
A future extension is to relax this assumption and study more sophisticated
yet realistic contact dynamics involving switching asynchrony.
Reasoning robustness at the temporal logic level is another topic of our
interest. Practical uncertainties tend to be caused by stair slippery (friction
constraint violation) and large stair tilting angles. A few interesting references
using signal temporal logic to quantify robustness are presented in (Farahani
et al., 2015; Deshmukh et al., 2015; Sadraddini and Belta, 2015).
Our study assumes that the low-level motion planner can accurately imple-
ment the high-level command synthesized from the task planner. However, it
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may not be the case in practice. For instance, the terrain height can be uncer-
tain, or the terrain becomes slippery, or the designed keyframe conflicts with
robot kinematic constraints. In this case, the task planner should be aware
of this execution failure, and re-plan the command timely. It is imperative
to propose an interfacing layer (He et al., 2015; Dantam et al., 2016) in order
to establish a feedback mechanism between task and motion planners. This
area of research is quite active and provides a promising solution for achieving
more realistic robotic behaviors interacting with dynamic environments.
Till now, we primarily focus on specifying the contact tasks, and it will
be interesting to generalize the behaviors to more sophisticated tasks such as
torso orientations, manipulation, grasping and iterations with humans.
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Chapter 6
Stability and Impedance Performance of
Distributed Feedback Controllers with Delays
Robotic systems are increasingly relying on distributed feedback con-
trollers to tackle complex sensing and decision problems such as those found
in highly articulated human-centered robots. These demands come at the cost
of a growing computational burden and, as a result, larger controller latencies.
To maximize robustness to mechanical disturbances by maximizing feedback
control gains, this chapter emphasizes the necessity for compromise between
high- and low-level feedback control effort in distributed controllers. Specifi-
cally, the effect of distributed impedance controllers is studied where damping
feedback effort is executed in proximity to the control plant, and stiffness feed-
back effort is executed in a latency-prone centralized control process. Let us
pose some critical questions regarding distributed stiffness-damping feedback
controllers considered in this study: (A) Does controller stability have differ-
ent sensitivity to stiffness and damping feedback delays? (B) If that is the
case, what are the physical reasons for such a difference? To answer these
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publications: (Zhao, Paine,
Kim, and Sentis, 2015b), (Zhao, Paine, and Sentis, 2014c). The results in Section 6.3 are
joint works with Nicholas Paine and Kwan Suk Kim.
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questions, this chapter studies the physical behavior of the proposed real-time
distributed system using control analysis tools, such as the phase margin sta-
bility criterion, applied to the system’s plant. Using these tools, our study
reveals that system closed-loop stability and performance are much more sen-
sitive to damping feedback delays than to stiffness feedback delays. We pursue
a detailed analysis of this observation that leads to a physical understanding
of the disparity. Then a practical controller breakdown gain rule is derived
to aim at enabling control designers to consider the benefits of implementing
their control applications in a distributed fashion.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, this study im-
plements tests on a high-performance actuator followed by experiments on a
mobile base. First, a position step response is tested on an actuator under var-
ious combinations of stiffness and damping feedback delays. The experimental
results show a high correlation to their corresponding simulation results. Sec-
ond, the proposed distributed controller are applied to an implementation into
an omnidirectional base. The results show a substantial increase in closed-loop
impedance capabilities, which results in higher tracking accuracy with respect
to the monolithic centralized controller counterpart approach.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 proposes a dis-
tributed control architecture, which is simulated with observations of phase
margin sensitivity to feedback delays; Then the fundamental reasons for this
sensitivity discrepancy are analyzed in detail, and a servo breakdown gain rule
is proposed correspondingly in Section 6.2; To validate this discrepancy, ex-
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Figure 6.1: Single input / single output controller with distributed structure. A simple
proportional-derivative control law is used to control an actuator. P denotes the actuator
plant with motor current input, iM , and position output, x. ν
−1 represents a scaling
constant mapping the desired force, FD, to the motor current, iM . K is the stiffness
feedback gain while B is the damping feedback gain.
perimental evaluations are shown in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes
this study and discusses future directions.
6.1 Distributed Control Structure
This section describes the actuator model used to analyze closed-loop sys-
tem stability, propose a basic distributed control architecture that delocalizes
stiffness and damping servo loops, and analyzes the sensitivity of these control
processes to loop delays. Many rigid electrical actuators like the ones used in
modern robots can be approximately modeled as a second-order plant with a
force acting on an inertia-damper pair (as shown in Fig. 6.1).
Considering a current-controlled motor, the control plant from current,
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iM , to position, x, is
P (s) =
x(s)
iM(s)
=
x(s)
FM(s)
FM(s)
iM(s)
=
ν
ms2 + bs
, (6.1)
where FM is the applied motor force, ν , FM/iM = ηNkτ , η is the drivetrain
efficiency, N is the gear speed reduction and kτ is the motor torque constant.
6.1.1 Closed-Loop Distributed Controller
Fig. 6.1 shows our proposed distributed controller built using a proportional-
derivative feedback mechanism. It includes velocity feedback filtering (Qvs),
stiffness feedback delay (Ts), damping feedback delay (Td), with Ts 6= Td,
stiffness feedback gain (K) and damping feedback gain (B). Excluding the
unknown load (Fd), the desired motor force (FD) in the Laplace domain asso-
ciated with the proposed distributed controller is
FD(s) = K(xD − e−Tssx) +B(xDs− e−TdsQvxs), (6.2)
where s is the Laplace variable, xD and x˙D (i.e., xDs in the Laplace domain)
are the desired output position and velocity, and e−Ts s and e−Td s represent
Laplace transforms of the time delays in the stiffness and damping feedback
loops, respectively. Using Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), one can derive the closed-loop
transfer function from desired to output positions as
PCL(s) =
x
xD
=
Bs+K
ms2 + (b+ e−TdsBQv)s+ e−TssK
, (6.3)
where Qv is chosen to be a first order low pass filter with a cutoff frequency fv
Qv(s) =
2pifv
s+ 2pifv
. (6.4)
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To derive the open-loop transfer function (Ogata and Yang, 2010) of the
distributed controller, one can re-write Eq. (6.3) as
PCL(s) =
Bs+K
ms2+bs
1 + POL(s)
, (6.5)
where POL(s) , P (s)H(s) is the open-loop transfer function,f
POL(s) =
e−TdsBQvs+ e−TssK
ms2 + bs
, (6.6)
P (s) is the actuator’s plant, and H(s) is the so-called feedback transfer func-
tion.
The presence of delays and filtering causes the above closed loop plant
to behave as a high order dynamic system for which typical gain selection
methods do not apply. However, to make the problem tractable, one can
define a dependency between the stiffness and damping gains using an idealized
second order characteristic polynomial (Ogata and Yang, 2010)
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω
2
n, (6.7)
where ωn is the so-called natural frequency and ζ is the so-called damping
factor. In such case, the idealized characteristic polynomial (i.e. ignoring
delays, Ts = Td = 0, and filtering, Qv = 1) associated with our closed loop
plant of Eq. (6.3) would be
s2 + (B + b)/m · s+K/m. (6.8)
Choosing the second order critically damped rule, ζ = 1 and comparing
Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8) one can get the gain dependency
B = 2
√
mK − b, (6.9)
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and the natural frequency,
fn ,
ωn
2pi
=
1
2pi
√
K
m
. (6.10)
The second order dependency of Eq. (6.9) will be used for the rest of this disser-
tation for deriving new gain selection methods through the thorough analysis
of the oscillatory behavior of the closed loop plant of Eq. (6.3). In particular
our study will use the phase margin criterion and other visualizations tools to
study how the complete system reacts to feedback delays and signal filtering.
Phase margin is the additional phase value above −180◦ when the magnitude
plot crosses the 0 dB line (i.e., the gain crossover frequency). It is common to
quantify system stability by its phase margin.
For the proposed distributed controller in Fig. 6.1, the damping feedback
loop is labeled as low level (e.g. embedded) to emphasize that it is meant to be
locally implemented to take advantage of high servo rates. On the other hand
the stiffness loop is implemented in a high-level computational process close to
external sensors and centralized models, for Operational Space Control (OSC)
purposes. The OSC is normally used in human-centered robotic applications
where controllers use task coordinates and global models for their operation.
The simplified controller in Fig. 6.1 is used to illustrate the discrepancies in
sensitivity to latencies between the servo loops. It does not correspond to a
practical robot controller as it contains only a single degree of freedom. After
analyzing this structure, we implement a similar distributed controller into a
multi-axis robotic base shown in Fig. 6.10, which results in the simultaneous
improvement of system stability while achieving Operational Space Control.
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Figure 6.2: Phase margin sensitivity to time delays. This figure shows phase margin sim-
ulations of the open loop transfer function shown in (6.6) as a function of the natural
frequency defined in (6.10) and the servo delays shown in Fig. 6.1. A phase margin of 0
degrees is considered marginally stable. Simulations indicate that phase margins less than
50 degrees exhibit oscillatory behavior (Paine and Sentis, 2015). The dashed line in this
figure represents this threshold.
6.1.2 Phase Margin Sensitivity Comparison
This subsection focuses on utilizing frequency domain control methods to
analyze the phase margin sensitivity to time delays on the distributed control
architecture shown on Fig. 6.1. Different delay range scales are considered: (i)
a small range scale (1 − 5 ms) to show detailed variations, and (ii) a larger
range scale (5 − 25 ms) to cover practical delay ranges. These scales roughly
correspond to embedded and centralized computational and communication
processes found in highly articulated robots such as (Paine et al., 2015). Phase
margin plots, are subsequently obtained for the controller of Eq. (6.3) and
shown on Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 as a function of the natural frequency given in
Eq. (6.10) and using the gain relationship of Eq. (6.9). All the simulations
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are carried out using Matlab@ software. Feedback delays are represented by
the exponential term e−Ts in frequency domain. Phase margin is computed by
using Matlab’s margin() command based on the open loop transfer function.
In Fig. 6.2, delays ranging between 1 ms and 5 ms are simulated for both
the stiffness and damping servos. The simulations are performed based on
identical actuator parameters than those used in the experimental section,
Section 6.3, i.e. passive output inertia m = 256 kg and passive damping
b = 1250 Ns/m. Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) can subsequently be used to derived
the stiffness and damping feedback gains. It is noticeable that reducing either
stiffness or damping feedback delays will increase the stability of the controller.
But more importantly, it is clearly visible that phase margin behavior is much
more sensitive to damping servo delays (Td) than to stiffness servo delays (Ts).
Not only there is a disparity on the behavior with respect to the delays, but
phase margin is fairly insensitive to stiffness servo delays in the observed time
scales. Such disparity and behavior is the central observation that motivates
this study and the proposed distributed control architecture.
Fig. 6.3 simulates step position response of the controller for a range of
relatively large stiffness delays and for two choices of damping delays, a short
and a long one. The simulations are performed on the same actuator used in
the experimental section, Section 6.3. The first point to notice here is that the
phase margin values for subfigure (a) are significantly lower than for (d) due
to the larger damping delay. Secondly, both (a) and (d) show small variations
between the curves, corroborating the small sensitivity to stiffness delays that
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between step responses with slow and fast damping servos. The
subfigures above compare the effects of damping feedback on slow or fast servo processes.
The top row depicts damping feedback implemented with delays of 15 ms while the bottom
row depicts a faster damping servo with delay of only 1 ms. For both rows, various stiffness
delays are identically used ranging from 5 ms to 25 ms. Subfigures (a) and (d) show simu-
lations of the phase margin once more as a function of the natural frequency, which in turn
is a function of the feedback stiffness gain.
will be studied in Section 6.2. Corresponding step responses are shown along
for various natural frequencies. It becomes clear that reducing damping delay
significantly boosts stability even in the presence of fairly large stiffness delays.
These results emphasize the significance of implementing damping terms at
the fastest possible level (e.g. at the embedded level) while proportional (i.e.
stiffness) servos can run in latency prone centralized processes. This conclusion
is also validated by the Nichols diagram (Zhao et al., 2014c). We use frequency
domain techniques to validate the stability discrepancies and robustness to
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Figure 6.4: Nyquist diagrams with varying stiffness and damping feedback delays. These
figures show Nyquist diagrams associated with the open loop transfer function in Eq. (6.6).
On the two leftmost subfigures we show Nyquist diagram for large damping feedback delays
while on the right side we show plots for small delays.
stiffness delays shown in the phase margin diagrams above.
Notice that the open-loop transfer function POL(s) in Eq. (6.6) has two
non-positive poles, s1 = 0, s2 = −m/b, and therefore has no poles strictly on
the right hand side. The resulting Nyquist criterion (Ogata and Yang, 2010)
applied to the above transfer function is shown on the right side of Fig. 6.4
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for varying stiffness and damping servo delays. We are looking for clockwise
encirclements of the critical point −1 + 0j by POL(s), which would indicate
instability of the closed loop plant PCL(s) according to the Nyquist criterion.
Comparing subfigures (b) and (d) in Fig. 6.4, we can see that when Ts
increases, the Nyquist plot does not encircle the critical point, indicating sta-
bility. On the other hand, when Td increases passed 9 ms, the Nyquist plot
starts encircling the critical point, indicating instability. Once more, we have
re-confirmed both the disparity on behavior due to delays of the stiffness and
damping servos as well as the robustness of the stiffness servo to those delays.
6.2 Basis of Phase Margin Sensitivity Discrepancy
In the previous section, it was observed different behavior of the con-
troller’s phase margin depending on the nature of delay. Damping delay
seems to affect much more the system’s phase margin than stiffness delay.
This section will analyze this physical phenomenon in more detail and reveal
the conditions under which this disparity occurs. Detailed mathematical anal-
ysis is developed to find further physical structure for the causes of stability
discrepancies between damping and stiffness delays. Let us re-visit the open
loop transfer function of Eq. (6.6). The resulting open loop transfer function,
including the low pass velocity filter of Eq. (6.4), in the frequency domain
(s = jω) is
POL(ω) =
jA1(ω) + A2(ω)
jω(jmω + b)(jτvω + 1)
, (6.11)
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with
A1(ω) , B ω cos(Td ω)−K sin(Ts ω) +Kτvω cos(Tsω),
A2(ω) , B ω sin(Td ω) +K cos(Ts ω) +Kτvω sin(Tsω). (6.12)
Note that Euler’s Formula (e−jx = cosx− jsinx) has been used to obtain the
above results.
The phase margin, PM , 180◦+∠POL(ωg), of the plant (6.11), where ∠.
is the angle of the argument, is
PM = atan
[
A1g
A2g
]
+ 90◦ − atan
[mωg
b
]
− atan [τvωg] , (6.13)
with ωg being the gain crossover frequency (Ogata and Yang, 2010) and Aig ,
Ai(ωg), i = {1, 2}. Following the derivations of Appendix F, we obtain the
sensitivity equations below expressing variations of the phase margin with
respect to stiffness and damping delays,
∂PM
∂Ts
=
[−K2(τ 2vω2g + 1) +K B ωg M] ωg
A 21g + A
2
2g
, (6.14)
∂PM
∂Td
=
[−B2ω2g +K B ωg M] ωg
A 21g + A
2
2g
. (6.15)
where
M =
√
(τvωg)2 + 1 · sin
(
(Ts − Td) ωg + φ
)
(6.16)
where the phase shift φ , atan(−τvωg).
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6.2.1 Gain Crossover Sensitivity Condition
From the control analysis of the distributed plant performed in previous
sections, increasing damping delays decreases the phase margin. This obser-
vation means that the sensitivity of the phase margin to damping delays must
be negative, i.e.
∂PM
∂Td
< 0. (6.17)
Also from those analysis, it is observed that the phase margin is more sensitive
to damping than to stiffness delays. This observation can be formulated as
∂PM
∂Td
<
∂PM
∂Ts
. (6.18)
Let us re-organize the numerator of Eq. (6.15) to be written in the alter-
nate form
∂PM
∂Td
=
[−Bωg +KM ]B ω2g
A 21g + A
2
2g
. (6.19)
An upper bound of the above equation occurs when the maximal condition
sin
(
(Ts − Td) ωg + φ
)
= 1 is met, i.e.
∂PM
∂Td
≤
[
−Bωg +K
√
(τvωg)2 + 1
]
B ω2g
A 21g + A
2
2g
. (6.20)
Based on the above inequality, (6.17) is met if the following condition is met.
Proposition 6.1 (Gain crossover sensitivity condition). If the following
gain crossover sensitivity condition holds,
ωg >
K√
B2 −K2τ 2v
, (6.21)
then the Condition (6.17) is fulfilled.
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Obtaining a closed form solution for that condition would be very complex
due to the presence of trigonometric terms. Therefore, the remainder of this
section is to study under what circumstances Condition (6.21) holds.
At the same time, Inequality (6.18) can be re-written in the form
∂PM
∂Td
− ∂PM
∂Ts
=
[−B2ω2g +K2(τ 2vω2g + 1)]ωg
A 21g + A
2
2g
< 0, (6.22)
where it has been subtracted the right hand sides of Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) for
the derivation. Notice that in that subtraction the sine functions cancel out.
Coincidentally, the above inequality is also met if the gain crossover sensitivity
condition (6.21) is fulfilled. In other words, that condition is sufficient to meet
both Inequalities (6.17) and (6.18).
6.2.2 Servo Breakdown Gain Rule
To validate the gain crossover condition (6.21), this study solves for the
gain crossover frequency, which consists of the frequency at which the magni-
tude of the open loop transfer function is equal to unity, i.e.
|POL(ωg)| = 1. (6.23)
Using the plant (6.11), it can be shown that the above equation results in the
equality (see the Appendix F for the derivations)
(Bωg)
2 +K2(τ 2vω
2
g + 1)− 2KBωgM = ω2g
(
(ωgm)
2 + b2
)(
τ 2vω
2
g + 1
)
. (6.24)
The above equation is intractable in terms of deriving a closed loop expression
of the gain crossover frequency. To tackle a solution this study introduces
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transformations of the parameters and numerically derives parameter ranges
for which Condition (6.21) holds. Let us start by creating a new variable that
allows to write (6.21) as an equality,
δ ∈ [−1,∞) s.t. ωg = (1 + δ) K√
B2 −K2τ 2v
. (6.25)
Thus, demonstrating the gain crossover sensitivity condition (6.21) is equiva-
lent to demonstrating that δ > 0. Rewriting Eq. (6.9) as K = (B + b)2/4m
and substituting K in the above equation, (6.25) can be further expressed as
ωg = (1 + δ)
(B + b)2√
16B2m2 − (B + b)4τ 2v
. (6.26)
Dividing Eq. (6.24) by a new term K2 U V , with U , τ 2vω2g + 1, and V ,
B2 ω2g/K
2, while substituting ωg on the right hand side of Eq. (6.24) by
Eq. (6.26), and using M as shown in Eq. (6.16), Eq. (6.24) becomes
1
U
+
1
V
−
2sin
(
(Ts − Td)ωg + φ
)
√
U · V
=
(
1 + δ
)2 (
B + b
)4
16B4 −B2(B + b)4τ 2v /m2
+
(
b
B
)2
. (6.27)
Using Eq. (6.25) it can be further demonstrated that V = (τvωg)
2 + (1 + δ)2.
Thus U and V are only expressed in terms of (τvωg)
2. To further facilitate the
analysis, let us introduce three more variables
α , sin
(
(Ts − Td)ωg + φ
)
∈ [−1, 1], (6.28)
β ∈ (0,∞) s.t. B = β m, (6.29)
γ ∈ (0,∞) s.t. B = γ b. (6.30)
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Notice that α can be interpreted as an uncertainty, β is the ratio between
damping gain and motor drive inertia and γ is the ratio between damping
gain and motor drive friction. Using these variables, (6.27) simplifies to
U + V − 2α√U · V
U · V =
(
1 + δ
)2 (
1 + γ)4
16 γ4 − (1 + γ)4β2τ 2v
+
1
γ2
. (6.31)
Using Eqs. (6.26), (6.29) and (6.30), the term (τvωg)
2 appearing in the
variables U and V on Eq. (6.31) can be expressed as
(τvωg)
2 = β2τ 2v
(
1 + δ
)2 (
1 + γ)4
16 γ4 − (1 + γ)4β2τ 2v
(6.32)
Thus, Eq. (6.31) does not contain direct dependencies with ωg and therefore
can be represented as the nonlinear function
f(α, β, γ, δ, τv) = 0 (6.33)
Let us demonstrate under which conditions δ > 0, which will imply that
Eq. (6.21) holds. In this study, velocity filters with τv = 0.0032 s are commonly
used for achieving high performance control (Paine and Sentis, 2015), and
therefore Eq. (6.31) will be solved for only that filter. Notice that it is not
difficult to try new values of τv when needed. Additionally, when sampling
Eq. (6.31) for the values of α shown in Eq. (6.28), it is observed that not only
δ is fairly invariant to α but the lowest value of δ occurs for α = 1. These
behaviors are omitted here for space purposes. Therefore, as a particular
solution, Eq. (6.31) is solved for the values
f(α = 1, β, γ, δ, τv = 0.0032) = 0. (6.34)
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Figure 6.5: Controller values meeting the gain crossover sensitivity condition. The surfaces
above show the range of feedback parameters that meet the gain crossover sensitivity condi-
tion of Eq. (6.21). δ > 0 represents the excess gain ratio by which the condition is met. γ > 0
represents the ratio between damping feedback gain and passive damping. β ∈ [10, 400] is
chosen to cover a wide range of actuator parameters.
The above function is solved numerically and the solution surface is plotted in
Fig. 6.5. The surfaces in this figure demonstrate that a wide range of practical
gains, γ, meet the aforementioned gain crossover sensitivity condition. The
values of the above surfaces are solved by numerically identifying the smallest
real root of Eq. (6.31). In the bottom right surface, it can be seen that δ > 0
for γ > 2, allowing us to state that using a distributed PD feedback control
law like the one in Fig. 6.1 with the particular choice of the filter τv = 0.0032 s
and with damping gains greater than
B > 2 b, (6.35)
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Table 6.1: UT-SEA/Valkyrie actuator parameters
Actuator Output inertia Passive damping Damping gain Ratio
type m b B γ
UT-SEA 360 kg 2200 N·s/m 50434 N·s/m 22.92
Valkyrie 1 270 kg 10000 N·s/m 46632 N·s/m 4.66
Valkyrie 2 0.4 kg·m2 15 Nm·s/rad 68 Nm·s/rad 4.55
Valkyrie 3 1.2 kg·m2 35 Nm·s/rad 196 Nm·s/rad 5.60
Valkyrie 4 0.8 kg·m2 40 Nm·s/rad 145 Nm·s/rad 3.61
Valkyrie 5 2.3 kg·m2 50 Nm·s/rad 360 Nm·s/rad 7.20
Valkyrie 6 1.5 kg·m2 60 Nm·s/rad 259 Nm·s/rad 4.32
causes the phase margin to be more sensitive to damping delays than to stiff-
ness delays. The threshold above can therefore be interpreted as a break-
down gain rule which is sufficient to meet the gain crossover sensitivity con-
dition (6.21), and from which the aforementioned phase margin sensitivity
discrepancy follows.
This threshold hints towards a general rule for breaking controllers down
into distributed servos, as was illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Namely, if the maximum
allowable feedback damping gain for a given servo rate is significantly larger
than twice the passive actuator damping, then the controller’s stiffness servo
can be decoupled from the damping servo to a slower computational process
without hurting the controller’s stability.
6.2.3 Example: Real-World Actuators Analysis
As a means of demonstrating the utility of the breakdown gain rule of
Eq. (6.35), here we analyze several real-world actuation systems. Our goal is to
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Figure 6.6: Various actuators meeting the servo breakdown gain rule. The left image shows
various actuators from NASA that our group helped to build. The right image shows the
surface of maximum allowable damping gains as a function of actuator parameters. γ is the
feedback damping gain ratio described in Eq. (6.30), and m and b are the output inertia
and passive damping of the various actuators.
determine whether the properties of each system make them good candidates
for distributed control schemes with decoupled stiffness and damping feedback
loops.
Table 6.1 shows actuator parameters for the Valkyrie humanoid and the
UT-SEA actuator (Paine et al., 2014), as well as the maximum feedback
damping gains that are implemented in those actuators to achieve maximum
impedance control. Our lab has been involved in developing these two sets of
actuators. In all instances, the embedded servos had effective delays of 0.5 ms.
In order to compute the maximum feedback damping gains as a function of
the previous servo rate, our recent work (Paine and Sentis, 2015) is used. In
that work, a new rule is provided to compute maximum feedback gains for a
phase margin of 50◦ given the actuator parameters and the servo rate. Fig. 6.6
shows, (i) pictures of various Valkyrie actuators, (ii) a surface depicting the
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maximum allowable damping gains as a function of actuator parameters, and
(iii) Valkyrie’s actuators mapped into the surface. The surface is computed for
effective delays of 0.5 ms. Within the surface, it shows the line corresponding
to the breakdown gain rule of Eq. (6.35). As can be seen, all actuators imple-
ment feedback damping gains that were above the breakdown gain boundary.
It follows that those gains would be highly sensitive to damping servo delays.
To maintain these maximum actuator gains, servo latency for the damping
process must not be increased. However, according to the servo breakdown
rule, the stiffness servo processes shall be fairly insensitive to delays and there-
fore could be decoupled and implemented in a slower centralized process. Such
decoupling is advantageous in multi-axis robots where centralized processes
contain sensor and model information needed for Operational Space Control
to coordinate the robot’s movement. In Subsection 6.3.3 we discuss such an
application for an omnidirectional mobile robotic base.
In the next section we study in detail the implementation of the proposed
distributed control strategy in a new high-performance linear rigid actuator
and an omnidirectional mobile base.
6.3 Experimental Evaluations
The proposed controller of Fig. 6.1 is implemented in our linear rigid ac-
tuator shown in Fig. 6.7. This actuator is equipped with a PC-104 form factor
computer running Ubuntu Linux with an RTAI patched kernel (Paine et al.,
2014). The PC communicates with the actuator using analog and quadrature
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Figure 6.7: Linear UT actuator. This linear pushrod actuator has an effective output inertia
of m = 256 kg and an approximate passive damping of b = 1250 Ns/m.
signals through a custom signal conditioning board. Continuous signal time
derivatives are converted to discrete form using a bilinear Tustin transform
written in C. A load arm is connected to the output of the ball screw pushrod.
Small displacements enable the actuator to operate in an approximately linear
region of its load inertia. At the same time, the controller is simulated by
using the closed loop plant given in Eq. (6.5). Identical parameters to the real
actuator are used for the simulation, thus allowing us to compare both side by
side. All the actuator tests are performed with a 1 kHz servo rate. Additional
feedback delays are manually added by using a data buffer. Thus the total
time delay is
Ttotal =
Tsample
2
+ Textra, (6.36)
where the sampling period Tsample is divided by two since the effective delay
is the half of the sampling period (Hulin et al., 2008). The extra delay Textra
represents a large communication delay in the centralized control structure.
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Figure 6.8: Step response experiment with the distributed controller. Subfigures (a) through
(d) show various implementations on our linear rigid actuator corresponding to the simu-
lations depicted on Fig. 6.3. Overlapped with the data plots, simulated replicas of the
experiments are also shown to validate the proposed models. The experiments confirm the
higher sensitivity of the actuator to damping than to stiffness delays.
6.3.1 Step Response
First, a test is performed on the actuator evaluating the response to a step
input on its position. The results are shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6.8
which shows and compares the performance of the real actuator versus the sim-
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ulated closed loop controller. A step input comprising desired displacements
between 0.131 m and 0.135 m of physical pushrod length is sent to the actua-
tor. The main reason for constraining the experiment to a small displacement
is to prevent current saturation of the motor driver. With a very high stiffness,
it is easy to reach the 30 A limit for step responses. If current is saturated,
then the experiment will deviate from the simulation. The step response is
normalized between 0 and 1 for clarity. Various tests are performed for the
same reference input with varying time delays in either or both the stiffness
and damping loops. The four combinations of results are shown in the figure
with delay values of 1 ms or 15 ms.
The first thing to notice is that there is a good correlation between the real
and the simulated results both for smooth and oscillatory behaviors. Small
discrepancies are attributed to unmodelled static friction and the effect of
unmodelled dynamics. More importantly, the experiment confirms the an-
ticipated discrepancy in delay sensitivity between the stiffness and damping
loops. Large servo delays on the stiffness servo, corresponding to subfigures
(a) and (b) have small effects on the step response. On the other hand, large
servo delays on the damping servo, corresponding to subfigures (c) and (d),
strongly affect the stability of the controller. In fact, for (c) and (d) the results
corresponding to fn = 12 Hz are omitted due to the actuator quickly becoming
out of control. In contrast, the experiment in (b) can tolerate such high gains
despite the large stiffness delay.
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Figure 6.9: Trajectory tracking experiment under load disturbances with the distributed
controller. The figures on the top row show snapshots of the testbed with an unmodelled load
of 4.5 kg. The plots show trajectory tracking performance for a small damping delay, Td = 2
ms and various stiffness delays ranging from Ts = 2 ms to Ts = 30 ms. Trajectory tracking
errors on the bottom left remain relatively small despite the large stiffness delays, confirming
the advantages of implementing damping feedback in a fast computational processes. A
simulated experiment is also shown on the bottom right confirming good correlation between
the real and simulated performance.
6.3.2 Trajectory Tracking with An Uncertain Load
Performance limits are explored at their fullest in the test shown in Fig. 6.9.
Here, an unmodelled weight of 4.5kg is attached to the load arm which is also
connected to the pushrod actuator through a pivot. The weight is unmodelled
and therefore constitutes a disturbance. By estimation, the total disturbance
torque that the controller has to deal with is Fd = 16.84 Nm. A trajectory with
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Table 6.2: Root mean square tracking errors
Stiffness Delay
Experiment Simulation
Position Velocity Position Velocity
Ts (ms) Err (rad) Err (rad/s) Err (rad) Err (rad/s)
2 0.0182 0.3866 0.0204 0.3970
20 0.0247 0.6366 0.0289 0.6332
30 0.0360 0.8753 0.0386 0.8178
output angle variations within [86◦, 126◦] is designed to test the controller’s
performance under the load disturbance. This trajectory is inspired by that
of a fast bipedal locomotion knee joint motion in Chapter 3, with angular
velocities varying between ±2.5 rad/s.
This experiment tests the tracking performance under the load distur-
bance on both the real actuator and also on a numerical simulation of the
controller model depicted in Fig. 6.1. Disturbance forces for the numerical
simulation are applied based on the position of the arm and considering only
gravitational effects. Judging from the visualization of the errors in that figure
and the root mean square of the errors depicted in Table 6.2, there is a good
correlation between the real experiment and the simulation values for both the
joint positions and angular velocities.
Once more, the test confirms the predicted robustness to stiffness delays
that was studied in previous sections. Increasing 10 times Ts from 2 ms to
20 ms only increases the root mean square (RMS) joint position and angular
velocity errors by less than two fold as shown in Table 6.2. By using high
gains, the controller ensures that joint tracking is accurate despite the large
load disturbances. As shown in the previous table, the maximum RMS error
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Figure 6.10: Omnidirectional mobile base with distributed and centralized OSC controllers.
As a proof of concept we leverage the proposed distributed architectures to our robotic
mobile base demonstrating significant improvements on tracking and stability.
for the tracked joint position is 0.0182 rad ≈ 1◦ for stiffness delays of Ts = 2
ms and 0.036 rad ≈ 2◦ for delays Ts = 30 ms.
6.3.3 Distributed Operational Space Control of A Mobile Robot
As a concept proof of the proposed distributed architecture on a multi-
axis mobile platform, a Cartesian space feedback Operational Space Controller
(Khatib, 1987b) is implemented on an omnidirectional mobile base. The orig-
inal feedback controller was implemented as a centralized process (Kim et al.,
2013) with no distributed topology at that time. The mobile base is equipped
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with a centralized PC computer running Linux with the RTAI real-time kernel.
The PC connects with three actuator processors embedded next to the wheel
drivetrains via EtherCat serial communications. The embedded processors do
not talk to each other. The high level centralized PC on our robot, has a
roundtrip latency to the actuators of 7ms due to process and bus communi-
cations, while the low level embedded processors have a servo rate of 0.5ms.
Notice that 7ms is considered too slow for stiff feedback control. To accentuate
even further the effect of feedback delay on the centralized PC, an additional
15ms delay is artificially introduced by using a data buffer. Thus, the high
level controller has a total of 22 ms feedback delay.
An Operational Space Controller (OSC) is implemented in the mobile base
using two different architectures. First, the controller is implemented as a cen-
tralized process, which will be called COSC, with all feedback processes taking
place in the slow centralized processor and none in the embedded processors.
In this case, the maximum stiffness gains should be severely limited due to
the effect of the large latencies. Second a distributed controller architecture
is implemented inspired by the one proposed in Fig. 6.1 but adapted to a
distributed Operational Space Controller, which will be called DOSC. In this
version, the Cartesian stiffness feedback servo is implemented in the central-
ized PC in the same way than in COSC, but the Cartesian damping feedback
servo is removed from the centralized process. Instead, our study implements
damping feedback in joint space (i.e. proportional to the wheel velocities)
on the embedded processors. A conceptual drawing of these architectures is
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shown in Fig. 6.10. The metric used for performance comparison is based on
the maximum achievable Cartesian stiffness feedback gains, and the Cartesian
position and velocity tracking errors.
To implement the Cartesian stiffness feedback processes in both archi-
tectures, the Cartesian positions and orientations of the mobile base on the
ground are computed using wheel odometry (more details are discussed in
(Kim et al., 2013)). To achieve the highest stable stiffness gains, the follow-
ing procedure is followed: (i) first, Cartesian stiffness gains are adjusted to
zero while the damping gains in either Cartesian space (COSC) or joint space
(DOSC) – depending on the controller architecture – are increased until the
base starts vibrating; (ii) the Cartesian stiffness gains, on either architecture,
are increased until the base starts vibrating or oscillating; (iii) a desired Carte-
sian circular trajectory is commanded to the base and the position and velocity
tracking performance are recorded.
Based on these experiments, DOSC was able to attain a maximum Carte-
sian stiffness gain of 140 N/(m kg) compared to 30 N/(m kg) for COSC. This
result means that the proposed distributed control architecture allowed the
Cartesian feedback process to increase the Cartesian stiffness gain (Kx in
Fig. 6.11) by 4.7 times with respect to the centralized controller implemen-
tation. In terms of tracking performance, the results are shown in Fig. 6.10.
Both Cartesian position and velocity tracking in DOSC are significantly more
accurate. The proposed distributed architecture reduces Cartesian position
root mean error between 62% and 65% while the Cartesian velocity root mean
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Figure 6.11: Detailed distributed Operational Space Control structure. The figure above
illustrates details of the distributed Operational Space Controller used for the mobile base
tracking experiment. Λ∗task and p
∗
task are the operational space inertia matrix and gravity
based forces, respectively. J∗task is a contact consistent task Jacobin. More details about
these matrices and vectors can be found in (Khatib, 1987b; Sentis, 2007).
error decreases between 45% and 67%.
The main contribution for this experiment lies in implementing opera-
tional space control in a distributed fashion and based on the observations
performed on the previously simplified distributed controller. While the high-
level operational space stiffness feedback loop suffers from large delays due
to communication latencies and artificial delays (added by a data buffer), the
embedded-level damping loop increases system stability. As a result, the pro-
posed distributed architecture enables to achieve higher Cartesian stiffness
gains Kx for better tracking accuracy.
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6.4 Discussions and Conclusions
The motivation for this work has been to study the stability and perfor-
mance of distributed controllers where stiffness and damping servos are imple-
mented in distinct processors. These types of controllers will become impor-
tant as computation and communications become increasingly more complex
in human-centered robotic systems. The focus has been first on studying the
physical performance of a simple distributed controller. Simplifying the con-
troller allows us to explore the physical effects of time delays in greater detail.
Then the proposed architecture has been leveraged to a mobile base system as
a proof of concept. Our focus on this work has been on high impedance behav-
iors. This focus contrasts with our previous work on low impedance control
(Paine et al., 2014). However, both high and low impedance behaviors are im-
portant in human-centered robotics. For instance, high impedance behaviors
are necessary to attain good position tracking in the presence of unmodelled
actuator dynamics or external disturbances.
Using the phase margin frequency technique allowed us to reveal the se-
vere effects of delays on the damping loop and appreciate the discrepancy with
respect to the stiffness servo behavior. However, to reveal the physical reasons
for this discrepancy, an in-depth mathematical analysis is performed based on
phase margin sensitivity to time delays. This analysis allowed us to derive
the physical condition for the discrepancy between delays. Further analysis
revealed that the previous condition is met for high impedance controllers,
in which the damping feedback gain is significantly larger than the passive
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damping actuator value. To confirm the observations and analytical deriva-
tions, we perform two experiments by using an actuator and a mobile base.
In particular, the results have shown that decoupling stiffness servos to slower
centralized processes does not significantly decrease system stability. As such,
stiffness servo can be used to implement Operational Space Controllers which
require centralized information such as robot models and external sensors.
Our next step is to develop a similar study for controllers incorporating
an inner torque loop, such as those used for series elastic actuators (Paine
et al., 2014). For this type of actuators our interest is to explore both high
and low impedance capabilities (i.e., impedance range) under latencies and
filtering and using distributed control concepts similar to those explored in this
chapter. The challenge is that system dynamics become high order instead of
second order and more advanced gain selection rules need to be designed for
both impedance and torque gains. This gain design criterion will be the focus
of next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Impedance Control and Performance Measure
of Series Elastic Actuators
The paradigm shift from rigid actuators to the series elastic actuators
(see Fig. 7.1) opens new potentials to achieve a broad range of impedance
performance. At the same time, new challenges inherently appear due to the
high complexity of SEA dynamics. Advanced methods have been persistently
called for the SEA control and performance evaluation. This chapter focuses
on the impedance controller design and performance characterization of series
elastic actuators.
7.1 SEA Modeling
In this section, we model a series elastic actuator with two nested control
loops: an inner torque loop and an outer impedance loop. First, let us consider
the SEA dynamics. As shown in Fig. 7.2, the spring force τk is
τk = k(qm − qj). (7.1)
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publications: (Zhao, Paine, and
Sentis, 2014b; Zhao, Paine, Jorgensen, and Sentis, 2016e).
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Figure 7.1: UT and Hume series elastic actuators. The left subfigures show a high-
performance linear UT-SEA while the right ones show a SEA assembled in our biped robot.
For the joint side, we assume external force τd = 0 (i.e., spring torque is equal
to load torque) and have
τk = Ij q¨j + bj q˙j. (7.2)
Here we only model the viscous friction and more accurate Coulomb friction
modeling is for future work. Thus, the load plant PL(s) is
PL(s) =
qj(s)
τk(s)
=
1
Ijs2 + bjs
. (7.3)
By Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2), we have the transfer function from motor position qm
to joint position qj.
qj(s)
qm(s)
=
k
Ijs2 + bjs+ k
. (7.4)
Motor torque τm is represented as
τm = Imq¨m + bmq˙m + k(qm − qj) (7.5)
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Figure 7.2: SEA model scheme. qm, qj represents motor and joint positions, respectively. k
is the spring stiffness. Ij , Im is joint and motor inertias, respectively. bj , bm are joint and
motor damping coefficients, respectively. Im and bm are mapped to the joint coordinates
by multiplying by the square of the gear reduction.
Combining this equation with Eq. (7.4) and defining ∆q = qm − qj, we have
the relationship between spring deflection and motor angle
r(s) =
∆q(s)
qm(s)
=
Ijs
2 + bjs
Ijs2 + bjs+ k
. (7.6)
Combining Eq. (7.1), spring force can be calculated
τk(s) = k∆q(s) = kr(s)qm(s). (7.7)
Since the motor current im and motor torque τm is related by τm(s)/im(s) =
β = ηNkτ , with drivetrain efficiency η (constant for simplicity, ignore dynamic
model of drivetrain losses), gear speed reduction N and motor torque constant
kτ , the control plant PF (s) is
PF (s) =
τk(s)
im(s)
=
βr(s)k
Ims2 + bms+ r(s)k
. (7.8)
Then, from Fig. 7.3, the closed-loop torque control plant PC is
PC(s) =
τk(s)
τdes(s)
=
PF (β
−1 + C)
1 + PFCe−Tτ s
. (7.9)
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Figure 7.3: Joint-level SEA control block diagram. The inner torque loops have a propor-
tional and derivative feedback and a feedforward loop with a mapping scaler β−1. The
outer impedance loops have stiffness and damping feedback. Delays in each loop are labeled
as e−Ts. First order low-pass filter is applied to both velocity and torque derivative. The
motor has a current input im. τk is the spring torque. PC represents the embedded torque
control module.
The torque feedback loop has a feedback delay e−Tτ s and a PD compensator
C = Kτ +BτQτds, where Qτd is the filtering for torque derivative.
Qτd =
2pifτd
s+ 2pifτd
, (7.10)
where fτd is the filter cut-off frequency. A feedforward term is designed to
convert from desired torque τdes to motor current im as shown in Fig. 7.3. By
Eqs. (7.3) and (7.9), we have the following transfer function
qj(s)
τdes(s)
= PLPC =
PF (β
−1 + C)
(1 + PFCe−Tτ s)(Ijs2 + bjs)
. (7.11)
For the impedance feedback, we have the form as below
τdes(s) = Kq(qdes − e−Tqssqj)−Bqe−TqdsQqdsqj, (7.12)
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where e−Tqss and e−Tqds represent the feedback delays in stiffness and damping
loops, respectively. The first order low-pass filter Qqd for joint velocity has
the same form as Eq. (7.10) with a cut-off frequency fqd. Alternatively, we
can also send desired joint velocity to the embedded damping loop. In that
case, another zero will show up in the numerator of Eq. (7.13). Since a zero
only changes transient dynamics, it does not affect system stability. Using PL
and PC in Eqs. (7.3) and (7.9), we can derive the system closed-loop transfer
function PCL from qdes to qj,
PCL(s) =
qj(s)
qdes(s)
=
KqPCPL
1 + PCPL(e−TqdsBqQqds+ e−TqssKq)
=
Kq(1 + βKτ + βBτQτds)∑4
i=0Dis
i
, (7.13)
with the coefficients
D4 = ImIj/k,
D3 = (Ijbm + Imbj)/k + IjβBτQτde
−Tτ s,
D2 = Ij(1 + e
−Tτ sβKτ ) + Im + bjβBτQτde−Tτ s + βBτBqe−TqdsQqdQτd + bjbm/k,
D1 = bj(1 + e
−Tτ sβKτ ) + bm + βBτQτdKqe−Tqss + e−Tqds(1 + βKτ )BqQqd,
D0 = e
−Tqss(1 + βKτ )Kq.
This transfer function is a sixth order system since the low pass filters Qqd and
Qτd increase the order by two in total. Here we formulate it in fourth order
form for convenience. An important issue to notice is that there is a zero in
the numerator of Eq. (7.13). This zero is caused by the torque derivative term.
This induced zero will shorten the rise time but also cause an overshoot in step
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Figure 7.4: SEA step response with feedback delays. These subfigures demonstrate that
large impedance feedback delays deteriorate the step response performance. Comparing
subfigures (b) and (c), we observe that system stability is more sensitive to damping feedback
delays than its stiffness counterpart.
response. However, it does not influence system stability, which is determined
by the characteristic polynomial in the denominator. More advanced design
of zero placement is for future work.
7.2 SEA Gain Selection
The closed-loop transfer function derived in Eq. (7.13) is complex due to
the cascaded impedance and torque feedback loops. This complexity makes
the SEA controller design challenging. In this section, we propose a critically-
damped criterion to design optimal SEA controller gains.
7.2.1 Critically-damped Gain Design Criterion
Impedance control gains of rigid actuators have been designed based on
the critically-damped criterion of the second-order system in Chapter 6. As
for high-order systems such as SEAs, such a critically-damped criterion is
still missing. However, high-order systems usually can be approximated by
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the product of first- and second-order systems. To this end, we represent the
fourth-order system in Eq. (7.13) (the feedback delays and filtering are ignored
for problem tractability) by two second-order systems in multiplification, as
presented in (Petit and Albu-Schaffer, 2011)
(s2 + 2ζ1ω1s+ ω
2
1)(s
2 + 2ζ2ω2s+ ω
2
2), (7.14)
which has four design parameters ω1, ω2, ζ1, ζ2. They are used to design four
gains Kq, Bq, Kτ , and Bτ . First, we set ζ1 = ζ2 = 1 in Eq. (7.14) to obtain
critically-damped performance. Second, we assume ω2 = ω1 for simplicity. An
optimal pole placement design is left for future work. Let us define a natural
frequency fn of Eq. (7.14) as
ω1 = ω2 , ωn = 2pifn. (7.15)
By comparing the denominators of Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14), we obtain the
following nonlinear gain design criterion equations.
Ijbm + Imbj + IjβBτk
ImIj
= 4ωn,
k(Ij(1 + βKτ ) + Im + βBτ (bj +Bq)) + bjbm
ImIj
= 6ω2n,
k(bj +Bq)(1 + βKτ ) + k(bm + βBτKq)
ImIj
= 4ω3n,
(1 + βKτ )kKq
ImIj
= ω4n. (7.16)
These four highly-coupled equations can be solved by Matlab’s fsolve() func-
tion. Let us show an example as follows.
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Table 7.1: Critically-damped SEA controller gains
Frequency Impedance gains Torque gains Phase
(Hz) (Nm/rad, Nms/rad) (A/Nm, As/Nm) margin
fn = 12
Kq = 65 Kτ = 1.18 49.1◦
Bq = 0.46 Bτ = 0.057
fn = 14
Kq = 83 Kτ = 1.80 47.0◦
Bq = 0.76 Bτ = 0.067
fn = 16
Kq = 103 Kτ = 2.56 43.6◦
Bq = 1.02 Bτ = 0.077
fn = 18
Kq = 124 Kτ = 3.45 39.9◦
Bq = 1.26 Bτ = 0.087
fn = 20
Kq = 148 Kτ = 4.48 36.4◦
Bq = 1.49 Bτ = 0.097
Example 7.1. To validate this criterion, we test five natural frequency cases.
Filter cut-off frequencies fvd = 50 Hz, fτd = 100 Hz and feedback delays Tτ =
Tqs = Tqd = 0.5 ms. The results are shown in Table 7.1. Increasing fn will lead
to a uniform increase of all four gains. This property meets our expectation
that increasing torque (or impedance) gains has the resulting effect of torque (or
impedance) bandwidth increase. Noteworthily, we use the open-loop transfer
function for the phase margin calculation.
Given this gain design criterion, we further study the effect of feedback
delays on the SEA stability. Since torque feedback are the inner loops, it always
suffers a smaller delay, for instance Tτ = 0.5 ms, than the outer impedance
loops. As the step responses shown in Fig. 7.4, we obtain the same conclusion
as that in Chapter 6. Namely, SEA stability is more sensitive to the damping
feedback delay than its stiffness counterpart. This motivates us to implement
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the impedance feedback loops in a distributed pattern as shown in Fig. 7.3.
Another thing to note in Fig. 7.4 (a) is that, the larger fn is, the larger over-
shoot shows up, which seems counterintuitive. However, if observed closely,
the solid magenta line with the largest fn already shows distortion and its
phase margin value is 36.4◦, smaller than other three cases. When the natural
frequency increases to 30 Hz, obvious distortion shows up. Also, to analyze
the effect of zero in Eq. (7.13), we simulate step responses without this zero,
shown in dashed lines of subfigure (a). By comparison, we can observe this
extra zero induces an overshoot.
7.2.2 Trade-Off between Impedance Control and Torque Control
During gain tunings of our SEA-equipped bipedal robot Hume (Kim et al.,
2016a), which has a similar SEA control architecture in Fig. 7.3, we observed
the following phenomenon: if we increase torque controller gains or decrease
impedance controller gains, the robot became vulnerable to instability. To
reason about this observation, we propose a gain scale definition as follows
Definition 7.1 (SEA gain scale). The gain scale of a SEA cascaded con-
troller is a scaling parameter GS between adjusted gains (Kia , Bia) and nominal
gains (Kin , Bin), i ∈ {τ, q},
GS =
Kτa
Kτn
=
Kqn
Kqa
, GS =
Bτa
Bτn
=
Bqn
Bqa
, (7.17)
where the adjusted gains denote actual gains in use while the nominal gains
denote reference ones designed by the critically-damped gain design criterion.
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Figure 7.5: Optimality of the critically-damped gain design criterion. Subfigure (a) samples
a variety of gain scales and natural frequencies. The optimal performance is achieved by the
proposed critically-damped gain design criterion. Subfigure (b) shows: (i) larger overshoot
but slow rise time when GS > 1; (ii) over-damped response with distortions when GS < 1.
For example, the controller gains corresponding to fn = 14 Hz in Table 7.1
are a set of nominal gains. By Eq. (7.17), we have the following equation
Kτa ·Kqa = Kτn ·Kqn , Bτa ·Bqa = Bτn ·Bqn ,
which maintains the same multiplication of nested proportional (or derivative)
torque and impedance gains for either normal or adjusted conditions.
The work in (Focchi et al., 2016) obtained a similar observation that
enlarging the inner loop controller bandwidth reduces the range of stable
impedance control gains. There is a trade-off between a large torque band-
width for accurate torque tracking and a low torque bandwidth for larger
achievable impedance gain range. Nevertheless, their experimental validations
are not persuasive since they do not decrease impedance gains when raising
torque gains. Namely, the multiplication of two cascaded gains goes up. Ob-
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viously, the system stability will decrease. Our method instead maintains the
same multiplication. Fig. 7.5 (a) shows the sampling results of different gain
scales GS. As observed, GS > 1 means increasing torque gains while de-
creasing impedance gains. This deteriorates system stability and causes larger
oscillatory step response as shown in Fig. 7.5(b). On the other hand, when
GS < 1, decreasing torque gains while increasing impedance gains also de-
creases phase margin. For instance, GS = 0.4 corresponds to a 34◦ phase
margin as shown in subfigure (a), and a distortion shows up in its step re-
sponse of subfigure (b). We ignore delays and filtering to focus on the gain
scale analysis. These tests validate the optimal performance (i.e., maximized
phase-margin) by using our proposed critically-damped gain design criterion
(i.e., GS = 1). In Section 7.4, we will use GS to quantify the upper and lower
impedance boundaries which are used to define a new impedance measure “Z-
region”. Impedance control is widely used for dynamic interaction between
a robot and its physically contact environment (Hogan, 1985). In the next
section, we will study the SEA impedance performance within a variety of
frequency ranges, and the effects induced by feedback delays and filtering.
7.3 SEA Impedance Frequency Analysis
Given the SEA controller diagram in Fig. 7.3, we first derive the SEA
impedance transfer function in this section, and analyze frequency character-
istics over a wide range by considering delays and filtering. Note that, a higher
natural frequency fn corresponds to a higher impedance.
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7.3.1 Impedance Transfer Function
We define the SEA impedance transfer function via a joint velocity q˙j
input and a joint torque τj output. Based on zero desired joint position qdes,
the SEA impedance Z(s) = τj(s)/(−sqj(s)) is formulated as follows
Z(s) =
τj(s)
−sqj(s) =
∑4
i=0Nzis
i∑5
i=0 Dzis
i
, (7.18)
with the numerator coefficients,
Nz4 = ImTfτTfvβk,
Nz3 = βk(Im(Tfτ + Tfv) + TfτTfvbm),
Nz2 = Imβk + βkbm(Tfτ + Tfv) + kkτ (Tfτ + β(Bτ +KτTfτ ))
(Bqe
−Tqds +KqTfve−Tqss),
Nz1 = bmβk +Bqkkτ (1 +Kτβ)e
−Tqds +Kqkkτ
(Tfv + Tfτ + β(Bτ +Kτ (Tfτ + Tfv)))e
−Tqss,
Nz0 = Kqkkτe
−Tqss(1 +Kτβ),
and the denominator coefficients,
Dz5 = ImTfτTfvβ,Dz4 = Imβ(Tfv + Tfτ ) + TfvTfτβbm,
Dz3 = βIm + βbm(Tfτ + Tfv) + Tfvkβ(Tfτ + kτ (Bτ +KτTfτ )e
−Tτ s),
Dz2 = β(bm + Tfτk + kkτ (Bτ +KτTfτ )e
−Tτ s) + Tfvβk(1 +Kτkτe−Tτ s),
Dz1 = βk(1 +Kτkτe
−Tτ s), Dz0 = 0.
Note that, Z(s) does not incorporate the joint inertia Ij and damping bj at
load side since they belong to the interacted environment. We model feedback
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Figure 7.6: SEA impedance with feedback delays and filtering. At the low frequency range,
SEA impedance converges to the virtual stiffness. A similar observation is shown in (Vallery
et al., 2008). At the medium and high frequency ranges, it approaches to another impedance
asymptote. (b) studies the filtering effect while (c) studies the feedback delay effect.
delays and filtering, which are still missing in the literature of SEA controller
architectures with PD outer-impedance control and inner-torque control. The
result in (Vallery et al., 2008) studies one type of the cascaded control structure
with a PI torque feedback controller and an inner-most motor velocity feedback
controller. Nevertheless, this study merely models small sampling rate delays
instead of large communication bus delays. Also, damping gains are neglected
in their study. Instead, the SEA transfer function in Eq. (7.18) is accurate
with no approximations.
7.3.2 Effects of Feedback Delays and Filtering
The SEA impedance frequency characteristics are demonstrated in Fig. 7.6.
The impedance of a physical spring k and a virtual stiffness gain controller are
shown by yellow and blue dashed lines, respectively. The ideal SEA impedance
without delay and filtering is represented by a red dashed line. This simula-
tions uses a natural frequency fn = 30 Hz, corresponding to Kq = 293.6
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Nm/rad, Bq = 2.49 Nms/rad, Kτ = 11.71 A/Nm, Bτ = 0.146 As/Nm. We
analyze various scenarios either with or without feedback delays and filtering:
(i) Zi(jω) is the ideal impedance without delays and filtering; (ii) Zf (jω) is
the impedance only with filtering; (iii) Zd(jω) is the impedance only with
delays; (iv) Zfd(jω) is the impedance with both delays and filtering. At
the low frequency range, the SEA impedance converges to a virtual stiff-
ness asymptote in all scenarios (when feedback delays are considered, we have
e−Tqsjω → 1, e−Tτ jω → 1 as ω → 0)
lim
ω→0
Zc(jω) = lim
ω→0
Nz0
jω ·Dz1 =
Kqkτ (β
−1 +Kτ )
jω · (1 +Kτkτ ) ,
where c ∈ {i, f, d, fd}. The final expression keeps jω to indicate a −20 dB/dec
asymptote. The low frequency impedance Zc(jω) performs as a constant stiff-
ness impedance Kq/jω scaled by a constant kτ (β
−1 + Kτ )/(1 + Kτkτ ). This
scaling applies to any PD-type cascaded impedance controller. Note that,
kτβ
−1 is normally quite small. When kτKτ is large, Zc(jω) will approach to
Kq/jω, i.e., a pure virtual spring.
As to the high frequency range, the impedance approaches to and some-
times twists around an asymptote, depending on delay and filtering conditions.
First, let us start with the ideal case (i), i.e., without delays and filtering. This
leads to Dz5 = Dz4 = 0.
lim
ω→+∞
Zi(jω) = lim
ω→+∞
Nz2
jω ·Dz3 =
k(Im + kτBτBq)
jω · Im ,
which represents a constant stiffness-type impedance scaled from the passive
spring stiffness k/(jω). The red dashed lines in Fig. 7.6 illustrate this ideal
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Figure 7.7: SEA impedance with varying natural frequencies fn. Subfigures (a) and (b)
show how feedback delay and filtering affect SEA impedance, respectively. In subfigure (c),
we test the “real” cases with both filters and delays, and compare them with ”ideal” cases
with neither filter nor delays.
SEA impedance feature. Second, we derive the case (iii) only with delay, that
is, Tfv = Tfτ = 0. Then Dz5 = Dz4 = 0, and we obtain
lim
ω→+∞
Zd(jω) = lim
ω→+∞
Nz2
jω ·Dz3 =
k(Im + kτBτBqe
−Tqds)
jω · Im
Since the complex number e−Tqds rotates along the unit circle, the SEA impedance
will periodically twist around the passive spring stiffness at the high frequency
range. This is visualizable in Fig. 7.6 (c).
Third, in the case (ii) only with filtering, we have Tqs = Tqd = Tτ = 0,
and then obtain
lim
ω→+∞
Zf (jω) =
Nz4
jωDz5
=
k
jω
,
which represents a passive spring stiffness as shown in Fig. 7.6 (b). The curve
does not twist thanks to the constant limit value. To verify that the behaviors
aforementioned applicable to various natural frequencies, we analyze the SEA
impedance performance with varying natural frequencies in Fig. 7.7. We use
filters with fqd = 50 Hz and fτd = 100 Hz while feedback delays are chosen
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as Tqd = Tτ = 1 ms, Tqs = 10 ms. First, these subfigures validate that a
higher natural frequency fn results in a higher SEA impedance. Second, by
comparing Fig. 7.7 (a) and (b) (or Fig. 7.6 (b) and (c)), we conclude that the
feedback delay has a larger effect on the SEA impedance than the filtering.
Feedback and filtering indeed influence the SEA impedance. According to
the passivity stability criterion (Colgate and Brown, 1994; Vallery et al., 2008;
Ott et al., 2008), the phase value should stay within the range of [−90◦, 90◦]
(i.e., the blue region in Fig. 7.6. As the frequency responses show, the SEA
impedance can penetrate the −90◦ boundary value, which violates the pas-
sivity criterion. However, phase margins of the two cases without filtering in
Fig. 7.6 (a) are larger than 54◦ while those of the other two cases with filter-
ing are larger than 16◦. All four cases are stable but the passivity condition
is violated. Similar behaviors can be observed in Fig. 7.7. To conclude, a
non-passive system is not necessarily unstable and passivity-based stability
criterion is conservative.
7.3.3 Effect of Load Inertia
This subsection studies the effect of load inertia on SEA impedance perfor-
mance. A load inertia Ijs is inserted into Eq. (7.18), i.e., Zl(jω) = Z(jω)+Ijs.
Then at the high frequency range, SEA impedance performs as a spring-mass
impedance instead of a pure spring one. In particular, this impedance is dom-
inated by the load inertia as shown in Fig. 7.8. We simulate three scenarios
with different loads. The larger load inertia is, the smaller corner frequency it
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Figure 7.8: SEA impedance with varying load inertia. Three different load scenarios are
illustrated in this figure. All of them use natural frequencies fn = 20 Hz. When load inertia
is considered, the SEA impedance approaches to the load inertia impedance curve Ij · jω at
high frequencies.
has. Eq. (7.18) becomes Z(jω)→ 0 as ω → +∞, and we have
lim
ω→+∞
Zl(jω) = lim
ω→+∞
(Z(jω) + Ij · jω) = Ij · jω
where Ij · jω represents a 20 dB/dec asymptote at high frequencies (see Fig-
ure 7.8). Thus, the load inertia lead to high SEA impedance at the high
frequency range.
7.4 SEA Impedance Characterization
In this section, we propose a metric to characterize SEA impedance per-
formance in terms of both magnitude and frequency ranges2. The Z-width
proposed in the haptics community (Colgate and Brown, 1994; Mehling et al.,
2The controller gains are designed by using the critically-damped gain design criterion
and the gain scale defined in Section 7.2.
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2005) only characterizes the achievable impedance magnitude. To quantify
the achievable frequency range, we define a new concept of “Z-depth” – a
frequency range within which achievable impedance magnitudes are non-zero
(i.e., non-zero Z-width). Given the Z-width and Z-depth concepts, we can
propose the following definition of Z-region.
Definition 7.2 (SEA Z-region). The SEA impedance can be characterized
by a Z-region, which is defined as a frequency-domain region composed of the
achievable impedance magnitude range (Z-width) over a particular frequency
range (Z-depth). Z-region can be estimated by the following metric
Zregion =
∫ ωu
ωl
W (ω)
∣∣∣log|Zu(jω)| − log|Zl(jω)|∣∣∣dω, (7.19)
where ωl and ωu are lower and upper boundaries of the achievable frequency
range, repsectively. Zu and Zl are the upper and lower boundries of the achiev-
able impedances, respectively as shown in Fig. 7.9. W (ω) is a weighting value
function depending on the frequency ω.
Eq. (7.19) adopts a log scale which is commonly used in frequency domain
analysis. ωu is determined by the intersection of Zu and Zl impedance lines
while ωl is a sufficiently small frequency and normally selected by the designer.
The weighting function W (ω) is chosen by the designer, and can be used to
emphasize a specific frequency range of interest. Another intuitive way to
interpret the Z-region is that Z-region denotes the achievable frequency domain
area.3 To compute the Z-region, we present the following example.
3In theory, any infinitely small positive frequency should be included into the Z-depth.
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Figure 7.9: Z-region surrounded by the highest impedance controller (HIC) and the low-
est impedance controller (LIC). This figure shows achievable SEA impedance ranges by
modulating the gain scale as defined in Def. 7.1. The nominal gains are solved using the
critically-damped gain design criterion.
Example 7.2. To begin with, we choose W (ω) = 1 since the impedance in
different frequency ranges is equally treated. Natural frequency is chosen as
fn = 15 Hz. Filters have fvd = 50 Hz, fτd = 100 Hz, and feedback delays are
chosen as Tτ = Tqd = 1 ms and Tqs = 10 ms. Given these parameters, we sam-
ple for the highest impedance controller (HIC) (corresponds to the minimum
gain scale GSmin) without unstability. The result shows when GSmin = 0.1, the
phase margin becomes zero (marginally stable). As shown in Fig. 7.5, when
GS > 1 and increasing GS, the phase margin approaches to a positive constant
value. Thus, we manually set the maximum gain scale GSmax as 10
3. As shown
in Fig. 7.9, the Z-region is represented by the blue shaded region, surrounded
by GSmax and GSmin impedance lines. The Z-depth is (ωl, ωu) = (10
−2, 120)
However, our empirical experience reveals that the practically meaningful value of ωl is
usually within [10−3, 10−1] Hz, depending on specific task requirements.
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Figure 7.10: Stability and impedance performance maps. The phase margin manifold and
Z-region manifold represent the system stability map and the impedance performance map,
respectively. The gain scale GS is expressed in the logarithmic scale. The searching range
is GS ∈ [0.05, 20]. The natural frequency range is fn ∈ [10, 20] Hz.
Hz (note that ωl is empirically chosen)
4.
Given the aforementioned phase margin analysis and the proposed Zregion
metric, let us generate SEA stability and impedance performance maps. The
phase margin manifold and the Z-region manifold, as shown in Fig. 7.10, are
sampled with respect to a wide range of natural frequencies fn and gain scales
GS. Zregion is normalized to the values within [0, 1]. The gain scale GS uses
a logarithmic scale for visualization convenience. As the peak blue line in
subfigure (a) shows, the maximum phase margin is always achieved at around
GS = 1 (i.e., 0 in the log scale) for all sampled natural frequencies fn. This
further validates the optimality of our critically-damped gain design criterion.
Subfigure (b) shows the effects of natural frequency and gain scale on Z-region.
4We approximate ωu by ignoring complex intersections induced by resonant peaks. In
fact, within 100-200 Hz, the LIC impedance line has a small resonant peak which is induced
by the feedback delays and filtering.
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Figure 7.11: Bode diagrams with different natural frequencies fn. This figure shows that
increasing fn enlarges closed-loop bandwidth. At low frequencies, experiments match sim-
ulations quite well. At frequencies around resonant frequency, experiments show a larger
resonant peak and a slightly larger bandwidth than simulations.
Remark 7.1. This study takes one step towards quantifying the SEA impedance
performance regarding simultaneously achievable magnitude and frequency ranges.
Although Z-width was proposed to characterize the dynamic range of achievable
stiffness-damping pairs, the pivotal frequency feature characterization is still
unexploited in the literature.
7.5 Experimental Evaluations
In this section, we use our UT-SEA test-bench to validate the proposed
methods and criterion. The controller gains are designed based on the gain
selection criterion in Section 7.2.1 and are shown in Table 7.1. In Fig. 7.11,
we observe that a larger natural frequency results in a higher bandwidth of
the closed-loop system. Simulations and experiments match each other except
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of simulations and experiments with different gain scales. Ex-
perimental data matches the simulations with a small discrepancy on the magnitude. We
validate that increasing torque gains (decrease the impedance gains at the same time) de-
teriorate system stability.
a slight discrepancy at the high-frequency range. As to the trade-off between
torque gains and impedance gains, Fig. 7.12 demonstrates that when GS > 1,
the system step response reveals a larger overshoot and a slower rise time. This
result confirms our conjecture that increasing torque gains while decreasing
impedance gains will deteriorate the closed-loop stability.
As to the simulation and experiment discrepancies in the two tests above,
one primary reason is that our SEA uses a timing belt inducing inevitable
elasticity, which is is unrealistic to be modeled. Another probable reason
is that simulation results use a constant joint pivot radius, which should be
angle-dependent in practice. However, it is intractable to derive a transfer
function with time-varying parameters. Thus, experiments are carried out
around the horizontal arm position to minimize this radius error. Torque
tracking performs almost identical at the low frequencies but reveals some
discrepancies at the high frequencies.
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Figure 7.13: Impulse response. A ball is dropped from a constant height (20 cm) and exerts
an impulse force on the arm end-effector. The maximum angle deviation is around 2.5
degrees. The arm recovers its initial position within 0.3 seconds. Joint torque has accurate
force tracking.
Torque tracking under impact dynamics is essential for agile legged loco-
motion. As a proof of concept, we implement an impulse test and show how
accurately our controller reacts to external impulse disturbances. As shown
in Fig. 7.13, when a ball free falls from 20 cm height and hits the arm with
an impulse force, the SEA actuator settles down promptly and recovers after
approximately 0.3 seconds. Joint torque tracking is fairly accurate with only
minor distortion around peak values.
7.6 Discussions and Conclusions
This chapter analyzed SEA impedance characteristics incorporating filter-
ing and feedback delays at different frequency ranges. Controller gains in the
cascaded control structure are designed based on a critically-damped fourth
order gain selection method. By considering the trade-off between torque and
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impedance gains, we demonstrate our critically-damped gain selection method
provides optimal gains in terms of phase margin based stability. Different from
well-established Z-width work in the haptics field, we quantify the impedance
range from the viewpoint of frequency characteristics. This feature provides
another standpoint to understand SEA impedance performance and a new
concept of Z-width is proposed correspondingly. Based on this concept, an op-
timization is proposed to compute the defined Z-region. Note that, our result
is not limited by the conservative passivity criterion.
In the future, more comprehensive experimental implementations are sup-
posed to evaluate the SEA impedance performance and Z-region metric. We
will also explore the SEA impedance with different load inertias. Variable
impedance controllers need to be designed for the legged robot applications.
Full-state feedback control, rather than the cascaded control structure, is
also extensively invested for designing optimal controllers. It will be beneficial
to compare the performance of these two control structures and benchmark
the performance.
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Chapter 8
Passivity of Time-Delayed Whole-Body
Operational Space Control with SEA
Dynamics
A class of distributed control architectures for latency-prone robotic sys-
tems was proposed in Chapter 6 and extended to the SEA cascaded control
structure with inner-torque and outer-impedance feedback loops in Chapter 7.
This paradigm motivates us to design a WBOSC with Cartesian position feed-
back at the centralized level and motor damping feedback at the embedded
level. Note that, previous chapters mainly focus on SISO systems instead of
the MIMO ones, which will be the focus of this chapter.
This chapter is outlined as follows. We first propose a theoretical for-
malism of the WBOSC architecture with embedded-level SEA dynamics in
Section 8.1. Section 8.2 formulates a centralized-level WBOSC control with
time delays. A passivity criterion is proposed by using Lyapunov-Krasovskii
functionals in Section 8.3. Simulation results are shown in Section 8.4. The
final section discusses future works. The proposed passivity has two inher-
ent merits: (i) increase the robustness of the whole system, and (ii) provide
This chapter incorporates the results from the following publication: (Zhao and Sentis,
2016).
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advantages in the compositional analysis of large-scale and complex control
systems, such as the WBOSC coupled with SEA controllers examined in this
Chapter. As far as the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to de-
sign time-delayed WBOSC with SEA dynamics while guaranteeing the system
passivity.
8.1 Whole-Body Operational Space Control Formalism
Lagrange rigid multi-body dynamics are ubiquitously used in the robotics
community (Featherstone, 2014; Chang, 2000). However, low-level actuator
dynamics and time delays are largely overlooked but indeed pose a considerable
threat to the closed-loop system stability and performance. In this Chapter,
we propose a Whole-Body Operational Space Control (WBOSC) formalism
incorporating embedded-level SEA dynamics in Section 8.1 and distributed
delays in Section 8.2. An overall control diagram is shown in Fig. 8.1.
8.1.1 WBOSC with SEA Dynamics
Actuator dynamics are frequently ignored in the multi-body dynamics
analysis due to its intrinsical complexity. The authors in (Ott et al., 2008;
Braun et al., 2013; Spong, 1987) emphasized the importance of actuator dy-
namics in conventional rigid multi-body control and therefore, incorporated
them into the whole-body controller formalism. Even so, extending the actuator-
aware whole-body controller to free floating base dynamics with supporting
contact constraints (Sentis et al., 2010) has not been explored yet. This mo-
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Figure 8.1: Time-delayed Whole-Body Operational Space Control architecture.
tivates our study in this Chapter. First, let us impose a few assumptions.
Assumption 8.1. The elastic joint performs a relative small deformative mo-
tion such that the joint elasticity can be represented by a linear spring.
Assumption 8.2. The motor rotation axis coincides with the rotational sym-
metry, and thus rotor inertia has a uniform distribution around its rotational
axis (Tomei, 1991).
Assumption 8.3. The rotor kinetic energy is dominated by pure rotation with
respect to an inertial frame (Spong, 1987).
To derive the equations of motion, we define kinetic and potential ener-
gies based on rigid multi-body dynamics and elastic actuator dynamics. The
kinetic energy is represented as
T = 1
2
q˙TA(q)q˙ + q˙TC(q)θ˙ +
1
2
θ˙
T
Bθ˙, (8.1)
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where q = (qb, qj)
T ∈ R6+n includes a free floating base state vector qb ∈ R6
composed of three prismatic joints and three rotational joints, and an actuated
joint angle state vector qj ∈ Rn; θ ∈ Rn corresponds to the motor angle state
vector; A(q)  0 is the inertia matrix of the multi-body dynamics; C(q)
represents the coupled inertia between motor-side and joint-side dynamics; B
is a constant diagonal matrix that denotes the rotor inertia after the gear
ratio square scaling. By Assumption 8.3, the rotor inertia is the one along its
principal axis of rotation, z-axis, represented by Izzi .
The potential energy has two components: gravitational energy Pg(q) and
elastic potential energy Pe(q,θ).
P = Pg(q) + Pe(q,θ). (8.2)
By the Lagrangian L = T −P and Euler-Lagrangian derivations (Spong et al.,
2006), we have (
A(q) C(q)
CT (q) B
)(
q¨
θ¨
)
+
(
b bq
bTθ 0
)(
q˙
θ˙
)
+
(
g(q)
0
)
+
(
JTs F r
0
)
=
(
UTΓsea
−Γsea
)
+
(
0
Γm
)
, (8.3)
where b = b(q, q˙, θ˙) denotes the Coriolis and centrifugal forces; bq = bq(q, q˙)
and bθ = bθ(q, q˙) are derived from the Lagrange formalism in (Braun et al.,
2013); g(q) denotes the gravitational forces; F r denotes the ground reaction
forces; J s represents the Jacobian associated with all the supporting links; U is
a selection matrix that chooses actuated joint states; Γsea = K(θ−qj) denotes
the sensed SEA torque from spring deflection, where the diagonal matrix K
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represents the joint spring stiffness; Γm represents the motor torque. The first
block row in Eq. (8.3) represents the joint-side dynamics while the second block
row represents the motor-side dynamics. A distinct feature of this formalism
is its incorporation of the contact Jacobian force and free floating dynamics
(Sentis, 2007), which characterize the features of under-actuated humanoid
locomotion dynamics.
Assumption 8.4. To make the multi-body dynamics tractable, we ignore the
inertia coupling between joint-side and motor-side dynamics (Ott et al., 2008;
Braun et al., 2013). That is, C(q) ≈ 0, b ≈ b(q, q˙), bq ≈ 0, bθ ≈ 0.
Proposition 8.1 (SEA-aware whole-body dynamics). Given Assump-
tion 8.4, Eq. (8.3) results in the following SEA-aware whole-body dynamics
A(q)q¨ +N (q, q˙) + JTs F r = U
TΓsea, (8.4)
Bθ¨ + Γsea = Γm, (8.5)
Γsea = K(θ − qj), (8.6)
where N (q, q˙) = b(q, q˙)q˙ + g(q).
Later on, we will design the WBOSC controller computing the desired
joint torque command Γosc, which is sent as control inputs to the embedded-
level SEAs.
8.1.2 Embedded-Level SEA Controller
The embedded-level SEA controller comprises both torque and motor
damping feedback loops (for instance, the control architecture shown in (Vallery
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et al., 2008)). By using torque feedback control, the control command Γosc sent
to the embedded-level controller and the SEA torque Γsea actuating the robot
joint are related as follows
Γm =BB
−1
s Γosc + (I −BB−1s )Γsea −BB−1s ·Dθθ˙
=BB−1s Γosc + Γsea −BB−1s (Γsea +Dθθ˙), (8.7)
where Γosc is the torque command computed from the centralized-level WBOSC
controller, which will be designed in the next section; the torque feedback has
a gain matrix I −BB−1s , where the positive definite matrix Bs is the desired
motor inertia matrix (Ott et al., 2008). From a physical interpretation, the
torque feedback control is designed in the form of motor inertia shaping, which
makes the passivity analysis tractable. Since we aim to reduce the effect of mo-
tor inertia on the joint-side dynamics, we choose Bs ≺ B. As Bs approaches
zero, I −BB−1s becomes more negative, which implies larger torque feedback
gains.
Remark 8.1. If the torque derivative term DK−1Γ˙sea is modeled on the left-
hand side of Eq. (8.5), a corresponding torque derivative feedback term can be
added in Eq. (8.7).
Besides this torque feedback loop, Eq. (8.7) contains a motor damping
feedback Dθθ˙ replacing the centralized-level Cartesian damping feedback.
Combining Eqs. (8.5) and (8.7), we have
Γosc = Bsθ¨ + Γsea +Dθθ˙, (8.8)
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As a result, the overall SEA-aware multi-body dynamics are represented by the
Lagrangian dynamics in Section 8.1.1 and the embedded-level SEA controller
in Section 8.1.2. Plugging Eq. (8.8) into Eq. (8.4), we have
A(q)q¨ +UTBsθ¨ +U
TDθθ˙ +N (q, q˙) + J
T
s F r = U
TΓosc. (8.9)
Compared with conventional rigid multi-body dynamics, the following new
terms emerge: shaped motor inertia UTBsθ¨ and embedded motor damping
feedback UTDθθ˙. The ignored friction compensation and torque derivative
can also be modeled as necessary (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al., 2007).
8.2 Centralized-level WBOSC with Time Delays
In this section, we design the centralized-level Whole-Body Operational
Space controller (WBOSC) on the left side of the control diagram in Fig. 8.1.
The WBOSC with dynamically consistent contact constraints (Khatib, 1987a;
Sentis et al., 2010) is expressed as
Λt|sx¨+ µt|s + pt|s + F c = J¯
T
t|s(UN s)
TΓosc, (8.10)
where Λt|s is the task space inertia matrix under contact constraints; µt|s
represents the centrifugal and Coriolis force; pt|s denotes the gravitational
force; F c ∈ R6 is a reaction force acting on the task point; J∗ = J t|sUN s
is the support consistent reduced Jacobian. The subscript t|s represents that
the task is projected in the space consistent with supporting constraints. For
more details, please refer to Def. 2.2.4 in (Sentis, 2007).
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Time delays intensely degrade the real-time control performance of hu-
manoid robots (Fok et al., 2015). Chapter 6 reveals that system stability and
tracking performance is more sensitive to damping time delays rather than
its stiffness counterpart. Thus Cartesian damping feedback is allocated to
the embedded-level and represented by the motor damping feedback. In the
WBOSC formalism, we denote the centralized-level round-trip time delay as
TH and the embedded-level round-trip time delay as TL. These delays are
time-varying and can be induced by communication channels, filtering, and
computation. In general, TH  TL since TH is usually dominated by large
communication delays. Now we propose a theorem of the time-delayed Oper-
ational Space Controller with SEA dynamics as follows.
Theorem 8.1 (SEA-aware Operational Space Control with time de-
lays). For contact-free motion control (i.e., F c = 0), the SEA torque command
Γsea at the embedded level is
Γsea(t) = J
∗T
(−d0)
(
Λt|s,(−d0)Kx
(
xd(t− TH + TL
2
)− x(t− TH − TL
2
)
))
−Bsθ¨(t)−Dθθ˙(t) + g¯(θ)(−d0), (8.11)
where the matrices with subscript −d0 are evaluated at the instant t − d0 =
t− TH − TL/2.
Proof. Via the Theorem 2.2.1 in (Sentis, 2007), the time-delayed Operational
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Figure 8.2: A conceptual diagram for hierarchical control/dynamics layers with different
servo rates.
Space torque command at the centralized level is defined as
Γosc(t) = J
∗T (t− TH
2
) ·Λt|s(t− TH
2
)x¨(t) + g¯(θ(t− TH
2
))
= J∗T(−TH/2) ·Λt|s,(−TH/2)Kx
(
xd(t)− x(t− TH
2
)
)
+ g¯(θ)(−TH/2), (8.12)
where µt|s is ignored for simplicity. The subscript −TH/2 stands for the instant
t− TH/2. The linear acceleration x¨(t) is defined as
x¨(t) = Kx
(
xd(t)− x(t− TH
2
)
)
. (8.13)
By Eq. (8.8), Γsea(t) can be reformulated as
Γsea(t) = Γosc(t− TH + TL
2
)−Bsθ¨(t)−Dθθ˙(t) (8.14)
Combining the equation above with Eqs. (8.12), we have the result in Eq. (8.11).
As a brief summary, this WBSOC formulation is distinct from conventional
Operational Space Control in terms of the following aspects: (i) Embedded-
level SEA dynamics in Eq. (8.14) are modeled. (ii) The fast embedded damping
feedback Dθθ˙ takes the place of the slow centralized-level Cartesian velocity
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feedback. (iii) Distributed time delays are incorporated. Fig. 8.2 shows a
diagram of nested control and dynamics layers with different servo rates. In
certain cases, the kinematics and dynamics model uses the same update rate
as that of the centralized-level controller (Kim et al., 2016a).
8.3 Passivity of Time-Delayed WBOSC
Given the time-delayed WBOSC formalism above, this section proposes
a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional to derive a passivity criterion for the over-
all closed-loop system. We subsequently generalize this passivity criterion to
prioritized multi-task control.
8.3.1 Preliminaries
To guarantee the passivity condition, a majority of the existing literature
derives the controller by only using motor angles θ and their derivative (Tomei,
1991; Zollo et al., 2005). In turn, the passivity condition merely holds with
respect to motor states. However, it is more physically meaningful to target
joint-state-based passivity. In this Chapter, we aim at this type of passivity
by a one-to-one mapping θ0 = h(q0) between equilibrium points θ0 and q0
under certain relaxed assumptions (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al., 2007). The mapping
is defined as
θ0 = h(q0) = q0 +K
−1l(q0), (8.15)
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with a function l(q) relating to feedback control and gravity compensation
l(q) = J∗(q)TΛ(q)Kxx˜(q) + g(q), (8.16)
where the Cartesian position error is x˜(q0) = xd(q0)−x(q0); l(q0) = l(q)
∣∣
q=q0
=
K(θ0 − q0). Let us define a new state variable q, as a function of the motor
angle θ only, that is equal to the joint angle q at static state. Indeed, q can not
be solved from θ analytically by Eq. (8.15). Thus, we adopt an iterative com-
putational method (Albu-Scha¨ffer et al., 2007) to compute q. More details of
this method are provided in the contraction mapping principle of Appendix G.
As a result, the static joint state is expressed as q(θ) = h−1(θ). The merit of
using variable q rather than q or θ is to make the passivity analysis tractable
since a coupling between motor and joint positions is canceled. Meanwhile,
the joint-side Cartesian stiffness is maintained.
Given the state q defined above, the centralized-level WBOSC in Eq. (8.12)
is reformulated as
Γosc(t) = J
∗(q)T(−TH/2)Λ(q)(−TH/2)Kx
(
xd(q(t))− x(q(t− TH
2
))
)
+ g¯(θ)(−TH/2), (8.17)
where q(t) = q(θ(t)), q0 = q(θ0) at the static equilibrium. x˙(q) = J
∗(q)q˙(t).
The subscript t|s is omitted for clarity.
Remark 8.2. The objective of gravity compensation is to find a q such that
g(q) = g(q) = g(θ) in the quasi-static condition. g(q) corresponds to the
gravitational force pt|s in the WBOSC of Eq. (8.10).
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The overall time-delayed WBOSC is composed of Eqs. (8.4), (8.14) and
(8.17), which will be used in the passivity analysis.
Another issue to take into account is the joint-angle-based Jacobian, where
we have
x˙(q(θ)) = J∗(q)q˙(θ) = J∗(q)
(
q˙(θ)− θ˙(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1
+J∗(q)θ˙(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
v2
.
As will be shown in the proof, the passivity criterion requires a motor-angle-
based Jacobian mapping, however. To this end, we adopt the energy tank
method in (Dietrich et al., 2016) and introduce a new coordinate xˆ(q(θ))
defined as
˙ˆx(q(θ)) = u+ v2, (8.18)
where ˙ˆx intends to track x˙ while satisfying the passivity condition. u is a
velocity state deviating from v1 to maintain the passivity. To compensate for
the effect of u, we define an energy storage function Es as
Es =
1
2
s2, (8.19)
which has the flow rate of change
s˙ = − 1
2s
d¯1u
TQu− 1
s
d¯1u
TQv2. (8.20)
We define the deviating term u as
u =
{
vref s > 
0 else
(8.21a)
(8.21b)
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with
vref = v1 +Kb
(
x(q(θ))− xˆ(q(θ))). (8.22)
If s >  > 0 (i.e., a non-empty energy tank), u converges to v1 by using
the propositional feedback control Kb
(
x(q(θ))− xˆ(q(θ))). Passivity and null
space performance are simultaneously guaranteed in this case. If s ≤  (i.e.,
an empty energy tank), u = 0, which indicates the deviation of ˙ˆx(q(θ)) from
x˙(q(θ)). In this case, the null space control performance is compromised to
guarantee the system passivity. Note that Eq. (8.21) is designed to avoid a
zero division of 1/s in Eq. (8.20). The parameter  should be chosen close
enough to zero such that the energy tank will never be empty (i.e., without
the sacrifice of null space control performance). More details of the energy
tank design are provided in (Dietrich et al., 2016).
Necessary propositions for the passivity criterion are shown in the Sup-
plementary Material. From now on, without explicit notations, we assume
the matrices J∗, Λ and g¯(θ) represent the time-delayed ones evaluated at
time t − d0 in Eq. (8.11) for the sake of clarity. Additionally, we propose an
assumption for upper bounds of time delays.
Assumption 8.5. (Upper bounds of time delays) Since the round trip delays
TH and TL are time-varying, we define the upper bounds of the following delays:
d1 = TH + TL/2 ≤ d¯1, d2 = (TH + TL)/2 ≤ d¯2, which will be used afterwards.
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8.3.2 Passivity of WBOSC
This subsection derives a delay-dependent passivity criterion for the WBOSC
with SEA dynamics. Let us first construct a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional of
the concerned time-delayed system (Gu et al., 2003) with V = V1 +V2 +V3 +V4
V1 =
1
2
q˙TA(q)q˙ + Pg(q) +
∫ t
0
(
q˙T (δ)JTs F r(δ)
)
dδ,
V2 =
1
2
θ˙
T
Bsθ˙ +
1
2
(θ − qj)TK(θ − qj),
V3 = − Vl(θ) =
1
2
x˜(q(θ))TΛKxx˜(q(θ))− 1
2
lT (q(θ))K−1l(q(θ))− Pg(q),
V4 =
1
2
∫ 0
−d¯1
∫ t
t+r
˙ˆx
T
(ξ)Q ˙ˆx(ξ)dξdr + Es,
where Q  0. V1 is an energy function corresponding to the multi-body dy-
namics in the joint-side subsystem of Fig. 8.3 while V2 corresponds to the SEA
actuator dynamics in the controller-side subsystem. V3 = −Vl(θ) represents a
potential function for l(θ) = l(q(θ)) of Eq. (8.16) and satisfies
∂Vl(θ)
∂θ
= l(θ)T = l(q(θ))T . (8.23)
For more details about this potential function, please refer to (Appendix, (Ott
et al., 2008)). The purpose of defining this potential function is to cancel cer-
tain terms in V˙2 and V˙3, as will be illustrated later. V4 is a delay compensation
term to be used together with Proposition G.3 in Appendix G.
Let us first prove the passivity of the joint-side subsystem via V1. By the
following properties
∂Pg(q)
∂q
= g(q),
∂Pg(q)
∂q
= g(q), (8.24)
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and Eq. (8.4) and Property 2, the derivative of V1 is
V˙1 = q˙
TUTΓsea. (8.25)
Choosing the storage function of the joint-side subsystem in Fig. 8.3 as Sl(q, q˙) =
V1, we have
S˙l(q, q˙) = V˙1 = q˙
TUTΓsea = q˙
T
j Γsea. (8.26)
Thus, the passivity of the mapping Γsea → q˙ of Fig. 8.3 is guaranteed due to
the inherent passive property of the physical system. Next, we prove the pas-
sivity of the controller-side subsystem in Fig. 8.3. Given a few mathematical
manipulations in Appendix G, the derivative of V2 is
V˙2 = − θ˙TDθθ˙ − q˙Tj Γsea + θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
∫ t
t−d1
˙ˆx(ξ)dξ
+ θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xˆd − xˆ
)
+ θ˙
T
g¯(θ). (8.27)
As for V˙3 and V˙4, we have
V˙3 = −∂V˙l(θ)
∂θ
θ˙ = −lT (q(θ))θ˙ = −θ˙T (J∗TΛKxx˜(q(θ)) + g(q)),
V˙4 =
1
2
d¯1 ˙ˆx
T
Q ˙ˆx− 1
2
∫ t
t−d1
˙ˆx(ξ)TQ ˙ˆx(ξ)dξ + ss˙.
Without explicit notations, we define xˆ(q(θ)) = xˆ(t) = xˆ, xˆd = xˆd(t). For
the components in V˙4, we have
1
2
d¯1 ˙ˆx
T
Q ˙ˆx+ ss˙ =
1
2
d¯1(u+ v2)
TQ(u+ v2)− 1
2
d¯1u
TQu− d¯1uTQv2
=
1
2
d¯1v
T
2Qv2 =
1
2
d¯1θ˙
T
(t)J∗T (q)QJ∗(q)θ˙(t),
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Figure 8.3: Two passive subsystems interconnected in a feedback configuration. High- and
low-level time delays TH and TL are labeled among subsystem blocks.
which is a favorable quadratic term of θ˙(t). Additionally, by Property G.3 in
Appendix G, we have
θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
∫ t
t−d1
x˙(ξ)dξ − 1
2
∫ t
t−d1
x˙(ξ)TQx˙(ξ)dξ ≤ 1
2
d¯1θ˙
T
(t)P θ˙(t), (8.28)
where P = J∗TΛKxQ−1KxΛJ∗. SinceQ−1  0 and (J∗TΛKx)T = KxΛJ∗,
P is positive definite. Let us define the storage function of the controller-side
subsystem as Sc(q,θ, θ˙) = V2 + V3 + V4 and take its derivative
S˙c(q,θ, θ˙) = V˙2 + V˙3 + V˙4 ≤ −θ˙T
(
Dθ − 1
2
d¯1P − 1
2
d¯1J
∗T (q)QJ∗(q)
)
θ˙ − q˙Tj Γsea.
If the first quadratic term is negative definite, the passivity of Sc(q,θ, θ˙) is
guaranteed. That is, the mapping q˙ → −Γsea is passive in Fig. 8.3. Combining
Eqs. (8.25)-(8.28), we have
V˙ = V˙1 + V˙2 + V˙3 + V˙4 ≤ θ˙T
(−Dθ + 1
2
d¯1P +
1
2
d¯1J
∗T (q)QJ∗(q)
)
θ˙. (8.29)
To guarantee V˙ ≤ 0, we propose the following theorem.
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Theorem 8.2 (Passivity criterion of single task control). If there exists
a positive-definite matrix Q and a positive time delay scalar d¯1 such that the
following LMI holds:(−Dθ + 12 d¯1J∗T (q)QJ∗(q) 12 d¯1J∗T (q)ΛKx∗ −1
2
d¯1Q
)
 0, (8.30)
with ∗ denoting the transpose of the corresponding matrix blocks, then the
interconnected feedback system is passive and the motor velocity state θ˙ is
bounded.
Proof. Based on the result in Eq. (8.29), the delay-dependent criterion in
Eq. (8.30) is derived by the Schur complement (see Proposition G.5 in Ap-
pendix G).
Eq. (8.30) shows that as the motor damping feedback gain matrix Dθ
increases, larger time delays are allowable. We will validate this property in
the simulation.
Note that, the matrices J∗(q) and Λ in Eq. (8.30) are evaluated at time
instant t − TH − TL/2. These matrices are treated as quasi-static ones given
they are updated at a relatively slow servo rate. Therefore, we solve this LMI
numerically. Compared to time-invariant LMI solutions, the feasible solution
range of Dθ and d1 in Eq. (8.30) becomes constrained. Given a fixed Dθ, the
allowable maximum delay d¯1 is solvable (Hua and Liu, 2010).
Based on the theorem above, we can generalize the passivity criterion to
prioritized multi-task control as follows.
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Corollary 8.1 (Passivity criterion of prioritized multi-task control).
Consider N prioritized Whole-Body Operational Space tasks. If there exists a
set of positive-definite matrices Qi, i ∈ [1, N ] and a positive time delay scalar
d¯1 such that the following LMI holds,
−Dθ + 12 d¯1
∑N
i=1 J
∗T
i|prec(i)(q)QiJ
∗
i|prec(i)(q)
1
2
d¯1M 1 · · · 12 d¯1MN
∗ −1
2
d¯1Q1 0 0
∗ ∗ . . . 0
∗ ∗ ∗ −1
2
d¯1QN
  0,
(8.31)
where M i = J
∗T
i|prec(i)(q)Λi|prec(i)Kx,i, then the interconnected feedback system
is passive for this prioritized multi-task control and the motor velocity θ˙ is
bounded.
Proof. Given the prioritized multi-task control structure in (Corollary 3.2.2,
(Sentis, 2007)), this proof is derived by following a procedure similar to that
of Theorem 8.2. A few mathematical terms are augmented as below.
Vˆ4 =
1
2
N∑
i
∫ 0
−d¯1
∫ t
t+r
˙ˆx
T
i (ξ)Qi ˙ˆxi(ξ)dξdr + Es, (8.32)
and a potential function lˆ(q) is
lˆ(q) =
N∑
i
J∗Ti|prec(i)(q)Λi|prec(i)(q)Kx,ix˜i(q) + g(q),
then by following the same procedure, we have
˙ˆ
V ≤ θ˙T (−Dθ + 1
2
d¯1
N∑
i
P i +
1
2
d¯1
N∑
i
J∗Ti|prec(i)(q)QiJ
∗
i|prec(i)(q)
)
θ˙,
with P i = M iQ
−1
i M
T
i . Then the result in Eq. (8.31) follows.
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Figure 8.4: Allowable maximum delays. The motor damping gain matrix we use is α ·Dθ,
where α is a scaling factor. Increasing α enables a larger maximum delay d¯1. For each
scaling factor α, three tests are conducted by adjusting the first element of Dθ, i.e., the hip
abduction/adduction motor damping gain. As this damping gain increases, we can achieve
a larger allowable maximum delay.
8.4 Simulation Results
As a proof of concept, this section uses two simulations to (i) validate the
proposed passivity criterion and (ii) test the torque control performance of
WBOSC. The dynamic simulation adopts the recursive dynamics algorithm in
(Chang, 2000) for the free floating multi-body dynamics of a point-feet bipedal
robot with 3 DOF per leg. Model parameters are consistent with our Hume
bipedal robot (Kim et al., 2016a). The locomotion scenario is a 7-step bipedal
walking process over rough terrain in Chapter 3. For the sake of simplicity, we
only concern the dynamics of one leg. The operational space task is assigned
as the 6-DOF center of mass positions and orientations.
In the first simulation, we solve the allowable maximum time delay via
the LMI-based passivity criterion in Eq. (8.30). We specify a priori the nom-
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inal motor damping gain matrix Dθ = diag{10, 100, 100} Nms/rad for one
leg (i.e., hip abduction/adduction motor, hip flexion/extension motor, and
knee flexion/extension motor) and the CoM Cartesian stiffness gain matrix
Kx = diag{100, 100, 100, 50, 50, 50} N/m for CoM positions and orientations.
We numerically evaluate the system matrices J∗(q) and Λ at each time in-
stant of the entire locomotion process, and compute the maximum time delay
which guarantees the feasibility of all LMIs associated with all these system
matrices. A bisection algorithm is used together with the off-the-shelf Matlab
LMI-optimization solver (Boyd et al., 1994) to search the maximum delay so-
lution. Fig. 8.4 shows the maximum delays under different damping feedback
gain matrices. The result indicates that as the gains in the motor damping
matrix Dθ increase, the WBOSC can tolerate larger maximum delays without
becoming unstable. This result is consistent with the passivity criterion of
Eq. (8.30).
In the second simulation, we test the rough terrain locomotion under time-
varying delays. We choose the delays as TH(t) = 20 + 10sin(t) ms and TL =
3 + 2sin(t) ms. Fig. 8.5 reveals that the SEA torque command Γsea has a
phase lag to the WBOSC command Γosc, which is caused by the feedforward
channel delay. For Γsea with different β, it is observed that Γsea with the
bigger β (black line) experiences an inferior torque transparency (i.e., a larger
deviation from Γosc). This phenomenon is explainable below: a largerBs leads
to a smaller torque feedback gain I −BB−1s . Correspondingly, the actuator
dynamics make a larger deviation of Γsea from Γosc. This conclusion can also
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Figure 8.5: WBOSC and SEA torque profiles under different motor inertias. The shaped
motor inertia matrixBs = β ·B, whereB = diag{0.1357, 0.093, 0.093} kg·m2 is the diagonal
physical motor inertia matrix of one 3-DOF Hume leg. β denotes a scaling factor.
be drawn from the torque relationship in Eq. (8.14). For more details about
simulated robot parameters, please refer to the result in (Kim et al., 2016a).
8.5 Discussions and Conclusions
In this Chapter, we propose a class of time-delayed Whole-Body Opera-
tional Space Control (WBOSC) with the series elastic actuator (SEA) dynam-
ics. A novel Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional is designed to derive a delay-
dependent LMI-based passivity criterion. This criterion is evaluated in a
dynamic locomotion simulation. This line of work lays the groundwork for
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achieving high-performance SEA-aware WBOSC with time delays while guar-
anteeing the passivity.
Given the results of this Chapter, the following conclusions for the passivity-
based WBOSC are reached:
• The passivity criterion in Eq. (8.30) indicates that a larger stiffness gain
matrix Kx is achievable given a larger motor damping gain matrix Dθ
or a smaller time delay d¯1. These parameter relationships are consistent
with those in (Gil et al., 2009) established for virtual stiffness, virtual
damping, and time delay.
• Increasing Dθ enhances the WBOSC passivity as shown in Eq. (8.30),
but deteriorates the SEA torque transparency as shown Eq. (8.14) (i.e.,
Γsea has a larger deviation from Γosc). This trade-off is analogous to the
conflict of stability and transparency widely studied in the teleoperation
community (Lawrence, 1993).
• The passivity criterion of the prioritized multi-task in Eq. (8.31) has
a smaller solution range since finding multiple feasible Qi, i ∈ [1, N ]
simultaneously poses more constraints. This conclusion meets our ex-
pectation.
A few promising problems that still need to be addressed in the future are
summarized below:
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• Solve the time-varying system matrices of the passivity criteria in a more
elegant way, such as the methods of solving time-varying LMIs online
in (Guo and Zhang, 2014) and convexifying matrices as a polytope of
parametric matrices (Gahinet et al., 1996);
• Model more realistic round trip delays, such as asymmetric delays in
feedforward and feedback channels. Literature from teleoperation and
network communication fields (Lee and Spong, 2006; Hua and Liu, 2010)
will be instructive references;
• Validate the criterion in Eq. (8.31) for the prioritized multi-task control;
• Design an optimal controller for the centralized-level WBOSC, and es-
tablish the mapping between the centralized-level and embedded-level
damping gain matrices. (Braun et al., 2013) is a good reference;
• Conduct experimental validations on our legged robot (Kim et al., 2016a)
and mobile manipulator (Sentis et al., 2013).
• Extend this work to more sophisticated task scenarios, such as balancing,
mobility, interaction with humans, collision avoidance and so on.
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Chapter 9
Discussions, Conclusions and Future Works
Dissertation Summary
This dissertation presents a planning, control, and decision-making frame-
work for humanoid robots with agile mobility behaviors and high performance.
A particular research concentration is on the robust, optimal and real-time
performance. We present these works in the following three parts.
First, we present a phase-space planning framework for dynamic humanoid
robot locomotion over rough terrain in Chapters 3-4. Based on a centroidal
momentum model, Chapter 3 formulates a hybrid planning framework includ-
ing a series of pivotal components: a step transition solver, a robust hybrid
automaton, and a steering direction model. In Chapter 4, we define a new class
of locomotion phase-space manifolds, used as a Riemannian distance metric
to measure deviations resulting from external disturbances or model uncer-
tainties. To achieve robust locomotion, we propose a hybrid control method
composed of a dynamic programming control based on the robust metric and a
closed-form solution of discrete foot placement re-planning. The robust capa-
bilities of our proposed framework are illustrated in (i) locomotion simulations
of dynamic maneuvers over diverse challenging terrains and under external dis-
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turbances; (ii) experimental implementations of the dynamic balancing on our
point-feet bipedal robot. Our objective is to provide a general motion planning
framework for dynamic rough terrain locomotion, which can be leveraged to
other legged robot platforms.
Second, Chapter 5 takes a step toward formally synthesizing high-level
reactive planners for the whole-body locomotion in constrained environments
epitomized by rough terrains, crashed terrain and sudden human appearance
in the scene. We formulate a two-player temporal logic game between the
contact planner and its possibly-adversarial environment. The resulting dis-
crete planner satisfies the given task specifications expressed as a fragment
of temporal logic and is executed by a low-level phase-space planner. Given
centroidal momentum dynamics, we devise various low-level locomotion modes
associated with specific contact configurations. The provable correctness of the
low-level execution of the synthesized discrete planner is guaranteed through
the so-called simulation relations. Simulations of dynamic locomotion in con-
strained environments support the effectiveness of the outlined hierarchical
planner protocol. We conjecture that this theoretical advance acts as an entry
point for the humanoid community to employ formal methods to verify and
synthesize high-level task planners.
Third, we propose a distributed control architecture for the latency-prone
humanoid robotic systems in Chapter 6. The distributed impedance con-
trollers are analyzed where damping feedback effort is executed in proximity
to the control plant, and stiffness feedback effort is implemented in a latency-
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prone centralized control process. We pursue a detailed analysis of a cen-
tral observation that the stability of high impedance distributed controllers
is highly sensitive to damping feedback delay but much less to stiffness feed-
back delay. As to series elastic actuators (SEAs) in Chapter 7, we propose a
critically-damped gain selection criterion for a SEA cascaded control structure
with inner torque and outer impedance feedback loops. A trade-off between
inner torque gains and outer impedance gains is observed. Our study indi-
cates that the proposed gain design criterion solves optimal controller gains
by maximizing system stability. Based on this controller design, we analyze
the effects of feedback delays and filtering on SEA impedance performance in
the frequency domain. We propose a novel impedance performance metric,
defined as “Z-region”, which simultaneously quantifies achievable impedance
magnitude range (Z-width) and frequency range (Z-depth). Maximizing Z-
region enables SEA-equipped robots to achieve a broad range of Cartesian
impedance tasks without alternating the control structure. Then Chapter 8
generalize this distributed control strategy to time-delayed Whole-Body Op-
erational Space with SEA dynamics. A delay-dependent passivity criterion is
proposed by treating the overall system as two interconnected subsystems in a
feedback configuration. The distributed control strategy is validated through
experimental validations on a UT rigid actuator, a series elastic actuator, an
omnidirectional mobile base and a bipedal robot. This line of work opens the
way to design distributed feedback controllers incorporating practical factors.
Discussions and Future Work
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Although a series of simulations and experiments have been presented
throughout this dissertation, there is huge room for improvements as the sub-
ject of future work. Aside from the future work mentioned in the Conclusion
and Discussion Sections of previous chapters, we also would like to put our
effort on the following aspects:
• (i) Extensive experimental validations of our rough terrain planning
strategy. Although a modified phase-space planner has been imple-
mented on our Hume biped robot (Kim et al., 2016a), more work un-
doubtedly needs to be implemented to achieve a general framework for
legged locomotion in 3D rough terrains. When reference trajectories are
applied to a real robot, modeling errors, sensor noise and external pertur-
bations will likely cause the robot to deviate from planned trajectories.
All of these errors require robust planners based on real-time sensory
feedback.
• (ii) Study robot adaptation to human collisions. A good reference is
shown (Kim et al., 2016b). Guiding and assisting humans traversing
through confined environments becomes more important topics, espe-
cially in rescue environments. How to modulate the impedance between
humans and robots properly are interesting topics to be explored.
• (iii) During multi-contact phases, we use the polynomial fitting to smoother
finite time phase transition maneuvers. In the future we plan to intro-
duce dynamics based multi-contact transition maneuvers. Specifically
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when using point contacts, multi-contact dynamics have passive modes
that have been ignored so far. Also, till now the contacts are assumed
only to occur at foot contact points. However, they could occur at any
points on the robot body which is an interesting problem for both inter-
action control and re-planning.
• (iv) For the wedge jumping scenario, we would like to explore how pri-
oritized control of internal forces, linear and angular momentum, affects
extreme locomotion capabilities and performance.
• (v) In-depth phase-space reachability analysis should be analyzed by
incorporating robot physical and environmental constraints, as well as
computational speed and delays restrictions. We target increasing the
flexibility of our planning strategy to more general constrained and un-
constructed environments.
• (vi) An interesting scientific topic is to evaluate the physical limits of
extreme locomotion given limited control capabilities. It will be attrac-
tive to quantify walking, running or climbing efficiency, and maximum
jumping capabilities.
• (vii) An open question worthy to think about in the long-term is what
type of motion planning framework is capable of generating behaviors of
a team of humanoid and mobile robots, such as legged robots, manipu-
lators and quadrotors. It is highly demanding to propose a generalized
planning framework, “Systems of Systems”. The planner should reason
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at not only system-level but also individual-robot-level. Entropy-based
optimal control in (Atanasov, 2015) provides promising insights.
Robustness is an essential property of humanoid control and planning
in the presence of model uncertainties and external disturbances. It can be
reasoned from various perspectives. In this dissertation, we primarily quantify
the robustness within three different layers, from the actuator-level control to
the locomotion phase-space planner to the high-level task planner.
• As for the actuator-level control, the proposed high-impedance control
reveals robust tracking performance in the face of unmodeled load dy-
namics. Despite no explicit explorations, the passivity property in Chap-
ter 8 intrinsically enhances the system robustness with respect to unmod-
eled robot dynamics and unknown passive environments (Albu-Scha¨ffer
et al., 2007; Ott et al., 2008). Other prior works on passivity-based ro-
bust control are referred to (Spong et al., 2006; Ortega et al., 2013).
In the future, we are interested in exploring the parametric robustness
(Zhou et al., 1996).
• The phase-space motion planner defines invariant and recoverability bun-
dles to quantify control-dependant robust phase-space regions. Given
these robust bundles, we propose a Riemannian metric to quantify the
phase-space deviation and explicitly design a robust optimal control
strategy for the nominal manifold recovery when external disturbances
occur. The resulting phase-space manifolds are sequentially composed to
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robustly track a set of keyframe states. Relevant works on robust motion
planning are in (Lozano-Perez et al., 1984; Latombe et al., 1991; Ma-
jumdar, 2016). A key distinction of our work is that the under-actuated
nonlinear robot dynamics are dominant, and thus we focus on reasoning
the robustness in phase-space instead of configuration space. In the fine
motion planning literature, sequential composition of funnels (Burridge
et al., 1999) or preimage backchaining (Lozano-Perez et al., 1984) were
introduced to produce dynamic robot behaviors. The notion of a funnel
is introduced as a metaphor for the robustness of robot behaviors.
• As to the high-level task planner, the contact planner does not know the
dynamical environment a priori, although a set of admissible environ-
mental events is predefined. The synthesized reactive planner guarantees
proper contact actions according to the sensed upcoming environment
events at runtime. This reactive mechanism is treated as a robustness
property to unforeseen environment events, i.e. the planner always re-
acts in a correct way whatever the adversarial environment events are.
In the future, we will introduce an interfacing layer (He et al., 2015; Dan-
tam et al., 2016) to allow communications between the task and motion
planners. In that case, the task planner can detect the motion planner
failures and re-plan a new command at runtime.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Phase-Space Manifold
The desired behavior of the outputs lie in manifoldsMi as shown in Eqs.
(3.7). Here we present a brief review of space curves and surfaces that relate to
the phase-space manifold (PSM) and present a Riemannian geometry metric
that can be generalized to this family of problems.
The trajectory of the center of mass (CoM) of the robot is a space curve in
3D, pCoM = {x, y, z} ∈ R3. Also, for a particular output yi (i.e., one element of
Eq. (3.1b)), if we consider the case of an output-task with relative order ri = 3,
the manifoldMi ∈ Rri is a space curve Ci in Euclidean three-dimensional space
(see Fig. A.1). We assume that the curve is parametrized by an arc-length
parameter ζ that we refer to as the progression variable. Hence the position
vector ρi of any point on the curve can be defined by specifying the value of
ζ,
ρi(ζ) =
ri∑
k=1
ξk(ζ)Ek = ξ1(ζ)E1 + ξ2(ζ)E2 + ξ3(ζ)E3. (A.1)
where, Ek is the unit vector in the k-axis of the Euclidean space and ξk(ζ) is
the projection coordinate of ρ on Ek. A unit tangent vector et to the curve
can also be defined,
et =
∂ρi
∂ζ
. (A.2)
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Figure A.1: A space curve showing the evolution of the Frenet triad.
The derivative of this vector defines the curvature κ and the unit normal vector
en,
∂et
∂ζ
= κen, where κ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂et∂ζ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (A.3)
In the case of a space surface (where, ρi belongs to a manifoldMi in the output
phase-space), instead of a vector et, we have a tangent manifold, denoted by
TMi . The tangent space at any point can be mapped to the vector χi ∈ Rri−1
that spans TMi . Without loss of generality, the actual motion is a specific line
in space curveMi. The tangent vector in the manifoldMi is eζ = (ei)t while
the cotangent vector in the manifold is eσ = (ei)n. eσ denotes the normal
deviation distance from the surface σi. For ri = 3, the binormal vector, eb
is orthogonal to et and en. These three vectors are called the Frenet space.
These three Frenet frame vectors are proportional to the first three derivatives
of the curve ρ, as a benefit of taking the arc length ζ as the parameter.
In disturbance-free cases, the system will remain in the manifold if it starts
on it. It can be considered as the zero dynamics of the surface deviation, σi.
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Figure A.2: Relationship between the CoM configuration space manifolds and the CoM
phase-space manifold.
When disturbance occurs, the state may escape the manifold and the controller
should bring it back for recovery. To define a metric on the manifold itself and
normal to it, we use Riemannian Geometry. In general, we treat each manifold
Mi in Eq. (3.7) of the task-space ith-coordinate as independent from each
other. The actual task manifold, M is the intersection of all Mi manifolds,
M =
⋂
i
Mi. (A.4)
This manifold also has a tangent manifold TM ∈ Rr, where r =
∑
i ri. Each
manifoldMi, separately have a null-space (cotangent manifold, T ∗Mi) and their
intersection is the task cotangent manifold, T ∗M.
In relation to the manifolds presented in Section 3.2, the relationship be-
tween CoM configuration manifolds and CoM phase-space manifolds can be
visualized via the set diagram of Fig. A.2.
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A.1 Proof of Tangent Phase-Space Manifold
In the desired case, angular momentum τy in the Eq. (3.14) is zero. Sagittal
inverted pendulum dynamics are simplified to x¨ = ω2(x − px), where ω is
constant within one step. Since foot placement px is also a constant in one step,
thus p˙x = 0, p¨x = 0. The equation above is equivalent to x¨− p¨x = ω2(x− px).
Now let us define a transformation x˜ = x − px, then we have x¨′ = ω2x˜. By
Laplace transformation, we have s2x(s)−x˜0−s ˙˜x0 = ω2x(s), where x˜0 = x0−px,
(x0, x˙0) is an initial condition. Then we have
x(s) = L −1{ x˜0 + s
˙˜x0
s2 − ω2 } (A.5)
Solving this equation, we have the analytical solution
x˜(t) =
x˜0(e
ωt + e−ωt)
2
+
˙˜x0(e
ωt − e−ωt)
2ω
= x˜0cosh(ωt) +
1
ω
˙˜x0sinh(ωt) (A.6)
and further
˙˜x(t) =
ωx˜0(e
ωt − e−ωt)
2
+
˙˜x0(e
ωt + e−ωt)
2
= ωx˜0sinh(ωt) + ˙˜x0cosh(ωt) (A.7)
since x˜0 = x0 − px, ˙˜x0 = x˙0 − p˙x = x˙0, ˙˜x = x˙− p˙x = x˙, we have
x(t) = (x0 − px)cosh(ωt) + 1
ω
x˙0sinh(ωt) + px (A.8)
x˙(t) = ω(x0 − px)sinh(ωt) + x˙0cosh(ωt) (A.9)
Now we have the following state space formulation(
x(t)− px
x˙(t)
)
=
(
x0 − px x˙0/ω
x˙0 ω(x0 − px)
)(
cosh(ωt)
sinh(ωt)
)
⇒(
cosh(ωt)
sinh(ωt)
)
=
1
ω(x0 − px)2 − x˙20/ω
(
ω(x0 − px) −x˙0/ω
−x˙0 x0 − px
)(
x− px
x˙
)
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since cosh2(x)− sinh2(x) = 1, one has
(ω(x0 − px)(x− px)− x˙0x˙/ω)2 − (−x˙0(x− px) + x˙(x0 − px))2
= (ω(x0 − px)2 − x˙20/ω)2 (A.10)
After expanding the square terms, manipulating and moving all terms to one
side, we obtain
(x0 − px)2
(
2x˙20 − x˙2 + ω2(x− x0)(x+ x0 − 2px)
)
− x˙20(x− px)2 + x˙20(x˙2 − x˙20)/ω2 = 0 (A.11)
which is defined as the phase-space manifold σ(x, x˙, x0, x˙0, px) in Proposi-
tion 4.1.
A.2 Proof of Cotangent Phase-Space Manifold
Taking the derivative of Eq. (4.2), we have
dσ =
∂σ
∂x
dx+
∂σ
∂x˙
dx˙, where,
∂σ
∂x
= −2x˙2apex(x− xfoot),
∂σ
∂x˙
= 2x˙2apexx˙/ω
2.
The σ-normal vector is given by it’s gradient, en =
(−2x˙2apex(x−xfoot) , 2x˙2apexx˙/
ω2
)T
, and the σ-tangent vector is orthogonal, et =
(
2x˙2apexx˙/ω
2 , 2x˙2apex(x −
xfoot)
)T
. Since ζ is orthogonal to σ, the tangent vector of ζ is the normal
vector of σ, i.e.,
dζ =
∂ζ
∂x
dx+
∂ζ
∂x˙
dx˙, with
∂ζ
∂x
= 2x˙2apexx˙/ω
2,
∂ζ
∂x˙
= −2x˙2apex(x− xfoot)
A ζ-isoline (constant ζ) requires dζ = 0, which further implies
dx˙
dx
= − x˙
ω2(x− xfoot) ⇒ ω
2
∫ x˙
x˙0
dx˙
x˙
= −
∫ x
x0
dx
x− xfoot (A.12)
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then we have
ln(
x˙
x˙0
)ω
2
+ ln
x− xfoot
x0 − xfoot = 0 ⇒ (
x˙
x˙0
)ω
2 x− xfoot
x0 − xfoot = 1 (A.13)
Thus, we can define the cotangent manifold as
ζ = ζ0(
x˙
x˙0
)ω
2 x− xfoot
x0 − xfoot (A.14)
where the constant ζ0 is a nonnegative scaling factor. In this case, (x0, x˙0)
is an initial condition where ζ = ζ0. (x0, x˙0) cannot be the apex condition,
we could use (x0, x˙0) = (x˙apex/ω, x˙apex), which is a point in the asymptote.
All of these three terms, i.e., ζ0, x0 and x˙0, do not affect the orthogonality of
the tangent and cotangent manifolds. They are chosen such that ζ values are
scaled to reasonable values within one walking step (e.g., ζ ∈ [0, 1]).
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Appendix B
PIPM Locomotion Dynamics
B.1 Derivation of PIPM Dynamics
We first expand Eq. (3.13) as follows
(z − zfootq) ·mx¨ = (x− xfootq) ·m(z¨ + g)− τy, (B.1)
−(z − zfootq) ·my¨ = (y − yfootq) ·m(z¨ + g)− τx, (B.2)
(x− xfootq) ·my¨ = (y − yfootq) ·mx¨− τz. (B.3)
Given the 3D surface in Eq. (3.16), we differentiate it twice and obtain
z¨ = aqx¨+ bqy¨. (B.4)
Substituting Eq. (B.4) into Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2), we have
(aqx+ bqy + cq − zfootq)x¨− (x− xfootq)(aqx¨+ bqy¨ + g) + τy/m = 0, (B.5)
(aqx+ bqy + cq − zfootq)y¨ − (y − yfootq)(aqx¨+ bqy¨ + g) + τx/m = 0. (B.6)
Combining Eqs. (B.3) and (B.5), we obtain
x¨ =
(x− xfootq)g
aqxfootq + bqyfootq + cq − zfootq
− τy + bqτz
m(aqxfootq + bqyfootq + cq − zfootq)
. (B.7)
Combining Eqs. (B.3) and (B.6), we obtain
y¨ =
(y − yfootq)g
aqxfootq + bqyfootq + cq − zfootq
− τx + aqτz
m(aqxfootq + bqyfootq + cq − zfootq)
. (B.8)
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Figure B.1: Numerical integration of sagittal and lateral dynamics. Numerical Integration is
used for phase-space prediction of sagittal and lateral prismatic inverted pendulum dynamics
in Eq. (3.14).
By combining Eqs. (B.4), (B.7) and (B.8), z¨ can be derived accordingly. By
defining a phase-space asymptotic slope ωq as shown in Eq. (3.15), we can
obtain Eq. (3.14) for the prismatic inverted pendulum based control system.
B.2 Numerical Integration
For the nonlinear Eq. (3.14), we assume that x¨ is approximately constant
for small increments of time. Since f is normally highly nonlinear, numeri-
cal integration algorithms are normally used. More details are explained in
(Sentis and Slovich, 2011). The pipeline for finding state-space trajectories
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goes as follows: (1) choose a very small time perturbations , (2) given known
velocities x˙k and accelerations x¨k, we get the next velocity x˙k+1, (3) get the
next position xk+1, (4) plot the points (xk+1, x˙k+1) in the phase-plane. We
also notice, that we can iterate this recursion both forward and backward. If
we iterate backward we then need to choose a negative perturbation . Based
on this pipeline, one-step sagittal and lateral manifold with different initial
conditions are shown in Fig. B.1. The phase diagrams (a) and (b) correspond
to the sagittal and lateral CoM phase behaviors given desired foot contact
locations (red boxes), a desired CoM surface of motion, and initial position
and velocity conditions. If we consider timing issues on the lateral plane as
discussed in Chapter 4, we can derive two different trajectories shown in (c)
and (d). (c) shows lateral CoM behaviors given a fixed lateral foot placement
and varying starting conditions. (d) corresponds to CoM trajectories derived
given varying lateral foot placements and a fixed starting conditions. In (e), we
analyze lateral CoM trajectories of two consecutive steps with varying lateral
foot placements. As the foot placement moves further apart, the acceleration
becomes larger and the CoM position transverses (at the apex point) less in
the y direction.
B.3 Multi-Contact Maneuvers
Our objective here is to incorporate multi-contact transitions into our gait
planner to make it look more natural. To this end, we cut out a portion of the
phase curves around step transitions and fit a 5th-order polynomial with the
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Figure B.2: Integration of multi-contact transition phases. The plots (a) and (b) are similar
to their counterparts of Fig. 3.2 but with an addition of a multi-contact phase. A user
decides the duration of the multi-contact phase with respect to the overall step and then
chooses the velocity and acceleration profile during multi-contact.
desired smooth behavior. In this fitting, desired boundary values of position,
velocity and acceleration are endowed by the gait designer. More importantly,
it is needed to also take into account time constraints in such a way that the
sagittal and lateral behaviors are exactly synchronized. Boundary and timing
conditions allow us to calculate the coefficients of the polynomials. For more
mathematical derivations, please refer to (Zhao and Sentis, 2012).
In our case, we design a multi-contact phase that takes place during 25%
of the time of any given step. We show the result in Fig. B.2. The dotted
rectangle in plot (a) of the previous figure depicts the time window for multi-
contact. This percentage is adjustable to other values based on the desired
walking profile. To determine the feasibility of the curves we extract internal
forces using the multi-contact-grasp matrix in Section 3.3.2 and then determine
if they are feasible given surface friction constraints.
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Appendix C
Robust Hybrid Automaton
Mathematical notations of the robust hybrid automaton in Section 3.5.1
are described in detail as
• ζ is the phase-space progression variable;
• Q is the set of discrete states;
• X is the set of continuous states. The system state is augmented to
s := ζ ×Q×X in a hybrid state space;
• U := {uq, q ∈ Q}, is the set of control inputs. U = {uc} ∪ {ud} where
uc,ud are continuous and discrete control inputs, respectively;
• W is the set of disturbances;
• F is the vector field, with F : ζ ×Q× X × U ×W → TX , where TX is
tangent bundle of X ;
• I := ζ ×Q×X , is the initial condition;
• D(q) : Q → 2X , q ∈ Q, is the domain1;
• R := {Rq, q ∈ Q}, is the collection of recoverability sets;
12X represents the power set (all the subsets) of X .
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• B := {Bq, q ∈ Q}, is the collection of invariant bundles;
• E(q, q + 1) := Q×Q, is the edge;
• G(q, q + 1) : Q×Q → 2Xq is the guard, which is abbreviated as Gq→q+1;
G(q, q + 1) = ∪τ,µG [τ ]µ , is the transition set2 (notations are shown in
Table 3.1);
• T (q, q + 1) : Q×Q → 2Xq+1 , q, q + 1 ∈ Q, is the transition termination
set;
• ∆[τ ]µ(q→q+1)(s
−
q ,u
−
q , w
−
d ), is the transition map (see Eq. C.1).
Based on the automaton above, the hybrid system can be represented by
Σq :

{F+,u+q+1,x+q+1} ← ∆[τ ]µ(q→q+1)(s−q ,u−q , w−d ),
if (s−q ,u
−
q , w
−
d ) ∈ G [τ ]µ (q, q + 1)
x˙q = F(q,xq,uq, wd), otherwise
(C.1)
where, sq(ζq) = (ζq, q,xq) is the hybrid automaton state. This automaton has
non-periodic orbits, since our planning focuses on irregular terrain locomotion.
A directed diagram of this non-periodic automaton is shown in Fig. 3.4.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, no result till now has been achieved
for robust hybrid locomotion automaton and ours turns out to be the first.
In Section 4.2, more details will be provided for how this automaton governs
the hierarchical optimization sequence. To demonstrate the usefulness of this
hybrid automaton, an example of the planning sequence is provided as follows.
2More details are provided in (Branicky et al., 1998).
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For example, consider a phase-space trajectory that contains a step (two
states) Q = {q, q+1} that are sequentially connected (e.g., left and right feet).
Given an initial condition (ζ0, q,xq(ζ0)) ∈ I, the system will evolve following
the system Σq as long as the continuous state xq remains in D(q) (e.g., left
foot in the ground, right foot swinging). If at some point xq reaches the guard
G(q, q + 1) (e.g., right foot touches the ground) of some edge E(q, q + 1), the
discrete state switches to q + 1. At the same time the continuous state gets
reset to some value by ∆(q, q+1,x+q+1) (e.g., left foot is swinging and right foot
is in the ground). After this discrete transition, continuous evolution resumes
and the whole process is repeated.
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Algorithm 3 Overall Hybrid Robust Locomotion Planning Structure
1: Initialize walking step index k ← 1, discrete state q, initial condition Iq, 
for invariant bundle Bq(), stage update indicator bupdate ← false.
2: while xq /∈ G[δj ]a (q, q + 1) do
3: if xq ∈ G[δj ]d (q, qdist) then
4: Execute ∆
[δj ]
d (q, qdist,xqdist) and quantize disturbed state (xq)dist.
5: Generate optimal policies (ζ, x˙, x¨, τ, ω,L,V)opt by dynamic program-
ming.
6: bupdate ← true.
7: Compute the phase-space manifold σtrans by Eq. (4.1) at transition
phase.
8: if (xq)trans /∈ Rq then
9: Re-plan xfootq+1 by Eq. (4.14) and search yfootq+1 by Algorithm 2.
10: end if
11: end if
12: Compute σi+1 over domain Dq by Eq. (4.1).
13: if bupdate is true then
14: Update stage index istage of recovery optimal control inputs.
15: end if
16: if xq /∈ Bq then
17: Compute uci+1 =: (τy, ω)istage by Eq. (4.7a) and assign x¨i+1 ←
x¨opt(istage).
18: else
19: Compute uci+1 =: (τy, ω)i+1 by Eq. (4.7b) and assign x¨i+1 by
Eq. (3.14).
20: end if
21: Evolve (xi+1, x˙i+1) over domain Dq numerically.
22: i← i+ 1.
23: end while
24: q ← q + 1, re-assign Iq+1, bupdate ← false and jump to line 2 for next
walking step.
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Appendix D
Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming divides a multi-period planning problem into sim-
pler subproblems at different stages. In contrast to using a traditional time
discretization, our study discretizes the CoM sagittal position. Our objective
is to generate recovery control policies offline for all admissible disturbance and
store them as a policy table. Therefore, recovery can be achieved by looking
up the table when disturbances are detected at runtime. We implement a grid-
search backward DP. The cost function in Eq. (4.5) can be defined as the value
function V(q,xN). According to Bellman’s equation, one step optimization at
nth stage is
Vn(q,xn) = min
ucx
Ln(q,xn,ucx) + Vn+1(q,xn+1), (D.1)
which is known as principle of optimality for discrete systems1. Note that,
the control input ucx as well as CoM acceleration are assumed to be constant
within one stage. For the integral of Ln(q,xn,ucx), linear interpolation is used
1Since the cost is computed iteratively in a backward way, the stage index n decreases. In
this value iteration algorithm, Vn+1(q,xn+1) represents the total optimal cost from (n+1)th
stage to the terminal N th stage for all feasible states x˙n+1. Accordingly, we solve the optimal
control sequence from (n+ 1)th to N th stage for all x˙n+1. Then for n
th stage, we only need
to solve the optimal cost from nth to (n+ 1)th stage.
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to estimate CoM velocities. The velocities of two consecutive stages satisfy
x˙n+1 = x˙n + x¨nTn, where Tn is the duration of one stage. Given the constant
acceleration within one stage, we have δxn = (x˙n+1 + x˙n)Tn/2. Combining the
two equations above, we can derive the constant acceleration
x¨n =
x˙2n+1 − x˙2n
2δxn
, (D.2)
which is used to seed values to the equality constraint in the optimization
problem of Eq. (4.5), allowing us to solve for the continuous control input.
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Appendix E
Linear Temporal Logic
Temporal logic is composed of propositions, standard Boolean operators
and temporal operators. It has been widely used in motion planning communi-
ties to represent properties, requirements and specifications of robotic systems.
For instance, the following desired properties can be expressed: response (if a,
then b), safety (always a), liveness (infinitely often a) and stability (eventually
always a). In this study, linear temporal logic (LTL) is used to specify linear
time properties and the reasons are in twofold: i), the formulae can be syn-
thesized into low-level controllers in a convenient way. and ii), it can capture
many complex robot behaviors. Given an environment E and the controllable
robot system state S, we define an augmented variable r ∈ R = E ∪ S.
Definition E.1 (Linear-time property). A linear-time (LT) property P
over atomic propositions in AP is a set of infinite sequences over 2AP .
LTL Syntax: An LTL formula ϕ is composed of atomic propositions pi ∈ AP ,
which are statements on a Boolean system variable that can either be true or
false. The generic form of a LTL formula has the following grammar,
ϕ ::= pi
∣∣∣ ¬ϕ ∣∣∣ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∣∣∣ ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∣∣∣ © ϕ ∣∣∣ ϕ1Uϕ2
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where the Boolean constants true and false are expressed by false = ¬true and
true = ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ, and we have the temporal operators © (”next”), U (”until”),
¬ (”negation”) and ∧ (”conjunction”). We can also define ∨ (”disjunction”),
⇒ (”implication”),⇔ (”equivalence”). Another two key operators in LTL are
3 (”Eventually”) and 2 (”Always”). We can interpret them 3ϕ := true Uϕ
for “Eventually” and 2ϕ := ¬3¬ϕ for “Always”. Combinations of these
operators can describe a variety of specifications for system behaviors.
LTL Semantics: An LTL formula is interpreted over an infinite sequence of
states (q,p) = (q1, p1)(q2, p2)(q3, p3) . . .. We define (qi,pi) = (qi, pi)(qi+1, pi+1)
(qi+2, pi+2) . . . as a run from i
th position. It is said that a LTL formula ϕ holds
at ith position of (q,p), represented as (qi, pi) |= ϕ, if and only if (iff) ϕ holds
for the remaining sequence of (q,p) starting at ith position. The semantics of
LTL are defined inductively as
(qi, pi) |= ¬ϕ iff (qi, pi) 6|= ϕ
(qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff (qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∧ (qi, pi) |= ϕ2
(qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff (qi, pi) |= ϕ1 ∨ (qi, pi) |= ϕ2
(qi, pi) |=©ϕ iff (qi+1, pi+1) |= ϕ
(qi, pi) |= ϕ1Uϕ2 iff ∃j ≥ i, s.t.(qj, pj) |= ϕ2 and (qk, pk) |= ϕ1,∀i ≤ k ≤ j
By these definitions, the notation ©ϕ represents that ϕ is true at the next
“step” (i.e., next position in the sequence), 2ϕ represents ϕ is always true (i.e.,
true at every position of the sequence), 3ϕ represents that ϕ is eventually true
at some position of the sequence, 23ϕ represents that ϕ is true infinitely often
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(i.e., eventually become true starting from any position), and 32ϕ represents
that ϕ is eventually always true (i.e., always become true after some position
of the sequence) (Baier et al., 2008).
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Appendix F
Sensitivity Discrepancy Equation Derivations
Derivation of Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15)
Using the product differentiation rule on Eq. (6.14), one obtains,
∂atan (A1g/A2g)
∂Ts
=
∂atan (A1g/A2g)
∂ (A1g/A2g)
· ∂ (A1g/A2g)
∂Ts
. (F.1)
Using differentiation rules, the following applies,
∂atan (A1g/A2g)
∂ (A1g/A2g)
=
1
1 + (A1g/A2g)
2 . (F.2)
Also, it is straightforward to derive, once again, using the product differenti-
ation rule, the following equalities,
∂ (A1g/A2g)
∂Ts
=
∂A1g
∂Ts
1
A2g
+
∂ (1/A2g)
∂Ts
A1g
=
 − A2g
(
Kωg cos(Ts ωg) +K τv ω
2
g sin(Ts ωg)
)
+ A1g
(
Kωg sin(Ts ωg)−K τv ω2g cos(Ts ωg)
)

A22g
=
 −K2(τ 2vω2g + 1) +KBωg
(
sin ((Ts − Td)ωg)
− τvωgcos ((Ts − Td)ωg)
)
 ωg
A22g
,
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which make use of the trigonometric rules cos2(x)+sin2(x) = 1 and sin(x−y) =
sin(x) cos(y)−cos(x) sin(y). Gathering the above derivations and putting them
together according to Eq. (F.1) yields,
∂atan (A1g/A2g)
∂Ts
=
[ −K2(τ 2vω2g + 1) +KBωgM ] ωg
A21g + A
2
2g
with M , sin
(
(Ts−Td) ωg
)
−τvωgcos
(
(Ts−Td)ωg
)
. Using basic trigonometry,
one can further simplify M to
M =
√
τ 2vω
2
g + 1 · sin
(
(Ts − Td) ωg + φ
)
(F.3)
where the phase shift φ , atan(−τvωg). The derivation of Eq. (6.15) is very
similar to the above and is therefore omitted for space purpose.
Derivation of Eq. (6.24)
Using the gain crossover frequency of Eq. (6.23) on the numerator of Eq. (6.11)
yields,
|jA1g + A2g|2 = A21g + A22g. (F.4)
Using the expressions of A1g and A2g given in Eq. (6.12) yields,
A21g + A
2
2g = (Bωg)
2 +K2(τ 2vω
2
g + 1)− 2KBωgM,
which also makes use of the trigonometric rules cos2(x) + sin2(x) = 1 and
sin(x − y) = sin(x) cos(y) − cos(x) sin(y). Combining the above norm of the
numerator of Eq. (6.11) with the norm of its denominator one gets
|POL(ωg)|2 =
(Bωg)
2 +K2(τ 2vω
2
g + 1)− 2KBωgM
ω2g
(
(mωg)2 + b2
)(
(τvωg)2 + 1
) = 1, (F.5)
which is equivalent to Eq. (6.24).
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Appendix G
Passivity Preliminary
Contraction Mapping Principle
By Eq. (15), the iteration equation becomes qˆn+1 = θ −K−1l(qˆn). By
contraction mapping principle Ott et al. (2008); Vidyasagar (2002), we have
lim
n→∞
qˆn = q, (G.1)
as long as the equation below is satisfied
||∂l(q)
∂q
|| ≤ α ≤ 1||K−1|| , ∀q ∈ R
n. (G.2)
In practice, one or two iterations will result in the convergence to q given a
common accuracy requirement Albu-Scha¨ffer et al. (2007). A physical inter-
pretation of Eq. (G.2) is: considering Eq. (8.16) and ignoring its gravity, we
have
∂l(q)
∂q
=
∂
∂q
[J∗(q0)
TΛ(q0)KxJ
∗(q0)q˜0] = J
∗(q0)
TΛ(q0)KxJ
∗(q0) = Kq.
Thus, Eq. (G.2) is equivalent to
||Kq|| ≤K,
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which means that the desired joint stiffness Kq mapped from the Cartesian
space stiffness can not exceed the joint spring stiffness K. This is consistent
with our impedance analysis of the series elastic actuators in Chapter 7.
Propositions of Passivity Analysis
Proposition G.1. (Inertia Matrix) The inertia matrix A(q) is positive defi-
nite
A(q) = AT (q) > 0, ∀q ∈ Rn
Proposition G.2. (Skew symmetry) For free-floating multi-body dynamics,
the matrix A˙(q)− 2b(q, q˙) is skew symmetric, i.e.,
A˙(q)− 2b(q, q˙) = 0
where b(q, q˙) is the matrix of centrifugal and Coriolis forces.
Proposition G.3. (Inequality Property) For a positive-definite matrix Φ, the
following inequality holds:
±2mT (t)
∫ t
t−d(t)
n(ξ)dξ−
∫ t
t−d(t)
nT (ξ)Φn(ξ)dξ ≤ d¯ mT (t)Φ−1mT (t)
where m(·) and n(·) are vectors, d(t) is a time-varying scalar with 0 ≤ d(t) ≤
d¯. Note that, the first term in the left-hand side of inequality above is sign
independent since d¯ mT (t)Φ−1mT (t) = d¯ (−mT (t))Φ−1(−mT (t)).
Proposition G.4. (Passivity) A system, interacting with the environment or
sustaining external disturbance, is passive∫ T
0
q˙T (δ)τ(δ)dδ ≥ −γ, ∀ T > 0
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where the constant γ ≥ 0, q˙T (δ)τ(δ) represents the instantaneous power and∫ T
0
q˙T (δ)τ(δ)dδ denotes the energy generated by the system over time interval
[0, T ]. This property means the system can only produce a finite amount of
energy which is bounded by −γ. We use this proposition to prove the passivity
of the time-delayed WBOSC.
Proposition G.5. (Schur Complement) The linear matrix inequality (LMI)
Boyd et al. (1994) (
A(x) B(x)
BT (x) C(x)
)
> 0
where A(x) = AT (x),B(x) = BT (x) is equivalent to the following inequali-
ties
C(x) > 0, A(x)−B(x)C−1(x)BT (x) > 0
Derivation of V˙2
Here we assume the matrices J∗T , Λ and g¯(θ) are evaluated at time
t− d0. Namely, J∗T = J∗T(−d0),Λ = Λ(−d0), g¯(θ) = g¯(θ)(−d0). Since Bs and K
are constant matrices, xd is a constant input (i.e., a regulation problem) and
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considering Eq. (8.11), the derivative of V2 is
V˙2 = θ˙
T
Bsθ¨ + (θ − qj)TK(θ˙ − q˙j)
= θ˙
T
(
−Dθθ˙ − J∗TΛKx
(
x(t− TH − TL
2
)− xd(t− TH + TL
2
)
)
+ g¯(θ)
)
− q˙Tj Γsea
= − θ˙TDθθ˙ − q˙Tj Γsea + θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xd(t− TH + TL
2
)− x(t− TH − TL
2
)
)
+ θ˙
T
g¯(θ)
= − θ˙TDθθ˙(t)− q˙Tj Γsea − θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xd(t)− xd(t− d2)
)
+ θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
x(t)− x(t− d1)
)
+ θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xd(t)− x(t)
)
+ θ˙
T
g¯(θ)
= − θ˙TDθθ˙ − q˙Tj Γsea + θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
∫ t
t−d1
x˙(ξ)dξ + θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xd(t)
− x(t))+ θ˙T g¯(θ).
Note that, since xd is constant, thus xd(t) − xd(t − d2) = 0 and the term
θ˙
T
J∗TΛKx
(
xd(t)−xd(t−d2)
)
is cancelled out. Then the result in Eq. (8.27)
follows.
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